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cover five stages in the characterization of the lifetime of pristine fibres with 
the double mandrel test ( chapter 3). 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

J.t Strength and lifetime 

In genera!, strength is not an intrinsic property of a materiaL The strength of 
brittie matcrials is determined by distortions or flaws, present in the bulkor on 
the surface of the materiaL These distortions, i.e. gas bubbles, cracks, scratches 
and inclusions, act as stress concentrators. The stress concentration is largely 
determined by the geometry of the flaws. Under the influence of environment 
and applied stress, the geometry of the flaws can change. A change in strength 
is the result. In the description of the lifetime of a tensile loaded specimen, these 
strength changes are important. Experiments in different environments show 
clearly that the failure process is influenced by the chemical environment. In 
particular, the strength of glass is influenced by the presence of water. 

On a pristine glass fibre, no extrinsic faiture sourees are present. The material 
fails under a very high tensile laad. The existing formalisros for strength and 
lifetime prediction have been developed for matcrials with extrinsic flaws. 
Nevertheless these rnadeis are often used to describe the behaviour of pristine 
fibres. 

In this thesis, a new model is presented to describe the strength and lifetime 
behaviour of pristine optica! glass fibres without the necessity of ha ving faiture 
sources. This model is compared with experimental results. 

Befare the formalisms used for strength and lifetime descriptions in fracture 
mechanics are introduced, a briefdescription will be given of the optica! fibre 
and its properties. 

1.2 Optica) fibres 

Optica! fibres are used for light transmission over long distances. In telecom
munication applications they are made of glass. In principle the fibre consists 
of two matcrials with different refractive indices !1J. The inner (care) glass (fig. 
1.1) has a higher refractive index than the outer (cladding) glass. Light rays in 
the co re which hit the care/ cladding interface under a small angle q> are totally 
reflected and remains in the core. The magnitude of the maximum angle q>m 
depends on the difference in refractive indices. 

In telecommunication applications fused silica is used as basic materiaL 
Above a wavelength of 1600 nm the optica! absorption of the glassis high due 
to lattice vibrations. In the region between 500 and 1600 nm the intrinsic loss is 
mainly determined by the Rayleigh scattering. Optica! transmission without 
amplification over distances of more than 100 km is possible [21. To realise this, 
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a very pure material is needed. Some transition metals cause strong absorption 
peaks below 1600 nm. The amount of these elements in the glass therefore must 
be extremely low, in some cases below 0.1 ppb (i.e. 1 o-t 0). The incorporation of 
water in the fused silica network also gives optica! absorption peaks below 
1600 nm (Si-OH vibrations). lt is difficult to remove these final -OH groups 
completely. For -OH contents below 0.1 ppm ( < 1 o-7), an acceptable opticalloss 
of the fibre may be obtained around 850, 1300 and 1550 nm wavelength. These 
wavelengtbs are used in practice for optica! communication. 

step index fibre 

Fig. l.I. Schematic cross-section of a step index optica! fibre. Due to the refractive index difference 
of core and cladding, light rays in the core are totally reflected at the core/cladding interface. The 
maximum angle q>m for total reflection is determined by the refractive index difference. The optical 
lengths in the sample are different for light rays with different retlection angles. 

The optica! fibres are used to transmit over large distances light pulses from 
a soureetoa detector. Fora fibre with a step in the refractive index profile (step 
index fibre), the lengtbs of the possible light paths from souree to detector differ 
markedly (fig. 1.1 ). Th is limits the bandwidth of the signals, transmitted through 
the fibre. To overcome this problem, two types of fibre were introduced !11: 
• The multimode fibre with a nearly parabolic refractive index profile for the 
core. The different light paths (modes) have identical optica! lengths. The 
bandwidth is limited ( ~ 1 GHz.km) by the accuracy of the refractive index 
profile. In practice, this type has a core of about 50 J!m. 
• The single-mode fibre. This type has a small core ( < 10 J.lm). Above a eertaio 
wavelength only one mode is possible in this fibre. Transmission frequencies can 
be an order of magnitude larger than in the multimode fibre. 

As remarked the fibres commonly used for telecommunication, are based on 
fused silica. The refractive index differences are made by incorporation of 
elements like Ge and Pin the glass matrix ofthe core and Fin the cladding. The 
production process of these fibres consists essentially of two steps. In the first 
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step, a preform of the high purity material is made. lt bas a diameter of some cm 
and contains the desired refractive index profile. In the second step, a fibre is 
drawn from this preform. 

Various processes can be used for preform manufacturing [l1. Philips uses the 
Plasma Chemica! Vapour Deposition process to deposit the core glass (doped 
fused silica glass) on the inner wall of a fused silica tube. Then the cladding 
material of the fibres is fused silica. 

The fibre-drawing processis shown schematically in fig. 1.2. To draw a fibre, 
the preform is heated in a furnace to about 2000 °C. To prevent mechanica! 
damage at the fibre surface during handling, a primary coating is applied on the 
cooled fibre before the fibre is wound on a drum. The coating is applied as a 
concentric liquid layer and polymerised before contacting the drum. At the 
present time both thermal-cured and UV-cured coatings are used in fibre 
production. Fibre drawing veloeities of about 1 km/min can be realized [3•41. In 
this study, only UV-cured coatings are considered. A primary coated fibre of 
outer diameter 250 IJ.m is obtained. The glass diameter is 125 IJ.m. 

Fig. 1.2. Schematic representation of the fibre drawing process. From the heated preforma fibre is 
drawn. On the cooled fibre a coating liquid is applied and polymerised. Then the fibre is wound on 
a drum. 
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The thickness and properties of the coating material (Young's modulus E, 
glass transition temperature) can have large influences on the optica! loss and 
the bandwidth characteristics of the fibre and their temperature dependence. For 
these reasons, the primary coating often consists oftwo materials: a low-modulus 
inner coating (E< 10 MPa) and a high modulus (E> 100 MPa) outer coating 
materiaL 

Despite precautions, weak spots occur on the fibre [SJ, which reduce its 
strength. Among the various sourees of weak spots are inclusions in the glass, 
particles on the outer glass surface, originating from the environment (e.g. the 
furnace), particles in the coating material and scratches on the glass surface. 
lnformation on the occurrence of weak spots can be obtained from tensile 
strength measurements. Fig. 1.3 gives a typical tensile strength plot for a fibre 
with a few weak spots. The failure probability Fis given as a function of the 
failure stress af> which is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The failure probability 

98% 

90 
F 

i 
70 

50 

20 

5 

0.7 1 4 
-+a, 

Fig. 1.3. Tensile strength results represented on a Weibull scale. The failure probability Fis given as 
a function ofthe failure stress a1. The results are obtained on libre samples of constant Jength. Two 
types of failure origins are present: intrinsic failures around 5 GPa and extrinsic failures at lower 
stress values. The intrinsic failures show a small distribution in strength values. 
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isgiven on the Weibull scale(ln (-In (1 F)), section 1.4). Theupper part ofthe 
tensite strength plot shows a nearly constant high failure stress. Th is part is due 
to intrinsic failure. In the lower part the faiture stresses shows more variation. 
These failures are due to extrinsic reasons, like inclusions and surface damage. 
Given the tested length, the frequency of occurrence of these extrinsic faiture 
origins can be determined. For small test lengths, only intrinsic failures will be 
found. For large test lengths, failures are due to extrinsic reasons. 

In the given ex perimental conditions, the fracture stress of the intrinsic fibre 
is about 5 GPa. This agrees with a load of 60 N on a 125 jlm fibre. Typical 
strength values for commonly used glass are roughly a factor of 100 lower than 
the tensile strength of a pristine fibre. 

1.3 Fracture mechanics 

1.3.1 Failure stress 
Before the strengthand lifetime ofthe fibre are discussed in more detail, some 

of the relations commonly used in fracture mechanics will be introduced. 
In 1913, Inglis [61 described the stress distribution around an elliptical hole in 

a stressed matrix. Fig. 1.4 shows a half-elliptical hole, e.g. at a surface. The 
elliptical hole acts as a model for a crack. The length of the long axis is 2c and 
the tip radius p. The local stress a1 at the tip of the ellipseis related to the applied 
stress aa: 

(1.1) 

Spontaneous failure occurs when the local stress cr1 exceeds the theoretica) 
strength Ó111 of the materiaL Th en the failure stress a,. is equal to CJ a· For cracks 
(c> p), the failure stress ar= (cr111/2)~ is obtain.ed. 

In 1920, Griffith Pl treais a crack as an equilibrium system. Theelastic energy 
stored in the matrix and the surface energy ofthe crack surface are in equilibrium 
at failure. This leads to 

CJr = 1 f2ri. . V ---;;;- (1.2) 

The failure stress cr,.increases when the surface energy yor Young's modulus E 
increases or the crack length c decreases. Both Inglis and Griffith derived for 
cracks ( c> p) that a1 "' 1/Vc. They differ in the proportionality constant. More 
in genera!, in the relation between the crack of length c and the applied stress 
CJa, the stress intensity factor K1 is defined in 1958 by lrwin [&Jas 
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(1.3) 

The geometrical factor Y depends on the shape of the crack and the initia) 
toading conditions 191. Catastrophic failure occurs at faiture stress 

(1.4) 

where K 1c is the critical stress intensity factor or fracture toughness. Within the 
Griffith concept, K 1c is seen as a material constant. lt depends on the surface 
energy rand Young's modulus E. Equation (1.2) is derived for the case of a 
straight crack of length 2c; (1.4) is also valid for other geometries. 

1.3.2 Stress corrosion 
Glass, including fused silica glass, reacts with water 1101. Tensite stress 

increases the reaction rate. A crack with initial length ei increases in size under 
an applied stress a a< ar. A combined action of water and applied stress 
produces slow crack growth. An increase in crack size means a lower failure 

t t t t t t t 
a a 

-~-~---

" 
// 

4- Q q 

9 
; 

9 

a, 

,, " 
c "' 

N 

"' a1 =aa (1 + 2 v'ëiPJ " 

"' 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Fig. 1.4. Stress concentration around an elliptical hole, as described by Jnglis 161. The stress a1 at the 
tip of an elliptical hole with long a x is 2c and tip radius p depends on the applied stress a a· 
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stress Gf" Due to this slow crack growth process, the lifetime of a specimen under 
stress may be limited. 

In 1958, Charles introduced an empirica! relation between the slow crack 
growth velocity v and the faiture stress [ttJ. He proposed a power law 

de 
- = v = AKï 
dt 

(1.5) 

to describe v. The constant A depends on the environment. The exponentnis the 
fatigue parameter, which often is treated as a constant for the stress corrosion 
process. From this power law, expressions for strength and lifetime can be 
derived. Suppose we have a crack of initia! size ei. Without slow crack growth 
the failure stress is G; = K1c/( YV'ë;). At constant stress Ga (statie fatigue) it is 
derived from (1.3) and (1.5) that the time to failure, t.J· ( = lifetime), is [tZJ 

(1.6) 

The latter approximation can be made since usually n > 10. The constant B 
contains material and process parameters: 

2 
B= . 

AY2(n 2) Kïë 
(1.7) 

At constant stress ra te à ( dG/ dt, dynamic fatigue), G = àt. Th en it is easily 
shown that 

(1.8) 

Fora given initia) strength G;, the faiture stress Gf depends on the stress ra te à. 
The fatigue parameter n can thus be obtained from static fatigue experiments 
( = at constant stress, Ga) and from dynamic fatigue experiments ( = constant 
stress rate, à). 

A combination of (1.6) and (1.8) shows that for Ga = Gr 

td 
t =-
f n+1 (n+ t)à 

(1.9) 

where td is the time to failure in the dynamic fatigue test. This relation is used 
to represent static and dynamic fatigue experiments in one figure. 

Equation (1.6) relates an initia! strength G;and a service stress Ga toa lifetime. 
For optica! fibre cables, a lifetime of at least 30 years is needed. To give a 
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guarantee for the lifetime, in formation on B, initial strength a; and 11 is nceded. 
The parameter nis ohtained from fatigue experiments. 

From fig. 1.3 it is ohserved that a wide distrihution of weak spots may he 
present on the fihre. For long test lengths, the chance of finding still weaker spots 
is greater. In a proof test the whole fihre is stressed duringa short time interval 
1
1
, at the proof test stress a

1
, li:!.D.I 41. Faiture occurs on the weakest spots. 

The proof test load is applied and released at finite stress rates. In the 
descriptîon of the proof test this bas to he taken înto account ID.t 4 1. In a good 
proof test the stress a

1
, must he remtwed very fast. After proof testing the 

survivîng fihre has a lower limit for the initia I strength, equal toahout the proof 
test level. Th is lower limit may he used as inert strength in equation ( 1.6) for 
I ifctime prediction. The ratio a,/ a

1
, for surviving 30 years can he calculated. Th is 

ratio is sensitive to the value of 11. In all these descriptions, the fatigue parameter 
11 plays a vital role. 

1.4 Weibull statistics 

On a fihre a distrihution of weak spots is present. Each of these weak spots 
corresponds to an initia! tlaw size. When slow crack growth can he neglected, 
this llaw sizc corresponds to a fracture stress a. The numher of weak spots 
teading to faiture hetween load a and a+ der on a defined length /0 of fibre is 
detined as 11( a) 1' 51. From this distribution, the faiture prohahility F at load a 
and test length I is derived: 

F{cr) = I - exp {- !_ N(cr)} (1.10) 
lo 

with 
(f 

N(cr) J 11(a')dcr'. (I. 1 I ) 

{) 

For 

N(a) (-~)111 
CJo 

( 1.12) 

the Weihuil distribution is ohtained. Stress cr0 and Weihuil modulus 111 are the 
parameters of this distribution. Having N samples to he tested, the prohahility 
that i samples have fa i led is taken as F = i/( N + 1). From ( t.t 0) and ( Ll2) it 
is derived that 

In( ln(t- F)} = m ln(cr) + ln(///0 ) (1.13) 
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Representing In( -ln(1 - F)) as a function of In( a), a Weibull plot for the 
fracturestress a is obtained. The Weibull distribution is represented as a straight 
line with slope m. For I= Jo. a0 is obtained at 63% failure probability 
(In(-- In( 1 - F)) = 0). Fora large value of m, a small varia ti on in strength values 
is obtained. 

This Weibull scale is used in fig. 1.3. The data points in this plot must be 
represented by (at least) two lines with different slopes. They cannot bedescribed 
with one Weibull distribution. Different types (and distributions) of fracture 
origins are present. The upper part, the intrinsic strength, has a high value for 
the Weibull modulus (m> 50). The lower part where the strength is determined 
by extrinsic defects, has a low m value; in this particular case m ~ 2. 

Starting from the power law (1.5) for slow crack growth and a Weibull 
distribution 

(1.14) 

for the initia) strength distribution of the fibre, expressions for static and 
dynamic fatigue are derived 1161. For static fatigue (constant aa ), 

m mn { /} In (-In (1- F)) =--In Ur) +--In (aa) + In -
n2 · n2 fo 

m 
---In (t0aö) 

n-2 
(1.15) 

with t0 = BI aö. A plot of In( -ln(1 - F)) against ln(t1) at constant test length 
gives a Weibull distribution in the faiture time, with slope 

m 
m' (1.16) 

n-2 

For dynamic fatigue (constant à), a combination ofthe power law (1 .5) and the 
Weibull distribution (1.14) results in 

In ( In (1 
m(n+ 1) m . 

F)) = In (a1) - In (a) 
n-2 · n 2 

- _!::__ In { ( n + 1) t0a ö} + In {_!_}. 
n 2 10 

(1.17) 
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At constant test length I, a Weibull distribution with slope m(n+1)/(n-2) is 
obtained. Fora constant faiture probability and test length, expressions ( 1.6) and 
(1.8) are obtained from (1.15) and (1.17) respectively. 

In the Weibull distribution, a length dependenee is incorporated. At constant 
failure probability, a Jonger test length gives a lower failure stress CJr at constant 
strain rate èJ. The lifetime 'i decreases at constant CJ a and increasing length 1 Th is 
argument is used in the comparison of test techniques in chapter 3. 

1.5 Other theories 

A combination of the empirica] power law (1.5) and Weibull statistics gives 
nice analytica! expressions for the descrihing strength and lifetime characteris
tics of brittie materials, e.g. optical fibres. These expressions are used in practice. 
A complete proof test description is based on the empirical relations. 

Many n values have been measured and pubJished for optica! fibres 
(e.g. 117,18,19,2°1). They do not agree with each other, or with n ~ 40 from slow 
crack growth in fused silica 121 •221. A serious problem in the description with the 
power law is the Jack of theoretical background. 

A more fundamental description of fatigue in glass has been given by various 
authors. Poncel et 1231 treats the fatigue of glassas a thermal activated process. For 
fracture, chemica! bonds have to be broken. The energy to break a bond is 
calculated from an expression for interaction forces between neighbouring 
atoms. This is the activation energy in the fracture process. Under applied stress 
this activation energy is lowered. The resulting stress-dependenee of the 
activation energy is not a simpte expression. For a sample containing a crack, 
an expression for the lifetime is derived. In this model the influence of the 
chemistry on the fatigue is not explicitly taken into account. 

In chemical kinetics 1241 a stress-dependenee of the reaction rate is taken into 
account. A simpte expression for the stress (or pressure) dependenee of the 
activation energy Eact is used: Eact = Ea- VCJ, where V is the activation volume 
and Ea the activation energy at zero stress. Th is is used by Charles and Hillig for 
the stress corrosion of glass 1251. They also include a term containing the surface 
energy and radius of the crack tipintheir expressions. Th is term wiJl be discussed 
in chapter 7 of this thesis. On the basis of Charles and Hillig's expressions, 
Wiederhom et al. '211 derived expressions for the crack velocity of large cracks, 
using the stress intensity K1• Based on these types of expressions, lifetimes of 
stressed fibres can be calculated 1261. lnformation on the initial stress intensity 
factor or, equivalently, the size of the initia! crack is necessary. 

Thomson 1271 incorporated a chemica! reaction at the crack tip in the 
theoretica) description of the stress-activated faiture process. The failure of the 
individual bonds makes failure a discontinuous process. In his description this 
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trapped reaction model is superposedon the total energy envelope, determined 
by Griffith's failure model. In the expressions for the rate of reaction, the 
activation energy can be divided in separate contributions of the surface energy 
and the bulk energy. In this determination of the reaction rate, the total energy 
of the system is taken into account. 

1.6 Outline of this thesis 

The strength and lifetime of optical fibres are treated theoretically and 
experimentally. In chapter 2 a new theory is presented to describe the strength 
and lifetime of optica! fibres without extrinsic failure sources. lt is shown that 
on a flat surface a crack can bemadein a stabie process. Only the local removal 
of elastic energy from a stressed matrix is needed. From the kinetics of this type 
of process the lifetime of a fibre can be predicted. Conclusions on the fatigue 
parameter n, used in the empirica! description, are drawn. 

In chapter 3 test techniques are compared. For the fatigue studies on small 
fibre samples, bending techniques are used. The results of these techniques are 
compared with tensile tests. 

The experimental fatigue results are presented and discussed in chapters 4, 5 
and 6. In chapter 4 the results in water and humid air are given and discussed 
on the basis ofthe model presented in chapter 2. A comparison with results from 
slow crack growth experiments is made. Changes in the chemica! environment 
of the fibre are treated in chapter 5, and changes in the coating composition in 
chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 gives a concluding discussion of the presented model and the 
experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CRACK NUCLEATION ON A STRESSED PRISTINE SURFACE 

2.1 Introduetion 

In fracture mechanics it is an accepted view that flaws are responsible for 
faiture of brittie materials [l,21. The stress intensity factor K1 Yo-a Vc(eq. 1.3) 
is defined with crack length c and applied stress era. Faiture occurs when 
K1 > K10 the fracture toughness. At stress intensities K1 < K10 stress corrosion 
produces slow crack growth. The initia! crack length is estimated from experi
ments where the slow crack growth is minimized, for instanee in liquid 
nitrogen 131, in a vacuum 141, in a dry atmosphere or at high stress rate. 

Preventing mechanica! damage is important in the production of optica! 
fibres. Many experimental results on strength and lifetime are obtained on 
undamaged samples. The tensile strength of these pristine fused silica fibres in 
ambient environment is about 5 G Pa 151. This corresponds to a strain at failure 
of 6 %. Using the fracture toughness for fused silica, K1c = 0.75 MPa.m 112

, a 
final crack length at failure ~f = 13 nm ( Y 1.26 [21) is obtained for the pristine 
fibres. 

In vacuum or Hquid nitrogen, larger fracture strains (14-21 %) are determi
ned 13•41. The corresponding initial crack length C; is about 3 nm. 

Under constant experimental conditions, the variation in fracture laad of 
pristine optica) fibres is only a few percent. Kurkjian and Peak related this to 
fibre diameter fluctuations 161. Due to the small variations in strength, the fibre 
must have initia! cracks of well-defined length ( c;) and shape ( Y). In practice 
this means that initial cracks on the pristine fibre have a length equal to about 
10 atomie distances. The variation in length is less than 0.2 atomie distance. The 
various initia! cracks are thus very similar in shape and depth. This seems to be 
a non-realistic model. 

Suppose now that no initia! crack at all is present on the pristine fibre. The 
initia! state, a flat surf ace, is well defined. Is it possible to develop a crackstarting 
from this surface? Th is is the question treated in sections 2.2-2.4. The (in)stability 
of a surface distartion at high stress levels is studied. The total energy of the 
distorted state is compared with that of the initia! state. In this total energy, the 
elastic energy, the surface energy, the work and possible heat of dissalution are 
taken into account. Two types of distorted state wil! be treated. 

In section 2.2, a surface distartion is made by moving material within the 
distorted section. The total volume is kept constant. How the material is moved 
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(the mechanism) is irrelevant in this discussion. Insection 2.3 some material is 
removed, e.g. by dissolutiön, thereby removing locally some elastic energy. 

How fast a distortion, stabie with respect to the initial state, will grow is a 
kinetic question. This is treated in section 2.5 for a stress-assisted dissolution 
reaction. The rate v of this reaction is described with the expression for a 
stress-assisted reaction rate [7,S1: 

(
- Ea + Va1) 

v = v0 exp RT (2.1) 

where Ea is the activation energy at zero stress, V the activation volume, a1 the 
local stress, R the gas constant and Tthe temperature. The effective activation 
energy Eact = Ea- Va1 is lowered by the stress. For fracture the chemical bond 
bas to be greatly elongated. Under external stress, a part of the elongation is 
already made. Therefore, the activation energy to be surmounted is lower. High 
reaction veloeities are obtained at high local stresses. 

Due to this stress-activated reaction, a distartion becomes larger. lt cao grow 
to a crack, with a length c that is large compared with the radius p of the tip. 
When a reaction path is known, the faiture time cao be calculated. 

The application of the model to the strength and lifetime of optica! fibres is 
discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.6. 

2.2 Stability with material displacement 

2.2.1 Suiface distoriion 
A perfect fibre of radius r0 bas a smooth surf ace. A force Fa is applied along 

the axis. Due to an unspecified process, some material is displaced within a 
eertaio part of the fibre. The diameter of the fibre thus varies slightly with the 
position on the fibre axis. The total energy of this distorted system, consisting 
of elastic energy and surface energy, is now calculated. From the total energy it 
cao beseen when a distorted state is stabie with respect to the initia! state. 

Within a distorted region of length A (fig. 2.1 ), a sinusoirlal distartion is 
assumed. The fluctuation of local radius r along the fibre axis z is given as 

r r0 ( 1 + x cos ( roz) - :
2

) (2.2) 

where x = a I r0 is the normalized dep tb of the fluctuation and co 2H I A. The 
term in x 2 is necessary fora nearly constant volume of the section. 
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2.2.2 Surface energy 
The area A A of the curved surface segment is 

A A 

AA= f 2;rrds = f 2;rr ~ dz 
o o dz 

A 

= 2Kr0 f ( t +x cos ( roz) - x 
2

) V 1 + {xr0ro sin( roz)}2 dz. (2.3) 
0 4 

The second term in this integral expression, containing the eosine term, gives 
zero. An analytica} solution for the remaining integral is to our knowledge not 
possible. For small values of xr0ro( = 2;ra/ A), the square root can be approxima
ted. Then eq. (2.3) leads to 

~ 
I I 
1 I 

A 

W 
_271: 
-A 

Fig. 2.1 Geometry ofthe fibre section with a sinusoirlal surface distortion. The volume of the distorled 
section remains constant. Fa is the applied force, A the deformation length, 2a the depthand r0 the 
initia! fibre radius. The reciprocal length (J) and normalized depth x are used in the calculations. 
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(2.4) 

with 

_ (n:r0)2 k- - . 
A 

(2.5) 

For 2n:a I A < 0.75, the difference between the numerically calculated exact 
sol u ti on (2.3) and approximation (2.4) is less than 1 %. For 2n:a I A == 2, the 
surface area is overestimated by 19%. 

The surface energy of the system becomes: 

Usurf ~ rAA = 2n:r0Ar{1 +(k-~)x 2} (2.6) 

where r is the specific surface energy of the fibre materiaL 

2.2.3 Elastic energy 
For a fibre of radius r, the stress CJ is calculated from the applied force Fa : 

(2.7) 

This relation is used for the stress in the fibre segment with a small surface 
distortion (2n:a < A). No stress con centration is taken into account. The material 
follows Hooke's Jaw l91, a = eE (eis the strain and Eis Young's modulus). 

In a fibre segment of Jength dz and radius r (fig. 2.1) theelastic energy is 

(2.8) 

The elastic energy in the described fibre segment of length A is then 

Equations (2.2) and (2.7) were used in the derivation. 
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The strain e of the distorted fibre section A is 

x2 
A A 1--1! 1! F 4 

e= A ezdz= A 1Cr2Edz= TCriE{( x2)2 }3/2.(2.10) 
o o 1__ -x2 

4 

At constant strain (de/ dt = 0), the force Fa to be applied depends on the relative 
depth x of the fluctuation: 

(2.11) 

where F0 is the force applied to an undistorted fibre. 
The elastic energy of the fibre at constant strain then becomes 

(2.12) 

(~ - F. i'"r 2• V.0 = '"r 2 A). v a,O - 0 ,. O• ,. <r' • 

2.2.4 Total energy 
For the total energy of the system, two cases must be distinguished: constant 

force and constant strain. For constant force, the strain (2.1 0), and therefore the 
displacement, changes with increasing deformation depth. Besides the elastic 
energy and the surface energy, a work term is required. At constant strain, no 
work term appears in the total energy because there is no overall displacement 
In that case the total energy is 

(2.13) 
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The reduced energy Ur is defined as 

Th en 

with 

u= r 

4yE 
Q = -2-. 

roer a,o 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

For small x the reduced energy is a continuously increasing function when 
Q(k-114) > 2. Then ithas nominimum for21ra < A. In thediscussion (section 
2.4) it will be shown that no stabie small distortion is obtained for reasonable 
estimates of y, E, cr0 and r0• 

2.3 Stability with material removal 

2.3.1 Surface geometry 
In the previous section the amount of material within the distorted part of the 

fibre remained constant. We now study the case where some material is removed 
at the distortion, teading to a local decrease of the radius (fig. 2.2): 

r = r0 {(1 -x) + x cos (roz)}. (2.17) 

Note that this expression differs slightly from (2.2). 
The total energy expression has to betaken into account, not only theelastic 

energy and the surface energy, but also the energy used to remove the materiaL 
In the case of dissolution, this is heat of dissolution. 

2.3.2 Heat of dissolution 
The heat of dissolution is proportional to the dissolved volume Vd. The 

volume of the removed cylindrical section (fig. 2.2) is 

A 

Vd f 1r(rÖ r 2
) dz = V0 (2x - 1.5 x 2

) (2.18) 

0 
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where V0 = 1l'rÖA is the total volume of the cylindrical section. The energy 
contribution due to this heat of dissolution is then 

Vd Vo 2 
Ud. = - H = - (2x - 1.5 x ) H 

!SS V V 
m m 

(2.19) 

where H is the molar heat of dissolution and V m the mol ar volume of the fibre 
material. 

2.3.3 Suiface energy and elastic energy 
In the same way as insection 2.2.2, butstarting from expression (2.17) instead 

of (2.2) for the description of the distortion, the surface energy usurf of the fibre 
segment is 

/1. 

21r w=x 

(2.20) 

Fig. 2.2 Geometry of the fibre section with a sinusoidal surface distortion. At the distortien material 
is removed. The initia) fibre radius is r0• Tip radius p is defined at the middle of the distortion. 
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Using expressions (2.8) and (2.17), the elastic energy of the section A of the 
fibre (fig. 2.2) is: 

A 

F2 
U - a 
el- 2 2E TCro f dz F~ 1 x 

------= A .(2.21) 
0 

{(1-x)+xcos(a>z)}2 2TCrÖE (1-2x)312 

In analogy with eq. (2.1 0), the overall strain becomes in this case 

F 1-x 
e=-a-

TCrijE (1- 2x)312 • 
(2.22) 

At constant strain, the force decreases with increasing depth x. Starting with 
force F0 at zero depth, 

(1- 2x)312 

Fa= Fo----
1-x 

(2.23) 

Theelastic energy in the segment with length A and relative distortion x is thus 
for the present case, at constant strain: 

F 2 (1- 2x)312 cr 2 (1- 2x)312 

U 
_ 0 A _ a,O u ___ _ 

el___ --- "o 
2TCrÖE (1- x) 2E (1- x) 

(2.24) 

For x< 1, combination of (2.18) and (2.24) gives 

(2.25) 

The change in elastic energy is in that case equal to the elastic energy that was 
present in the removed volume before the surface was distorted. 

2.3.4 Total energy 
As insection 2.2.4, only the case for constant strain is given. The total energy 

is then 

(2.26) 

Using (2. 1 4), (2.16), (2.19), (2.20), (2.24) and 

2EH 
(2.27) 
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the reduced total energy is 

(1- 2x)312 

Ur(x) = + Q(1- x)(t + kx 2) + K (2x-1.5 x 2) 
(1-x) 

(2.28) 

where K is the ratio of the heat of dissalution and the elastic energy of a unit 
volume. Insection 2.4 ( table 2.1 ), typical val u es for Q and k will be given; Q < 1, 
k > 1 and x < 1. The magnitude of the product Q · k · x is about 1.0. Fig. 2.3 
shows this total (reduced) energy Ur for x < 1 and K = 0. The elastic energy 
decreases, the surface energy increases with depth x. The total energy has a 
minimum. 

At K = 1 and x< t,Ue1 + Udiss = 0. lt is easy to show that for K > 1 no 
minimum exists. 

The position of the minimum is obtained from d UJ dx = 0. For the noted 
conditions ( Q < 1, x < 1, Qk > 1, K < 1), 

U tot 

t 

/ength A 
constant 

· .. 

etostic 

Fig. 2.3 Energy as a function of the deformation depth x, when material is removed. The length A 
is constant. Theelastic energy (·········) and the surface energy (.---) give the total energy ( --). 
The minimum in total energy corresponds with deformation depth xmin and tip radius Pmin. At zero 
energy the depth xo corresponds with radius p0• 
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1-K 
x.=--

mm Qk 
(2.29) 

is obtained. 
A Jimiting case for the reaction is the situation in which the total energy 

remains constant. .dUr = Ur(O) - Ur(x0) = 0 bas, under the same conditions, 
a salution at 

2(1- K) 
Xo = Qk 

(2.30) 

Fig. 2.3 shows clearly that for a given length A the total energy increases for 
x> x0. 

2.3.5 Radius of curvature 
The local radius of curvature pon a curve y(x) is defined as 1101: 

{ 1 + (::rl 3/2 

p 

In the middle of the distortion, at z = A/2 (figs. 2.1, 2.2) 

A2 
p= . 

41l' 2a 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

At x = xmin (fig. 2.3), the total energy bas a minimum. The local radius of 
curvature in the middle of the distortion is 

rE 
Pmin = -0'-~-.o-( 1-_-K-) · (2.33) 

At x = Xo there is no energy change with respect to the initia) state. The local 
radius of curvature is 

rE Pmïn 
Po= = 

2u~.0 (1- K) 2 
(2.34) 
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At zero energy change and at minimum total energy, the local radii of curvature 
at the tip (2.33, 2.34) are independent of the depthand the length ofthe distortion. 
This is true as long as the approximations for elastic energy and surface energy 
are valid, thus when 2n:a < A. 

At K = 1, the decrease of theelastic energy of the fibre segment is equal to 
the ( endothermic) heat of solution of the removed materiaL Th en p- oo. The 
surface distortion is no Jonger stable; a fatigue limit may be obtained. From 
(2.27) this limit is 

a 1• • = 1 /2iii (H > 0). 
lmlt Vv 

m 

(2.35) 

From (2.33) and (2.34) it is clear that, for K < 0, distortions with still smaller 
local radii can be stable. 

2.4 Discussion on the stability 

2.4.1 Type of dislortion 
In sections 2.2 and 2.3, expressions for the total energy of a system with a 

surface dislortion were derived. From these expressions, stability criteria are 
obtained. In this section, they are used for an optica! fibre with radius 
r0 = 62.5!J.m (table 2.1). Fused silica has a Young's modulus E 72 OPa and 
a molar volume Vm = 27.3 cm3• In strengthand lifetime experiments, the stress 
at fracture for a "perfect" optica! fibre is between 2 and 6 OPa 15•11 1. In this 
section, 4 OPa is taken as a typical value. 

For Si02 glass, several values are reported for the surface energy r. A siloxane 
surface (only Si-0-Si bridges) has a surface energy of about 0.26 J/m2 1121. For 
the silanol surface it is about 0.13 J I m2• The outer fibre surface may be a siloxane 
or silanol surface. As a typical value, r 0.2 J/m2 is taken. In a quick fracture 
process, where dangling honds are produced as intermediate product, 
r = 4 J/m2 is used 111. The last estimate is inappropriate bere. 

From section 2.2 it was concluded that no stabie fluctuation was obtained for 
Q(k-1/4) > 2. In table 2.1, Q = 5.8 10-5 is calculated. This implies that stabie 
fluctuations are only possible for A > 1.05 !J.m. For a small dislortion 
(a ;;;:; 0.5 nm), the local tip radius is very large (p > 56!J.m). 

For the stability with material removal (section 2.3), an estimate for H, e.g. the 
heat ofsolution, is needed. With H;;;:; 0 kJ/mol (K = 0), stabie fluctuations with 
respect to the initia! state are obtained for p > Po (eq. 2.34). At O'ao ;;;:; 4 OPa, 
Pmin = 0.9 nm and Po = 0.45 nm (table 2.1 ). Ha ving a distortion of ~mail depth, 
e.g. a = 0.5 nm, a lengthof A = 4.2 nm and A ;;;:; 3.0 nm is derived for Pmin and 
Po respectively (eq. 2.32). 
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Table 2.1 Somevalues used in the models presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3. A 
tensile loaded fused silica fibre serves as model system. 

Va/ues used in the calculation 

Fibre: radius 
applied stress 

Fused silica: molar volume 
Young's modulus 
surface energy 

Heat of solution 
Typical deformation depth 

Calculated: 
constants 

relative depth 

With material removal (section 2.3): 
at minimum energy: 

deformation length 
tip radius 

at zero energy change: 

ro = 62.5 ~m 
(Ja = 4.0 GPa 
vm =:: 27.3 cm3 

E =72 GPa 
r = 0.2 J/m2 

H = 0.0 kJ/mol 
a = 0.5 nm 

Q = 5.76 * 10-5 

K = 0 
x = 8.0 * to-6 

A =:: 4.2 nm 

Pmin = 0.90 nm 
k = 2.17 * 109 

A = 3.0 nm 

Po = 0.45 nm 
k = 4.34 * 109 

The allowance of material removal stahilizes much shorter surface distortions. 
At comparable deformation depths they have much smaller radii of curvature 
at the tip. These surface distortions have local radii of curvature comparable to 
those of cracks in brittie solids [BJ. The magnitude of the tip radius determines 
the local stress (eq. 1.1) and therefore the stress-corrosion rate (eq. 2.1). In the 
following sections, only the case with material removal (section 2.3) is further 
treated. Within this formalism, stabie fluctuations are obtained much easier than 
with material displacement 

2.4.2 Comparison with the Griffith concept 
In the calculation of theelastic energy (sections 2.2.3, 2.3.3), a constant stress 

over the cross-section is assumed. This will be true for small distortions, thus 
21ra I A < 1. In the presented case this ratio is about 1 (a = 0.5 nm). Better 
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solutions of the elastic problem are obtained when the changed stress situation 
around the crack is taken into account. 

For the case of a sharp crack, this has been done by Griffith (see chapter 1 ). 
The total energy for a sharp internat crack of unit width and length 2c is 

cr2 
utot = - 2trc 2 

-- + 4yc. 
2E 

(2.36) 

This total energy has a maximum at er= V2rE lnc = K1c I Y Vc (fig. 2.4, eqs. 
1.2, 1.3), the Griffith fracture condition. For a surface crack of length c the 
geometrical factor Y differs slightly. With this sharp crack, the change in elastic 
energy is proportional to c2

• For large distordons (2na I A ::;.. 1) this is much 
more than calculated in eq. (2.25). In the total energy expression (2.28), the 
surface energy was overestimated for 2na I A > 1. From these arguments it is 
concluded that for 2tra I A > 1 the calculated tip radii (2.33, 2.34) are too large 
and no Jonger constant. 

2.4.3 Velocity and energy decrease 
A sinusoirlal surface distortion of length A is energetically favourable with 

respecttoa flat surface for 0 < x < Xo (fig. 2.3). Then the tip radius p > p0• For 

Î 

·. ··. 

\ .. el as tic 

T 
-c 

Fig. 2.4 Energy u",, as a function of crack c length for a Griffith crack. The total energy has a 
maximum at the Griffith fracture condition. Startingat c = 0, the total energy has to increase before 
failure can occur. 
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increasing A the total energy curves are drawn in fig. 2.5. For larger A, larger 
Xo and xmin are obtained. The minima of these curves (constant tip radius Pmin) 

are on a straight line (x < 1 ). The total energy of a deformation with constant 
tip radius Pmin decreases with increasing deformation depth. Size increase is 
energetically favourable. Fora tip radius p0 the total energy remains constant. 

The reaction velocity (2.1) is larger for higher (local) stress. At constant 
applied stress, a smaller tip radius (at identical deformation depth) gives rise to 
a larger local stress. From the reaction velocity, the largest crack velocity is 
expected at the smallest tip radius. However, with too small tip radii (p < p0) 

the increase indeformation size is energetically unfavourable: the total energy 
increases. 

Working with total energy decrease andreaction velocity leadstoa conflicting 
situation. In the first case the radius has a minimum, in the second case not. 
Neither the total energy decrease nor the reaction velocity alone can solve the 
problem. They have to be combined. The actual reaction path is determined by 
the (maximum) entropy production rate l141. While the process of material 
removal is not fully specified, the con tribution of the entropy to the calculation 
of the reaction path can not be incorporated. The calculation of the actual 

U tot 

i 

Fig. 2.5 Total energy curves of fig. 2.3 for various deformation lengths (A0 - 5Ao). For tip radii 
p > pÛ' there is energy production when the distortion size increases. Starting at x = 0, a reaction 
path with continuously decreasing total energy is possible, e.g. (·- ·- ·- ·- ). 
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reaction path is outside the scope of this thesis. In the forthcoming calculations 
of the lifetime it is assumed that a maximum energy release rate determines the 
reaction path. Energy is only produced for p > p0• For small p, the amount of 
energy produced with an increase of the deformation depth is smaller than at 
larger p. For Jarger p, the reaction rate is slower. The actual reaction path can 
be drawn in fig. 2.5 as a line of continuously decreasing total energy with 
increasing depth x. Comparing this with fig. 2.4, the Griffith concept, leads to 
a clear conclusion: 

In Griffith's model, a flat surface of a stressed sample is stabie with respect 
to a short crack. For failure, a crack nucleation step with higher total energy is 
needed. The model presented in this chapter does not need such a nucleation step. 
This is illustrated in fig. 2.6. Under tensile stress, the flat surface is an unstable 
state if a mechanism to remove elastic energy locally from the matrix is present. 
The essential difference between the two models is the allowance of material 
removal. 

i 

Fig. 2.6 The total energy of Griffith's model (fig. 2.4), compared with an estimated reaction path at 
continuously decreasing energy (- · · ·- · - ). Th is is a path between the zero total energy change 
at Po and maximum total energy decrease, indicated in fig. 2.5. 

2.5 Failure time 

2.5.1 Local stress and reaction velocity 
The sinusoidal surface dislortion (fig. 2.2) can bedescribed with depth 2a and 

tip radius p. The local stress at the tip of this distortion is described with lnglis' 
relation <:J1 = craCt + 2\t'dP) (eq. 1.1), using c = 2a. The velocity of a 
stress-assisted reaction is described with eq. (2.1 ). Due to stress concentration, 
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the local stress at the tip of a distortion is Jarger than on a flat surface. At this 
tip the reaction is faster; the size of the distortion increases. 

The failure time is the time needed for the formation of a critica! crack. A 
critica) crack is defined for K1 = Yera Vc (1.3) at K1 = K1c In the calculation 
of the failure time we start from a flat surf ace. Most of the time is spent at low 
reaction velocities, when the stress concentration at the crack tip is small 
(2na I A < 1 ). For the calculation of the failure time in this case, the behaviour 
of p for deep distortions (2na I A > 1) is not important. 

Combining reaction velocity v (2.1) and stress concentration (1.1) gives 

where 

and 

de .r 
v =- = v1 exp(D"vc) 

dt 

(
- E +Ver) v = v exp a a 

t o RT 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

er a is the applied stress, Ea the zero stress activation energy of the stress corrosion 
reaction, Vthe activation volume and R the gas constant. Note that D" is not 
necessarily constant during the reaction; it depends on p. 

For cracks in brittie materials, c > p. The first term in Inglis' rel a ti on ( eq. 1.1) 
is then neglected. In that case, using K1 = Yera Vc (1.3), eq. (2.37) can be written 
as 

where 

(
-E +bK) v = v exp a 1 

0 
RT 

2V 
b=--yvp· 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

Expression (2.40) is often used to describe slow crack growth in brittie 
materials like glass [tSJ. Usually bis assumed to be a constant. In the Inglis 
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formalism failure occurs if the crack tip stress exceeds the theoretica! strength 
a,h. For fused silica a,h ~ 20 GPa 1161. Spontaneous failure occurs when 
K1 > K1c (Griffith, eqs. 1.2, 1.4). A combination of these formalisms gives for 
large cracks ( c > p) 

(2.41a) 

In chapter 4 the analogy of (2.37) and (2.40) is used in the interpretation of the 
experimental results. 

In the present study it is assumed that no initial cracks are present; eq. (2.37) 
is used. The reaction rateis fast for small p. For too small p, the total energy of 
the system increases. This is unfavourable. Therefore, two cases can be 
distinguished: 
1. The (initial) dissalution rate at the tip of the distartion is so fast that the tip 
radius will become very small. This is energetically forbidden; p > p0• Then the 
necessary total energy decrease limits the reaction velocity at the tip. To hold the 
tip radius above p0, the dissalution rate beside the actual tip is important. This 
(lower) velocity determines the rate at which the depth a of the distartion 
increases. 
2. In the opposite case, the local radius is larger than p0• The dissalution at the 
tip is the rate-determining step. The reaction rate at the tip is kinetically 
determined. 

Intermediale between case 1 and case 2 is when the dissalution rate at the tip 
determines the crack growth, but the tip radius p remains constant. For this case 
expressions for the lifetime can be derived. 

2.5.2 Lifetime for constant tip radius and zero initia/ depth 
Assume that the tip radius is constant at p Po and the lifetime is only 

determined by the reaction velocity at the crack tip. The total energy of the 
system then does not change. Using (2.37), the time to failure is given by 

Cf Cf' 

~= f-1
-dc = 2_ J exp(-D"Vc)dc. 

c dc/dt v1 c· 
' ' 

(2.42) 

Taking u = Dv Vc 

I ur] 
(1 + u) exp (- u) u; • (2.43) 
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Spontaneous failure occurs when the local stress is equal to a critica! stress, 
Gerit• for instanee the theoretica! strength G 1h. This is the case when 

(2.44) 

Por the special case that the initia! state is a flat surface (ui == 0), (2.43) gives 

The term in square brackets deviates Iess than 1 % from 1.0 when 
{ V(Gerit -Ga )/R T} > 6.6. Poran activation volume Vof8 cm3 /molthisagrees 
with (Gerit - Ga ) > 2.0 G Pa. Wh en Gerit = G 1h, this is easily achieved in practical 
situations. Por the theoretica! strength, a value of about 20 GPa is reported. In 
ambient environment, failure stresses up to 6 or 7 G Pa are reported on fibres. 
Only in vacuum or liquid nitrogen are higher fracture stresses (or strains) are 
reported l3•41. The term in square brackets is thus safety approximated with 1. 
Th en 

2 
tr= --. 
• V D 2 

1 V 

(2.46) 

Using expression (2.34) for tip radius Po and Ga for Ga,o this is rewritten as 

{ (RT)2 rE} +In - -. 
V 4v0 

(2.47) 

This is the basic expression for fibre lifetime used in this thesis. It is worked out 
for special cases. 

In chapter 4 and 5 a concentration dependenee is used. This is incorporated 
in v0 of the dissolution rate, thus 

Vo = C; Vo,o (2.48) 

where ~is the order of the reaction. When K = 0 (2.27), eq. (2.47) is rewritten 
as 
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V E 
In (t1) = - -Ga - 41n Ga + 2 In T- Ç In C + ~ + 

RT RT 

(2.47a) 

From this equation the stress-dependenee and the temperature dependenee of the 
lifetime can be calculated. Defining the calculated activation volume Vcalc as 

d In tr 
RT--· 

dG a 

it gives with eqs. (2.27) and (2.47) 

2RT {2- K} 
Vcalc = V + -- --- · 

Ga 1- K 

(2.49) 

(2.49a) 

It is only defined for K < 1. The calculated activation volume is always larger 
than V for the chemical reaction. For K = 1, Vcalc- oo; a fatigue limit exists. 
For K = 0 it gives 

4RT 
Vcalc = V+--. 

Ga 

(2.49b) 

The stress dependenee of Vcalc is a consequence of the stress-dependenee of the 
(minimum) radius of curvature (2.33, 2.34) and the stress-dependenee of the 
critical crack length ~r· 

Using Pmin = 2p0 instead of Po as constant radius of curvature in the 
calculation of ~· the lifetime is only twice that given in (2.47), since tr is 
proportional to IJ;,2, thus linearly dependent on p. The expression for Vcalc 

remains the same. 
By analogy to (2.49), 

-R (2.50) 

is defined as the experimental activation volume. This is determined from the 
experimental results. The experimental activation volume should be compared 
with the calculated one. 
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2.5.3 Lifetime at nonzero initia/ dislortion depth 
More in genera!, when a small surface distortion, defined by c; and P;, was 

previously present, and Vc/P; < Vc/Pt' it follows from (2.43) (for 
27m I A < 1, thus c; < P;) that 

(2.51) 

where Dv = (2VO"a)I(RTvP;"). In this case the term in square brackets is 
stress·dependent. For K = 0 this expression gives 

Two different cases are treated here. For case 1 the tip radius remains constant 
and equal toP;. The term outside the square brackets is proportional to 1 I 0"~. 
For case 2 the initial tip radius depends on the stress as was used in previous 
sections ( eq. 2.33, 2.34). For this stress·dependence of p the term outside the 
square brackets is proportional to 110"!. For both cases eq. (2.51a) may be 
rewritten as 

Ea V ( ~;) - - - O"a 1 + 2 -
RT RT ~ 

q In 0" a + 2 In T 

- In Vo + In ( 1 + 2 ~ 0" a' IS) + P. 
RT V~ (2.52) 

In this equation the constants Pand q differ for the two cases. For case 1, q = 2 
and P = P;R 212 V2• For case 2 ( and eq. 2.34), P = rE (R/2 V)2 and q = 4. 

When the ratio 

(2.53) 

thus the initia! crack geometry is known, the lifetime can be determined. Using 
(2.49), the stress dependenee of the lifetime ( eq. 2.52) can be determined for each 
relative depth X; : 
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(2.54) 

This expressionshows clearly that the slope of the lifetime plot (aa .- In tr), 
expected from the theory, is strongly dependent on the initial crack geometry. 
This dependenee is mainly determined by the first term of equation (2.54). The 
magnitude of the term in square brackets varies between q and ( q - 1 ), 
dependent on the magnitude of (Va aiR T)Xi. 

2.5.4 Fatigue constant n: the wrong parameter 
In chapter 1 the fatigue parameter n, often used to describe slow crack growth 

phenomena and fatigue data, was introduced. From eq. (1.6) it was clear that n 
can be determined from a plot of In t1 as a function of In a a: 

n= 
dln 

dln aa 

22 
n 

i 20 

18 

16 

14 

'" 
'" 
" 
\. 

'" 

1 
0 1 

(2.55) 

a1 ~5.5GPa 

S.OGPa 

4.5GPa 

4.0GPa 

3.5GPa 

I J 
2 3 4 5 

Fig. 2.7 Calculated values offatigue constant n for several va lues of local stress a1 and variabie initia! 
length X;. This calculation is made for V= 8.1 cm3/mol and q 4 at T = 293 K. 
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The use of this expression in combination with the lifetime equation (2.52) at a 
distortion of depth X; = (ei I P;) 112 results in 

Vo-a [q + 2 (q-1)( Vo-a/R T) X1] 
n = -(1 + 2X.) + . 

RT 
1 

1 + 2(VO"a!RT)X; 
(2.56) 

The expression in square brackets is the sameasin equation (2.54). ft is shown 
that the fatigue parameter n and the activation volume V are closely related. For 
this relation the magnitude of O"a(t + 2Xi) bas to be known. From lnglis' relation 
( eq. 1.1) it is seen that this is the local stress o-1 at the tip of the deformation. Th is 
means that the fatigue parameter n depends on the magnitude of o-1• The first 
term of equation (2.56) becomes Vo-1 IRT. The term in square bracketscan vary 
between 1 and 4. In fig. 2.7, nis given at various valnes of o-1, with Xi as variable. 
Fortheactivation volume, V= 8.1 cm3 /mol is taken (seechapter4). In chapter 4 
it will be shown that eq. (2.56) explains the difference in n values, obtained from 
slow crack growth on bulk silica and fatigue on optica! fibres. 

2.6 Discussion 

2.6.1 On the reaction path 
In sections 2.2 and 2.3, two types of surface distortion were studied. At 

constant total volume (section 2.2), only tluctuations with a long wavelength can 
be stable. The local radii of curvature on this dislortion are orders of magnitude 
larger than those of a crack tip. Distortions with a smalilocal radius of curvature 
can be more stabie than the initial state. They can develop into a critical crack. 
A small amount of elastic energy has to be removed, e.g. by dissolution. 

At each applied stress, a minimum radius of curvature p0 exists fora sine-type 
surface distortion. In that case there is zero change in total energy. For a 
fluctuation of the same depth, a deercase in energy is possible. The local radius 
is then larger than p0• A minimum in total energy exists at Pmin = 2p0• This is 
derived for small distortions (271:a I A < 1 ). For larger surface distortions, the 
actual values for Po and Pmin deviate from those given in (2.33) and (2.34). The 
idea is the same: given the depth of a distortion, e.g. a crack, at a certain tip radius 
p0 there is zero energy change with length increase. At a larger tip radius, the total 
energy deercases with the same increase in the length of the crack. 

The discrepancy between reaction velocity and energy criterion bas already 
been treated insection 2.4: A high reaction velocity calls fora high local stress, 
i.e. a smal! radius of curvature. The energy criterion dictates a minimum radius 
Po at the tip. Both arguments have a part to play in the definition ofthe reaction 
path. This reaction path is defined by the driving force of the reaction, the 
(maximum) rate of total energy decrease. To obtain energy decrease, p > Po is 
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needed. The actual reaction path is not calculated in this study. Starting from 
a flat surf ace, lifetimes at constantpare given. They are boundary cases of the 
actual reaction path: at p = p0, the reaction rate is relatively fast; there is no 
energy production because the total energy is constant. At p = Pmin ( = 2p0) the 
reaction ra te is slower; the total energy decrease has its maximum. The maximum 
rate of energy production will be somewhere between these two boundary cases. 

Wh en starting from a flat surf ace, the calculated faiture times ( eq. 2.46) differ 
only by a factor of two at p = Po or p = Pmin· In view of the initia! condition, 
this result is not surprising: in this stage no stress concentratien occurs, thus the 
slow reaction rates are equal. As in nearly all crack initiation and propagation 
problems, the lifetime is mainly determined by the (slowest) reaction rates in the 
initia! stage. The difference in calculated failure times is thus due to small 
differences in the further stress corrosion process. Energy production needs 
p > p0, thus a lifetime longer than ~.calculated at p0• 

Doremus l171 has given a similar discussion for strength of materials with 
cracks. He noted the disagreement of Griffith's energy criterion (eq. 2.36) and 
Inglis' expression for tensite strength (eq. 1.1) for large cracks (e > p). In 
Griffith's fracture condition, there is zero change in total energy at a crack length 
increase de. From the second Jaw of thermodynamics, a minimum radius of 
curvature at the crack tip was derived. In the case of entropy production, 
d Uto/ de < 0 was obtained ( eq. 2.36). The tip radius is larger than the minimum 
value. For failure, a local stress equal to the theoretica! strength is needed. Due 
to the larger tip radius in the case of energy (entropy) production, the fracture 
load is larger than given by Griffith's fracture condition. 

2.6.2 Going to a limit 
In the calculation of failure times insection 2.5, the reaction rate at the crack 

tip was assumed to be the rate-determining step. With the boundary condition 
of a constant radius of curvature at the tip, this means that the crack geometry 
as a function of time is well defined. The activation volume Vcalc is stress-depen
dent, but also strongly dependent on the initial geometry (2.49, 2.54). For pristine 
optical fibres with a typical value of 4 GPa for the faiture stress (table 2.1), the 
stress dependent term 4R Tl 0' a contributes about 2.5 cm3 /mol to VcaJc· 

Suppose now we have a small surface distartion defined by tip radius P; and 
depthei. This may be an elliptical (surf ace) crack. The stress distribution around 
an elliptical hole is given by Inglis (see e.g. 191). A combination of this stress 
distri bution and the stress corrosion ra te ( eq. 2.1) gives the time-evolution of the 
crack geometry, thus ofthe tip radius. Except for very smal! applied tensite stress, 
the tip radius decreases continuously. Stability considerations (section 2.3) 
resulted in a lower limit for the tip radius. ft depends on the applied stress (eq. 
2.34): larger radii for lower stresses. If the tip radius approaches the lower limit, 
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the stress corrosion rate at the tip is no langer the rate-determining step. A 
corrosion rate in another direction, needed to rnaintaio the tip radius above the 
critica! value p0 , defines the crack velocity. At the tip, the velocity is necessarily 
lower than given by (2.1). 

From the initia! tip radius P; of an existing distortion, a critica! stress value can 
be calculated (eq. 2.34). Above this stress, tip-sharpening occurs in the initial 
stage of the stress-corrosion reaction. The initia! stage of the stress-corrosion 
reaction mainly delermines the lifetime. The stress dependenee of this lifetime 
is nearly equal for the cases with constant and decreasing tip radius (eq.(2.54), 
q = 2 or q = 4). Below this critica! stress, the stress-corrosion reaction is no 
long er determined by the reaction veloeities at the crack tip. The overall increase 
of the size of the surface distartion is smaller than expected from the stress at the 
tip. The stress dependenee of the faiture time, as given in section 2.5, is a 
conservative estimate. Below the critica! stress the value for Vexp is thus larger 
than fcalc· 

2.6.3 Comparison with K 1 models 
In the lifetime prediction of stressed samples with large cracks ( c > p) the stress 

intensity factor K1 Yaa Vc (1.3) is aften used as a parameter.It is used in the 
exponential expression (2.40) 1151, and in the power law v = A Kf 111. A 
comparison of K1 = Yaa Vc and lnglis' relation a 1 = aa(1 + 2ï/Cij)) shows that 
K1 can be written as 

Ya1Vp 
K, = c2sn 

2 

At K1 = K1c the Jocal stress a 1 is equal to the theoretica! strength a,h. 
The theory presenled in this chapter shows two important points that are 

neglected in the lifetime predictions of K1-based models: 
• The stress intensity K1 is defined for large cracks ( c > p). For large cracks, 
the first term in Inglis' stress concentration relation is neglected. For small 
distortions (c ~ p), this term, which is not taken into account in K 1, is not 
negligible. Starting from a flat surface (c; = 0), it is shown in eqs. (2.46) and 
(2.49) that it is mainly this first term of Inglis' relation that determines the stress 
dependenee of the lifetime. The term in square brackets (eq. 2.43) is due to the 
second term in lnglis' relation. For cracks with c ~ p, both terms contribute to 
the stress dependenee ofthe lifetime (eqs. 2.52, 2.54). Only at large c I pratios the 
contribution of the first term becomes insignificant. 
• Expression (2.57) shows that K1 depends on the tip radius p. The theoretica! 
strength a1h of a material is determined by the bondstrengthand is thus constant 
fora given materiaL When K1c is a material constant, radiuspis assumed to be 
constant. For brittie materials, like fused silica, pis small ( < 1 nm) 1131. Using 
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K1 as a parameter in the stress corrosion reaction implies a reaction path at 
constant tip radius p. 
Fora small distartion (2na I A < 1) the stress dependenee of p for stabie surface 
distortions is clearly shown (eq. 2.33, 2.34). This stress dependenee dictates a 
reaction path: for smaller external farces, distortions with larger tip radii are 
used. Th is has its consequence in the stress dependenee of the failure time which 
is not taken into account in K1 models. 

2.6.4 On the slopes 
In equations (2.51) and (2.52) a more general expression for the lifetime is 

derived. From these expressions the expected slopes of the lifetime plots are 
calculated. From a plot of stress a a as a function ofln( ~ ), Vcalc (2.49) is obtained. 
It showsastrong dependenee on the initia! crack geometry (eq. 2.54). The term 
in square brackets is nearly constant. It depends on q, and has a value between 
1 and 4. Camparing values for the first and second termsin eq. (2.54) it must be 
noted that for large values of Xi the stress a a is small in practical situations. 

Vcalc is derived for the case where the corrosion rate at the tip ofthe distartion 
( or crack) controts the ra te of length increase. Wh en this condition is no Jonger 
true ( due to energy restrictions), the experimental Vexp (2.50) wilt be larger than 
Vcalc· A fatigue limit is approached. 

The fatigue parameter n ( eq. 2.56) is shown todependon the local stress a1 at 
the tip of the distortion. For smaller local stress a lower n value is obtained. n 
is not a constant. Like for vcalc and vexp' n obtained from experiments may 
differ from the values obtained from eq. (2.56) when a fatigue limit is approa
ched at low stresses. 

2.6.5 Final remarks 
Within the present model the surface energy plays an important role. The 

magnitude of this quantity can vary l12l. A siloxane (Si-0-Si) surface is obtained · 
when silica is treated at high temperatures ( > 600 °C). Hydration of siloxane 
gives silanol (Si-OH) groups. This decreases the surface (excess) energy. This 
formation of silanol groups is a slow process. It is likely that a freshly prepared 
silica fibre has a siloxane surface. 

Due to physisorption and/or chemisorption of other constituents on the 
surface, the energy state of the surface also changes. The heat of wetting of a 
silanol surf ace, for instance, differs markedly from that of a siloxane surf ace. In 
this view, the state of the surface (siloxane/ silanol) and other surface conditions, 
like the amount of adsorbed water, are important for the strength/lifetime 
characteristics of a fibre. 

The process for material remaval at the distartion is not specified here. Local 
dissalution was a suggestion. When the processis not clearly specified, the total 
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energy description is nat a complete thermadynamie description. In a thermady
namie description, the entropy has to be taken into account. Only in that case 
the actual reaction path (with maximum entropy production) can be calculated. 

A flat surface is proposed as initia) condition. A distartion of this surface can 
ultimately lead to failure of the stressed sample. Nothing is said about how such 
small distortions originate. It is only assumed that they are present. 

Stabie surface distortions have nanometre dimensions. Macroscopie rnadeis 
are used to describe fluctuations at atomie dimensions. 

To simplify calculations, fluctuations over the whole circumference of the 
fibre were treated in sections 2.2 and 2.3. Fluctuations that are nat over the whole 
circumference lead to the same type of results. 

2.7 Conciosion 

A model has been presented for the failure of a perfect fibre. Within the model 
it is assumed that the initial state is a flat surface. Surface distortions develop 
during the test. Starting from a flat surf ace, a fluctuation of the surface is under 
eertaio conditions stabie with respect to the initia! state of a stressed fibre. Wh en 
small amounts of material are removed from the stressed system, constant local 
radii of curvature are obtained as stability criteria. For an optical fibre they are 
smaller than 1 nm. The surface distortions can grow to critica! cracks, leading 
to material failure. The fibre faits under tensile stress, although no initia! crack 
was present. For special cases, failure times are calculated. 
· Using this model, expressions for the Iifetime under applied stresses are 

calculated. This is done for cases with and without initia! cracks. From these 
expressions it is shown that fatigue parameter n, used to describe stress corrosion 
empirically, is not a constant. 
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CHAPTER 3 FATIGUE TESTS FOR OPTICAL FIBRES 

3.1 Introduetion 

The strength and stress-ageing characteristics of optica! glass fibre are of 
major importance in predicting the lifetime of optica! fibre cables. Many 
precantions are taken to minimize the number of weak spots and so to preserve 
the high intrinsic strengthof the glass fibres lll. Depending on the frequency of 
occurrence of weak spots, tensite tests give in formation on the intrinsic strength 
and/ or the strength due to weak spots 121. 

Several investigators have studied the influence of a certain well-defined type 
of surface damage (weak spot), e.g. cracks, on the strengthand ageing behaviour 
of the fibre IJA,SI. In genera!, the types of surface damage and their distribution 
on the fibre are not known. In this thesis the influence of several environmental 
factors on the strength and lifetime of the optica! fibre, such as humidity, 
constituents of the coating material and temperature, is studied. Undamaged 
fibres are used, so that long test lengtbs are not required. 

Water reacts with the strained bonds in fused silica. A combination of water 
and stress can thus have a detrimental influence on the strengthof glass. Not only 
water, but several other compounds too, show this behaviour. This type of 
stress-activated reaction (stress corrosion) gives slow crack growth (see chapter 
1 ). 

The stress corrosion is experimentally studied in fatigue tests. In the static 
fatigue test a sample is loaded with a constant stress aa and the lifetime t1 is 
measured. In the dynamic fatigue test the sample is loaded at a constant stress 
ra te Ó" and the failure stress a1 is determined. From the stress-dependenee of the 
Iifetime, or the stress-rate-dependence of the faiture stress, information can be 
obtained on the fatigue behaviour (fatigue parameter n, chapter 1; activation 
volume V, chapter 2) of the tested material, e.g. a fused silica fibre. 

In this chapter five test methods are described. In the bending fracture test, 
introduced by Franceet al. 161, and with the "double" mandrel metbod 171, only 
small fibre lengtbs are tested. From these experiments fracture strains are 
obtained. They are compared with the fracture stresses obtained from static and 
dynamic fatigue experiments on tensile loaded 1 m fibre pieces. To enable this 
comparison, the stress-strain behaviour of the fibre bas tobetaken into account 
(section 3.2.2). The dynamic fatigue tensile test is treated in section 3.2. The 
bending fracture test is treated in detail in section 3.3. The dynamic fatigue 
results of these tests are compared in section 3.4. Three static fatigue tests are 
compared in section 3.5: the static bending fracture test, the 1 m tensite static 
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fatigue test and the double mandrel test Th is Jatter, rather compact, static fatigue 
test is treated in more detail. 

In comparing the various tests the differences in test lengtbs play an important 
role. In chapter 1 it was observed that the test length I is incorporated in the 
Weibull statistics. In tbe analysis tbis lengtb dependenee is often neglected, and 
tbe results are valid for tbe given length only. Incorporating the test lengtbs /1 
and ~' it can be derived tbat for static fatigue ( eq. 1.15) 

_ (/1 )(n-2)/m 
fo2-- tot , 12 , 

(3.1a) 

wbere t0,1 and t0,2 are tbe t0 values obtained (63% failure probability) fortest 
lengtbs 11 and ~ respectively. At constant lifetime 

(!! )(n-2)/mn (j 

~ a.1 
(3.1b) 

is obtained. Botb fatigue parameter n and Weibull modulusmare used in this 
comparison. For dynamic fatigue ( eq. 1.17) at constant Ö' 

(

/ )(n-2)/m(n+l) 
a. = ....!. a. o,z I o,t 

2 

(3.2) 

Table 3.1 Some of the fibre samples used in tbis thesis. 

fibre type # coating layers 

At 

} { 
1 

A2 Pbilips multimode optica! fibre 1 
A3 with commercial coating t 
A4 1 
B1 } Suprasil fibre witb lab. coating { 1 
B2 1 
D1 Suprasil fibre with lab. coatings 2 
St Philips single-mode optica] fibre 2 

with commercial coatings 
T1 } Philips multimode optical fibre { 2 
T2 with commercial coatings 2 
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is obtained, where o-0,1 and o-0,2 are the fracture stresses at 63% faiture 
probability for the test lengtbs /1 and 12• Longer test lengtbs thus give rise to 
shorter lifetimes and lower strength values. 

In chapter 2 we have seen a discussion on the activation volume V and the 
fatigue parameter n. The results in the present chapter will bedescribed in terms 
of the fatigue parameter n. No attention will be paid bere to the discussion on 
the validity of the fatigue parameter n as a constant. In the comparison of results 
of different test techniques ( and test lengths), expressions (3.1) and (3.2) are used. 

In this thesis tests on several fibres are described. Some of the fibres used are 
given in table 3.1. Fibre type A is a Philips multimode optica! fibre, coated with 
one layer of commercially available UV-cured coating materiaL Fibres Al, A2, 
A3 and A4 are different samples of type A. Fibre type B is drawn from a Si02 
rod (Suprasil, Heraeus) and coated with a single-layer test coating. This coating 
material, which has a high Young's modulus (:::::: 1.4 GPa), is synthesized in our 
laboratory. Fibre typeBis much used in experimentsin various environments 
( chapters 4 and 5). Sam pies T1 and T2 are Philips multimode optical fibres with 
two layers of commercially available coating materials. St is a single-mode fibre 
with a two-layer coating. For all these fibres the glass and coated fibre diameters 
are about 125 and 250 IJ.m. 

3.2 Tensile test 

3.2.1 Method 
The tensile strengthof optical fibre samples with a testlengthup to 100 cm 

is determined with a Zwick 1445 test machine. Forces are measured with a 500 N 
load cell, used in the 100 N region. Fixa ti on of the fibre always gives rise to slip. 
In the present experiment the fibre is wound around a cylinder (diameter about 
70 mm) and fixed in a pneumatic jaw. To reduce the slip, the cylinder is covered 
with double-sided adhesive tape. The distance between the eentres of the two 
cylinders is taken as the test length. 

Dynamic fatigue experiments ought to be done at a constant stress ra te iJ. With 
a constantelastic modulus, this is identical toa constant strain rate è. In a tensite 
experiment without slip, a constant strain ra te is obtained with constant velocity 
of the cross-head of the test machine. 

In our experiments the cross-head is given a constant velocity. The force on 
the fibre is written as a function of the displacement This curve contains 
information on the slip and on the elasticity of the fibre. Slip is independent of 
the test length but dependent on the strain rate. The elastic deformation is 
proportionaf to the test length and independent of the strain rate. 

Under the ex perimental conditions, the actual stress rate iJcan vary within the 
tensite fracture experiment. From the experimental curve (force-displacement 
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diagram) the stress ra te à(see e.g. fig. 3.1) near fracture is determined for several 
test velocities. These actual stress rates are used in the dynamic fatigue analysis 
of the experiments. 

3.2.2 Elastic constanis 
Fora Philips multimode optical fibre (fibre T1), force-displacement diagrams 

have been obtained for two test lengths (30.0 and 100.0 cm). The cross-head 
velocity agrees with the strain rates 0.5 min-1 and 0.05 min-1

. The displacement 

force 

Î 

2 4 8 
- sfrain 

10% 

Fig. 3.1 Force-strain curves obtained on 30 cm (a) and 100 cm (b) samples offibreTt at a strain ra te 
of 0.50 min-1 • The strain is calculated from the cross-head displacement and the test length. It 
includes slip. Curve c, obtained by subtracting the average displacements of a and b, gives the real 
elastic behaviour. 

Table 3.2 Least-squares results for E0 and a (eq. 3.3) from tensile tests on the 
Zwick tensite test machine on fibre TL 

strain rate Eo a 
6 (min-1) (GPa) 

.05 73.4 ± 1.5 6.3 ± 0.3 

.50 73.4 ± 1.5 6.1 ± 0.3 
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is divided by the test length; the "strain" obtained includes the slip. The resultant 
curves for0.5 min-1 strain rate are given in fig. 3.1. Slip is independent ofthe test 
length. Subtraction at equal force of displacementsof the 100 and 30 cm lengtbs 
gives a slip-free force-displacement curvefora 70 cm sample. The force-strain 
curve ( c), given in fig. 3.1, is obtained by subtracting average force-displacement 
curves for the 30 (a) and 100 cm (b) experiments at strain rate 0.5 min-1• Using 
the fibre diameter (125.8J.tm), the stress can be calculated from the force. This 
stress-strain curve can bedescribed with the parabolic expression 

(3.3) 

as given by Mallinder and Proctor 181. a is the stress, e the strain, E0 Young's 
modulus at small strain and a a constant. Using this expression the stress rate 
á is derived from the strain rate è: 

á = è E0 (1 + ae). (3.4) 

While the fibre is being coated, not only the fibre but also the coating will bear 
some load. The Young's modulus of the coating material is much lower than that 
of the fibre. For the material used bere it is about 0.4 OPa. The results from a 
least-squares fit to the observed stress-strain curves are corrected for this coating 
effect. The results are given in table 3.2. Identical results are obtained for the 0.5 
and 0.05 min-1 strain rates. 

From fig. 3.1 it can be observed that the actual strain rates of the 30 and 100 cm 
data are different. This is due to the slip. Slip depends on the strain rate. From 
experiments at several strain rates it is observed that, in our situation, this 
dependenee is small. No correction is needed in the subtraction of the 30 and 
100 cm curves with different actual strain rates. 

Similar results were obtained on an Instron TTDM test machine (at ENKA 
Laboratories, Arnhem, The Netherlands), equipped with an optica) extensome
ter. On this machine four types of fibre (A3, St, T2 and Bt, see table 3. t) were 
tested. From the tests, about 25 equidistant points, obtained from the stress
straio curves, are used fora fit of a parabolic curve (eq. 3.3). For fibres A3, St 
and T2 the E0 value obtained is corrt;cted for theelastic behaviour of the (outer) 
coating material. At small strain ( < 2 %), the coating of fibre B has a high 
modulus (1.4 ± 0.2 OPa). Not only this large value, but also the nonlinear 
stress-strain behaviour of this material makes a correction of the stress-strain 
curve of fibre B necessary before the parabolic curve is fitted. The results 
obtained for the four fibres tested on the Instron machine are described with 
E0 = 73 ± 2 OPa and a = 6.0 ± 0.9. 
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From the experiments on the lnstron and Zwick machines it can be concluded 
that the stress-strain relation of an optica! fibre can be described with relation 
(3.3), using E0 = 73 ± 2 GPa, and a = 6.2 ± 0.3. This result agrees with 
MalJinder and Proctor's data [SJ (E0 = 72 ± 4 GPa and a = 6 ± 2). Due to the 
smaller diameter fluctuations, it is more accurate. Within the ex perimental error, 
the stress-strain relation also agrees with the results of Krause et al. !91. 

3.2.3 Dynamic fatigue 
Tensile tests on 1 m samples of a Philips single-mode optica! fibre (St, table 

3.1) aredone in ambientenvironment 23 +I 1 °C, 42 + 1- 3% RH (relative 
humidity). Three strain rates are used. Due to slip, the actual stress rate does not 
correspond with the chosen strain rate. The stress rate near fracture is derived 
from experimentally determined force-displacement curves. At each strain rate 
50 samples are tested. From 4 of every 50 experiments the stress rates at fracture 
are determined. They show only small variations (see e.g. fig. 3.1, curve b): the 
slip is nearly constant. The average values for the actual stress rate are given in 
table 3.3. To have a more or less random sampling, tensile tests at the three strain 
rates are done alternately on subsequent fibre pieces. 

Most of the measured data points are within the steep part of a Weibull plot. 
The Weibull modulus mand failure stress a0 ( eq. 1.14) obtained forthese points 
are given in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Tensite fracture results on 1 m samples of fibre Bl. 

chosen strain actual stress stress Weibull 
rate 8 (min-1) rate à (GPa/s) a0 (GPa) modulus m 

0.01 0.00870 4.35 83 
0.10 0.0908 4.88 98 
1.00 0.960 5.39 79 

3.3 The bending fracture test 

3.3.1 Principle 
In the test as introduced by France et al. [6•101, a fibre is bent between two 

parallel plates. Due to the bending, the upper side of the fibre (fig. 3.2) is 
subjected toa tensile load, the lower one toa compressive load. The maximum 
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tensile strain occurs at point A, in the middle between the two plates. Failure 
starts near this point. From theelastic properties and geometry of the glass fibre 
( distance L, diameter d), the stress and strain along the fibre can be calculated. 
It is assumed that the coating has no influence on the geometry of the bent fibre. 

In the case of pure bending and a constantelastic modulus, the tensile and the 
compressive strain are equal. The localstrain eA at point A is determined by the 
radius of curvature R and the fibre diameter d: 

d 
eA =-. 

2R 
(3.5) 

For the theoretica! elastic line bent between two parallel plates, the radius of 
curvature at a point A is proportional to the distance L of the fibre axes: 

L 
R=-

2Cb 

where constant Cb = 1.1985111 l. Thus the strain is given by 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Fig. 3.2 Geometry of the fibre in tbe bending fracture test. Fracture occurs near point A where the 
local radius Rbasits minimum value. The localstrain is determined by distance Land fibrediameter 
d. 
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This test can be used in two ways. First, in a static fatigue test the applied strain 
is determined by the constant distance L. The time to fracture at constant plate 
distance is measured. Second, in the dynamic fatigue test the plates approach 
each other with a defined velocity. At fracture the distance L1 is determined .. 
From the velocity of the moving plate vP and distance L1 the strain rate è at 
fracture can be determined 1101. 

In the absence of slip and at constant cross-head velocity, the tensite test has 
a constant strain rate. A constant velocity vP in the bending fracture test gives 
an increasing strain rate with decrease of L. For a test comparable with the 
tensite test, a constant strain rate è near the point of fracture is required. From 
eq. (3.7), the velocity of the plates vP is calculated: 

dL 
V=-= 

p dt 
(3.8) 

A solution for this equation is 

L(t) = (3.9) 
Pt+ t 

where L 0 is the distance between the fibre axes at time t 0 and 

The velocity as a function of time is then 

LÖèA 
V ( t) - ----"---'-'--

p Cbd ( Pt+ 1)2 
(3.11) 

This velocity profile is used in our dynamic fatigue bending fracture tests. It is 
parabolic in distance Land hyperbolic in time. Using this profile, the strain rate 
is constant in the bending fracture experiment. lt is noted that the distance Lis 
not equal to the distance of the plates. The diameters of the glass and of the 
coated fibre have to be taken into account. 

Expressions (3.5)- (3.11) are derived for a fibre with a strain-independent 
modulus of elasticity (a Hookeau solid). Insection 3.2 it has been seen that this 
is not true for large tensite stresses. Theelas tic behaviour under high compression 
is not known. The nonlinear behaviour has consequences for the geometry ofthe 
elastic line, hence for the constant Cb, introduced in eq. (3.6), and forthestrain 
ra te. A constant strain ra te is no Jonger described with eq. (3.11 ). The consequen-
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ces are discussed in more detàil in the appendix to chapter 3. In the present 
analysis it is assumed that expressions (3.5) - (3.11) remain true, with 
Cb = 1.1985. Then the influence of the nonlinear modulus on the form of the 
bent fibre is neglected. From the measured fracture strain and the given strain 
rate, the fracture stress and the stress rate are calculated, using expressions (3.3) 
and (3.4). 

3.3.2 Apparatus 
The bending fracture apparatus is in principle a simpte instrument. Two 

parallel (V-grooved) plates approach each other until the tested fibre faits. 
The apparatus described bere is equipped for automated measurements 

(fig. 3.3). A microcomputer (Apple Ile) gives a defined velocity profile to the 
moving plate, controts the measurements and stores the measured data. The 
central unit in the bending fracture apparatus is a DC motor-driven friction 
wheel system, holding parallel V-grooved plates. The fibre is bentand tested 

displacement 
r-----<1---l counter 

zero 
point 
switch 

power supply 

,--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ! fibre feed system 

micro
computer 

disketfes 

0 
u 

Fig. 3.3 Schematic representation of the bending fracture apparatus. The parallel plates are moved 
by a motor. Th is displacement is controlled by the optica I system, the switches and the microcompu
ter. Failure is detected acoustically. The pneumatic fibre feed system can insert a piece of fibre 
between the parallel plates. 
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between these plates. One of the plates is fixed. The displacement of the other 
is measured with a Philips MK IV optica! measuring system (resolution 1 JJ.m). 
The distance between the plates can vary between t and 25 mm. Three control 
switches specify the open position (plate distance about 25 mm), the closed 
position (,...., 1 mm) and the zero point setting. The zero point of the optica! 
measuring system is defined at a distance of about 10 mm. At this point the 
distance between the plates is known within 10 JJ.m. From the plate distance, the 

(a) 
L--

(b) 
-t 

Fig. 3.4 Velocity of the moving plate. For a constant strain rate at point A of the bent fibre it is 
calculated (a) as a function of distance Land (b) as a function of time. At the zero point of the 
apparatus, the distance between the fibre axes is L0• The velocity is constant before the profile is 
entered. Tbe velocity profile is calculated up to time tm when distance tm is reached. Then the fibre 
will be broken certainly. 
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geometry of the V ~grooves and the diameter of the concentric coated fibre, the 
distance L between the fibre axes can be determined. At the zero point it is L 0 
(fig. 3.4a). 

The relation between voltage to the motor and velocity of the plate is 
determined in a calibration step. The maximum velocity vmax is about 1.4 mm/s. 
Starting from the distance at the zero point L 0, velocity profiles for tests at 
constant strain rate are calculated (eq. 3.8, 3.11). When vP > vmax is calculated, 
the plate moves at constant velocity before the profile is entered. This is 
illustrated in figs. 3.4a and 3.4b for the velocity as a function of distance and 
time. Using the calibration curve, the velocity of the plate is given as voltage to 
the DC motor by the microcomputer. At the usual fracture strain (about 6 %) 
for the fused silica fibre (125/250 Jlm fibre/coating diameter), strain rates from 
0.1 to 1.0 min-1 can be obtained with this apparatus. 

Failure ofthe fibre is detected with a microphone(Bruel & Kjear 4145/2619). 
The amplified signa! (Bruel & Kjear 2609) passes a filter to select the signals in 
the 5-20kHz region. Most of the background noise is removed in this way. At 
failure the distance of the plates is stored. It is used afterwards to calculate the 
failure strain. In static fatigue experiments the time to failure is stored (accuracy 
0.1 s). 

For automated measurements the bending fracture apparatus is equipped with 
a pneumatic fibre feed system. In this system the fibre to be tested is stored on 
a drum. A small amount of fibre is unrolled and positioned above the V-grooved 
plates. The test piece (length about 10 cm) is cut. This fibre piece is inserted 
between the parallel plates. Si x pneumatic cylinders are used to transport, fix and 
cut the fibre. In a separately programmabie unit, a Kuax 61.000 controller, the 
fibre feed action is specified. Each fibre feed action takes about 25 s. 

With the computer program used, up to 10 different dynamic and static fatigue 
tests can be doneon the same fibre alternately. Up to 100 data points are 
measured automatically for each dynamic or static fatigue test. 

One test cycle consists of the following steps: 
• The program asks fora fibre feedat maximum plate distance. The pneumatic 
feed system takes a piece of fibre from the storage drum and places it in the 
V-grooves ofthe plates. The controller returns a "ready" signa! to the microcom
puter 
• The plate moves to the zero point, where the measurement is started. 
• For static fatigue tests the plate moves quickly to a defined distance, and the 
time until fracture is measured. In the dynamic fatigue experiment, a velocity 
profile (fig. 3.4b) is given to the plate until fracture occurs. 
• When fracture is detected, or after a maximum time (for static fatigue) the 
plates are closed until the end point switch is reached. This step is used for 
controL Two types of false measurements are detectable: 
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a. Sound during this step means that the fibre was probably not broken at the 
detected event. 
b. Electrical disturbances in the electron ie system occasionally give rise to wrong 
in formation on the plate distance Lat fracture and a deviating distance at the 
end point. 
• In the case of a good measurement, the lifetime (statie) or the distance at 
fracture (dynamic) is stared on diskette. This information is used afterwards in 
Weibull plots on strength or lifetime. 
• In the last step of a cycle, the plates are moved apart. 

To obtain reproducible results as a function of time the bending fracture 
system is placed in a çoom conditioned at 20.0 + 1- 0.5 °C and 
60 + 1- 3% RH. Within this room the apparatus is also acoustically isolated. 
Automatic measurements in this environment do not give serious problems. 
After faiture the fibre pieces are removed by gravity. For measurements in other 
environments, e.g. immersion in water, the remaval ofthe braken fibre from the 
V-grooved plates is a serious problem. Therefore these tests are not fully 
automatically peiformed. 

Dependent on the strain rate, one cycle of the automated dynamic fatigue 
measurements takes 1 to 2 minutes. Static fatigue tests of up to 2 hours were 
performed. 

3.3.3 Dynamic fatigue results 
Dynamic fatigue bending fracture experiments at five strain rates are done in 

a conditioned environment (20 °C, 60% RH) on fibre S1, using the automated 
test equipment; the experiments on the five strain rates are done alternately on 
subsequent samples of the fibre. At each strain rate 100 points are measured. The 
faiture strains e1, calculated wit~ equation (3.7), are represented on a Weibull 

Table 3.4 Dynamic fatigue bending fracture results obtained on fibre S1 
(fig. 3.5). 

strain rate strain slope stress rate stress 
èA (min-1) so (%) m à(GPa/s) crf(GPa) 

0.10 6.16 108 0.168 5.35 
0.20 6.34 123 0.339 5.54 
0.40 6.53 99 0.684 5.73 
0.70 6.69 109 1.20 5.90 
1.00 6.79 118 1.73 6.00 
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scale (fig. 3.5). Strain e0 (the 63% value) and Weibull modulus mare given in 
table 3.4. With eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) the failure stress afand the stress rate à are 
calculated from the faiture strain e0 and the strain rate éA. 

F 

j 

98% 
90 

70 

50 

20 

5 

1 

5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 7.0% 
- Ef 

Fig. 3.5 Thefailure probability F(Weibull scale) represented for the failurestrain (e1)data offibre SI. 
These data are determined forstrain rates 0. I 0, 0.20, 0.40, 0.70 and I .00 min-1• From the measured 
data the slope m and the failure strain Eo are obtained. 

3.4 Compariog dynamic fatigue tests 

3.4.1 Fatigue parameter n 
Fora single-mode Philips fibre (S 1) the failure stresses of tensile tests on 1 m 

samples (table 3.3) are compared with those from the bending fracture tests 
(table 3.4) in fig. 3.6. For the 1 m test data the fatigue parameter n = 21 ± 1 is 
obtained from a least-squares fit (eq. 1.8). For the bending fracture results 
n 19.3 ± 0.7 is obtained. 

Without correction for the nonlinear elastic behaviour, thus using a constant 
modulus for fused silica (E = 72 GPa, the bulk value) much lower failure 
stressesarare obtained for the bending fracture experiments. At 1.0 min-1 strain 
rate, the value then is 4.89 G Pa insteadof 6.00 G Pa as reported in table 3.4. Th is 
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value is lower than estimated from the 1 m tensile test experiment (fig. 3.6, 
table 3.3). Assuming a constantelastic modulus, n = 22.6 was obtained from the 
experimental bending fracture points. 

3.4.2 Equivalent length 
The equivalent test length for the bending fracture experiment is much less 

than 1 mm 111 1. The Weibull statistics prediets a larger strength forsmaller test 
lengths. Using E = 72 GPa, the faiture stress ofthe bending fracture experiment 
is lower than the strength obtained from the 1 m tensile test. Therefore, bending 
fracture results disagree with those of the tensile test if the nonlinear elastic 
behaviour is not taken into account. 

The failure stress obtained in bending fracture (table 3.4, fig. 3.6) is 7.9% 
higher than that of comparable 1 m tests (tab Ie 3.3) at equal stress rate. It is noted 
that the temperature and the humidity in the two types of tests are not the same. 
Fora higher humidity in the tensile test, a lower faiture stress is expected 1121. 

Therefore the failure stresses of bending fracture and the 1 m tensile test will 
differ more than 10% at equal temperature and humidity. 

Expression (3.2) can be used for estimating the equivalent test length of 
bending fracture. For that estimate the Weibull modulus m must be known. 

0.80 

log u, 

lGPa] Q75 

t 
0.70 

0.65 

o.5q3L..__ ___ _L2 ____ tL..__ _ __,_o __ _...J1 

-- log i:r [GPa/s] 

Fig. 3.6 Comparison of dynamic fatigue bending fracture {o) and 1 m tensile test results (À). 

Log(fracture stress crr) is given as a function of log(stress rate à). The slope gives the fatigue 
parameter n. From the distance between the curves theequivalent test length for the bending fracture 
test is estimated. 
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Ex perimental m-values are given in tables 3.3 and 3.4. These values include not 
only fluctuations ofthe fibre itself, like thickness fluctuations, but also those in 
the test method. The latter fluctuations have to be excluded when using eq. (3.2). 
In the tensile test there is a variation in slip; at bending fracture this variation 
is absent. Since a variation in diameter gives a twice as large variation in surface 
area, it is reasonable that bending fracture gives higher Weibull moduli than the 
tensite test. From these arguments it will be clear that a value m > 100 has to 
be used in eq. (3.2). For the fatigue parameter n :::ó 20 is used. For 10 % strength 
difference and m(n+ 1 )/(n- 2) 130, a 4lJ.m equivalent test length is obtained; 
m(n+ 1)/(n- 2) = 110 gives a lengthof 281J.m. 

Equivalent test lengtbs for the bending fracture geometry are calculated in 
ref. [ttJ. For m = 100 and a fracture strain of 7 %, an equivalent test length of 
about 121J.m is obtained. This agrees wel! with the values estimated from the 
experimental results. 

3.5 Static fatigue tests 

3.5.1 Test techniques 
For static fatigue, three types of test are used. The first is the bending fracture 

test, introduced in section 3.3. In this test, fibre pieces are tested consecutively. 
To test a large number of samples in a reasonable time, the test time in this 
technique is limited to about 2 hours. 

In the second type of test, a constant force is applied to a 1 m piece of fibre. 
In our test (fig. 3.7) this load is given by the weight on a lever. At fracture, the 
lever hits a switch and the clock is stopped. The service stress is calculated from 
the load. 

The principle of the third type of test, the "double" mandrel test !71, is shown 
in fig. 3.8. The test rod, having an accurately known diameter, is supported by 

toading 

fixation 

Fig. 3.7 Principle of the 1 m static fatigue tensile test. The libre is stressed by loading the lever. At 
fracture a doek is stopped. 
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a V-grooved rod of larger diameter. A fibre is wound at constant force and 
constant pitch around these two rods. The fibre contacts the test rod over a 
limited region (angle 20). There the smallest radius of curvature and the largest 
strain occur. Each winding on the mandrel is fixed separately. 

Fused silica is used forthetest rod, support rod and fixation rod. The test rods 
are ground and their diameters are constant within 5 ~m. The diameters of the 
test rods used vary between 3.0 and 5.0 mm. The support rods have diameters of 
5.0, 6.0 or 7.0 mm, depending on the test rod diameter. The fixa ti on of the 
individual windings occurs with a fixation rod of about 2 mm diameter and the 
UV-curing material, also used to coatthe fibres. 

The tested mandreis have 20 windings on a centimetre and a total of 100 to 
300 windings. The mandreis can easily be stored in a test tube in a controlled 
environment. This mandrel test is a compact static fatigue technique for pristine 
fibres. 

The faiture detection can be done manually (cover mustration of this thesis), 
by counting the number of broken windings after eertaio test times, or 
automatically. Manual detection is used for experiments with a long lifetime 
( > 2 months). For automatic failure detection a piece of piezoelectric material 
is attached to the support rod. The failure of an individual winding gives a short 
putse. This putse is ampJified and the time of faiture stored. To do this, an 

support rad 

fixatian rad 

Fig. 3.8 Principle of the double mandrel test: the test rod is supported by a V-grooved rod with a larger 
diameter. The fibre, wound around these rods, contacts the upper one in a smal! section 20. The 
diameter R of the test rod and the fibre diameter d determine the faiture strain. Each winding is fixed 
separately. 
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electron ie system was built (fig. 3.9). In this system a piezo-element on a mandrel 
rod is connected with a detection unit. This unit contains an amplifier, an 
internat clock and a memory. At faiture the time of the internat clock is stored 
in the memory. Each memory can store over 600 faiture times, i.e. more than the 
number of windings on the mandreL Eight of these detection units were included 
in one measuring unit. This unit has a central clock, used when a measurement 
is started, and a conneetion to the microcomputer (Apple lle). Several of these 
test units were used. Great care is taken to detect only fibre failure pulses. 
Therefore electrical and mechanical disturbances have to be avoided within the 
test environment and the measuring unit. In the software used afterwards 
attention is paid on the recognition offalse pulses which are noted simultaneous 
in several detection units. 

The double mandrel test is used for lifetimes Jonger than 1 hour. This is due 
to the time it takes toprepare the sample (about 10 min) and the time needed for 
temperature adjustment inthetest environment other than ambient air. 

Fig. 3.9 Schematic representation ofthe lifetime deleetion system for the mandrels. The piezoelectric 
material on the mandrel is connected toa detection unit containing an amplifier, a clock and a 
memory. These units are grouped in a central system, which is connected to a microcomputer. 
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Bending fracture and mandrel have short equivalent test lengtbs ( < t mm). In 
the analysis it is assumed that, with bending, the line of zero strain remains in 
the middle of the sample. The strain, determined by the local radius of curvature, 
is then known. The stress used in the representation of the results is calculated 
from the strain ( eq. 3.3, table 3.5, fig. 3.11 ). 

3.5.2 Static fatigue results 
With the three test techniques lifetime measurements are made in a controlled 

environment (20.0 +I- 0.5 °C, 60 +I- 3 %RH) on a fibre of type A (ta
bie 3.1). The lifetime data for each strain (or stress) level are represented in a 
Weibull plot. Using a least-squares fit, theslope m' (eq. 1.16) and the railuretime 
t0 (the63% value) areobtained. This is illustrated in fig. 3.10forthestatic fatigue 
bending fracture data of fibre A2. At most of the stress levels about 35 samples 
are tested here. The values for the test strain ea, the time t0 , the slope m' and 
the calculated stress a a are gathered in table 3.5. 

With the double mandrel fatigue technique fibre At is tested. Two mandrel 
rods are used at each stress level; each rod contains at least 200 samples. 

At four stress levels, ten samples of fibre A2 are measured with the 1 m static 
fatigue test technique (fig. 3.7). 

The lifetimes t0, obtained from the Weibun plots ofthe fatigue data from the 

98% 
90 

F 70 

fso 
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1 

10
1 

1dmin 
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Fig. 3.10 Lifetimes t1 of fibre A2, obtained with the static bending fracture test, represented on a 
Weibult probability scale. The teststrains used are indicated in the plot (in%). The slope m' and 
the 63 % faiture probability value (10 ) are given in table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Static fatigue bending fracture results (fibre A2). 

teststrain lifetime slope stress 
ea (%) t0 (min) m' a a (GPa) 

5.94 0.14 4.9 5.14 
5.50 0.66 5.2 4.70 
5.13 2.76 4.5 4.33 
4.80 10.7 6.1 4.02 
4.65 21.5 4.8 3.88 
4.51 40.7 5.3 3.75 
4.38 75.1 6.5 3.62 
4.34 99.5 4.4 3.59 

three test techniques at different service stresses, are represented in fig. 3.11 as 
lifetime tf' 

Table 3.6 gives the fatigue parameter n for the data of fig. 3.11. The last 
column gives n values for an assumed constant elastic modulus. The n value of 
static bending fracture results (18.6) compares well with that of the dynamic 

log (Ja 
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Fig. 3.11 Lifetime results obtained on a fibre of type A. Static fatigue test at 20 °C/60% RH are 
compared: (• ) bending fracture, (.) mandrel and (o) 1 m tensile test. 
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Table 3.6 Fatigue parameter n, obtain~d with static fatigue tests in humid air 
(20 °C, 60% RH). The stresses are corrected or not corrected for the nonlinear 
elastic modulus. 

test metbod 

bending fracture 
double mandrel 
1 m static test 

n, corr~cted 

1 
27.4 
30.4 

n, not corrected 

20.8 
31.2 

fatigue experiments (section 3.4). The .slope of a line through the highest two 
points of the 1 m static experiment gives n = 18. At lower stress levels an n value 
of 30 is obtained. 

3.5.3 Equivalent test lengths 
From fig. 3.11 the equivalent test length in mandrel and bending fracture 
experimentscan be estimated. At the lifetime of 104 min, the difference in service 
stress for the mandrel and 1 m test data is 7.9 %. From mnl(n 2) ~ 130 (thus 
m = 120), an equivalent testlengthof about 50 IJ.m is obtained (eq. 3.1b) for the 
mandrel test at about 3 GPa. As expected this is an order of magnitude larger 
than the length calculated for the bending fracture test above 5 GPa (section 
3.4.2). lt should be noted that the mandrel data and the 1 m fatigue data were 
obtained on different fibres, which implies that the estimated length is uncertain. 

Static bending results and 1 m tests were doneon the same fibre. Extrapolated 
static bending results are compared with the first 1 m test point, and are found 
to differ 9.6% in applied stress for the same lifetime. Using mnl( n- 2) = 130 
(thus m ~ 120) an equivalent testlengthof 7J.tm is estimated for the bending 
fracture test. Again this agrees with equivalent test lengtbs calculated in ref. !til. 

For the mandrel test a rough estimate can be made for the equivalent test 
length. For dynamic fatigue failure, m > 100. This means that the faiture stress 
has a standard deviation < 1.2 %. On a bent fibre, 5 % of the circumference of 
this fibre has a test strain deviating less than 1.2 % from the maximum strain. 
For 1 mm of fibre bent at a constant radius, this means an equivalent test length 
of about 50 J.tm. 

From the variation in length of the fibre pieces fractured in the mandrel test, 
a contact length of about 1 mm is obtained 171. Thus: the test lengtbs obtained 
from differences in failure stresses at equallifetime for the various techniques 
agree well with the equivalent test lengtbs estimated for these techniques. 
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3.6 Discussion 

The dynamic fatigue test on 1 m samples gives n ~ 20. This agrees with 
experimental results of other investigators 112•131. Static fatigue tests on 1 m 
samples give other n values. We obtained n = 30 for failure times Jonger than 
1 day (fig. 3.11). The point at about 14 hours doesnotfit on the line for n = 30. 
A transition in slope n of about 20 to 30 seems to occur in this region. This 
transition is also observed by camparing static bending results with those of 
mandrel tests. Although the latter experiments are done with different fibres, it 
is clear that the n value obtained depends on the time scale of the test. In chapter 4 
more attention is paid to this observation. 

Using a constant modulus of elasticity, the mandrel and the bending fracture 
results give lower strength values than the 1 m tensile tests. From the length 
dependenee of the strength (e.g. in Weibull statistics ), this is an impossible result. 
A nonlinear elastic behaviour is experimentally observed for fused silica. 
Assuming an identical nonlinearel as tic behaviour in the tensile and compressive 
regions, and hence a constant position of the line of zero strain in the centre of 
the fibre, mandrel and bending fracture tests give larger fracture stresses than 
the 1 m tests. Effective test lengths are estimated from these results. For m ~ 120 
they are camparabie with results of ref. 111 1 (giving ~ 10 11m as equivalent test 
length in bending fracture). 

For larger strains, the geometrical factor ebisnot a constant (Appendix 3.1 ). 
At 6.0% strain it is 1.2% lower than the value used. This lower value for eb has 
consequences forthetest strain (eq. 3.7) and the estimated test length (eqs. 3.1, 
3.2). The calculated test length 10 is then slightly larger. 

For the corrected bending fracture and mandrel values the fatigue parameter 
nis lower than that obtained from 1 m lengths. For the uncorrected values it is 
somewhat higher. Although there is no complete agreement between the values 
obtained from the smali-scale and the large-scale test, the results compare well. 
Fora more accurate comparison of bending fracture and mandrel tests with the 
tensile experiments, it is necessary to know the stress-strain behaviour of fused 
silica under high compression. 

3.7 Conciosion 

The nonlinear elastic behaviour of the optica] fibre is described by the 
parabol ie expression a = sEo(1 + ( a/2) s). For the fused silica fibre 
E0 = 73 G Pa and a = 6.2 are obtained. Using this relation, the results of the 
small-lengths bending fracture and mandrel techniques and the tensile techni
ques used for the strength and lifetime measurements on 1 m lengths of pristine 
optical fibres agree with each other. It is proved that the compact bending 
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fracture and double mandrel techniques are suitable for strength and fatigue 
measurements on pristine optica! fibres. 

Appendix to chapter 3 

Nonlinear elastic behaviour in bending fracture 
Expressions (3.5) and (3.6) for the bending fracture geometry are given fora 

fibre with a constant modulus of elasticity. The empirica! relation between stress 
and strain under lension ( eq. 3.3) is described in section 3.2.2. The behaviour 
under compression is not known. Applying large compressive forces, fused silica 
glass deforms plastically. This is illustrated by the Vickers hardness of 
7.1 GPa!141. 

Using a nonlinear strain-dependent expression for the stress under tension 
and compression, two things can happen: 
• A different stress-strain behaviour under tension and compression moves the 
line of zero strain away from the centre of the fibre. Eq. (3.5) is no Jonger 
applicable. 
• Due toa different distribution ofthe forces within the fibre, and/or themore 
complex elastic behaviour, the fibre can no Jonger be approximated with a 
simple elastic line. The constant eb, introduced in (3.6), becomes stress-depen
dent. 

In the further analysis it is assumed that, despite the nonlinear relation (3.3), 
eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) are true for eb = 1.1985. This means that implicitly an 
identical stress-strain behaviour for tension and compression is assumed. 

Special case 
It is assumed here that the stress-strain behaviour under tension and compres

sion is described with 

(A3.1) 

The line of zero strain remains in the middle of the fibre (for pure bending). 
Eq. (3.5) is valid. The bending moment M can be calculated at a given strain, i.e. 
radius of curvature, on a cross-section: 

(A3.2) 

Here y is the distance to the line of zero strain, az<y) is the local stress in the fibre 
direction and S the surface area of the fibre cross-section. Using this bending 
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moment, the form of the bent fibre can be calculated numerically for a given 
force applied on the plates (fig. 3.2). For a number of forces and a constant 
diameter d the distance L and the local radius R at point A are determined. 
Fig. A3.1 shows eb = L IR as a function of the ratio LId. For a 125 tJm fibre 
at 6 OJo strain, eb= 1.184, and is thus only slightly less than the value fora linear 
elastic line. 

1.20 

eb 

i 1.19 

1.18 

1.17 

1.16 
12 

a. 

16 20 24 
L -er 

28 32 

Fig. A3.t Constant C1" for constant elastic modulus (a) and a non-constantelastic modulus (b) 
( eq. 3.3 ). I t is given as a function of the ratio L I d where Lis the distance of the fibre axes and d the 
fibre diameter. 
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS INWATER AND HUMID AIR 

4.1 Introduetion 

Knowledge of the stress corrosion beha viour of fused silica is important in the 
lifetime prediction of optical fibres and their cables. Water is an important 
species in the stress-assisted corrosion reaction of fused silica 111. The study ofthe 
lifetime of a fused silica fibre under stress in water or humid air can give valuable 
information on the stress corrosion behaviour of silica. 

In fatigue experiments on short fibre samples the stress corrosion behaviour 
of the pristine fibre is studied. From these types of experiments the fatigue 
constant n can be obtained. In many cases nis a bout 20 12•3•41. From experiments, 
alsoother values for nare obtained 12•3.4,51. Slow crack growth data on bulk fused 
silica give n !:::! 40 11•51. A serious discrepancy between the fatigue behaviour of 
pristine fibres and that of cracks in fused silica seems to exist. 

The model presented in chapter 2 describes the stress-dependenee of the 
lifetime. Th ere the stress-assisted reaction ra te v (2.1) is given as 

v = v. exp (---E_a _+_Vi_er_t) 
0 

RT 
(4.1) 

where Ea is the zero-stress activa ti on energy, V the activation volume and er1 the 
local stress. Using this reaction rate, expressions for the lifetime tf are derived 
(eqs. 2.47 and 2.52). Starting from a flat surface, 

E -Ver 
In tf = a a - 41n era + 2 In T- ~In C + constant (4.2) 

RT 

is obtained ( eq 2.47). The concentration dependenee ~ In C is incorporated, 
with concentration C and order of reaction Ç. The "calculated activation 
volume" is defined as Vcalc = - R T(d In ~/der a) (2.49). Then 

4RT 
Vcalc = V+--. 

era 
(4.3) 

The "experimental activation volume" Vexp is obtained from the slope of the 
lifetime plot: Vexp = - R T (d In trider a) (2.50). From the same experimental 
data, the fatigue parameternis obtained: n = - d In 1/ dInera (2.55). Both Vexp 

and nare given in tables of this chapter. In the discussion the discrepancy in n 
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values, as noted above, is treated in terms of the model presented in chapter 2. 

4.2 Experimental 

This chapter reports on strengthand lifetime experimentsin water and humid 
air. Two types of fibre are used (table 3.1 ). Type A is a Philips multimode optica! 
fibre with a single layer of coating. This is a commercially available UV-curable 
acrylate materiaL Th ree fibres of this type are used (At, A2 and A4). Type 8 
(fibre 81, 82) is drawn from a rod offused silica (Suprasil, Heraeus) and coated 
with a material synthesized in our Jaboratory. This UV-curing coating is based 
purely on acrylate monomers and oligomers. It does not contain flow agents, 
coupling agents, acid or basic components or other additions. This latter stiff 
UV-cured coating material (E ~ 1.4 GPa) is used as reference material in 
chapters 5 and 6. 

The strength and lifetime experiments are done on small test lengths. The 
bending fracture test is used for (dynamic) experiments at constant strain rate 
and for static experiments at short lifetimes ( t1 < 100 min). Within a series of 
bending fracture experiments both test types are used alternately. Variations 
within a fibre are then averagedover the whole set of measurements. The double 
mandrel test l61 is used for Jonger lifetimes. Each mandrel rod contains at least 
t 00 windings, thus 100 samples. Within a series of experiments, mandreis of 
different diameters are made alternately. Lifetime results obtained from one 
series of experiments will be indicated with the same symbols in the figures 
(a a..- log t1). 

8oth the bending fracture test and the mandrel test give values for the strain 
at the moment of fracture. Using the nonlinearel as tic behaviour of fused silica, 
the corresponding stress is calculated (chapter 3). In the strengthand lifetime 
expressions ( chapter 1 and 2) the stress, not the strain, is used as variable. 
Therefore the stress is used in the further analysis. 

Using the fatigue tests, the pristine fibre is measured. The results for one test 
are represented in a Weibull plot. For static fatigue experiments, time t0 is 
obtained at63% failure probability. This valueis used as lifetime t1 in thefurther 
analysis. From the dynamic fatigue results, the average failure stress a ris used. 
Thecorresponding lifetime t1 is then calculated from tr= a11( à(n + t)Y(eq. 1.9), 
where à is the stress rate. 

In most ofthe figures, the applied stress a a and log (t1) are represented. A least 
squares fit is used to determine the slope on a part of the ex perimental points. 
Values for Vexp• obtained from this fit, are given in tables of this chapter. The 
stress region of the fit is indicated in the tables. The values for the fatigue 
parameter nare obtained in an identical way. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 In humid air at 20 ° C 
Dynamic and static fatigue results on fibre A at 20.0 +I- 0.5 oe and 

60 +I- 3% RH (relative humidity) are represented in fig. 4.1. The applied 
stress Cf a is given as a function of log t1 . The static fatigue results ( •, • ) arealso 
given in fig. 3.11. The results for times > 100 min ( •) were obtained with the 
double mandrel tests on sample AL Forshort times ( < 100 min) fibre A2 was 
tested with the bending fracture test. Results at t1 < 0.1 min are f rom the dynamic 
tests. The lifetime ~is then calculated from test time td (eq. 1.9). 

For the several stress ranges the slope is determined with a least-squares fit. 
Values for Vexp are given in table 4.1. A decrease in slope is observed with 
increase in lifetime. This corresponds to an increase in experimental activation 
volume Vexp· From the fatigue data represented in fig. 4.1 the fatigue constant 
nis also obtained. Values for nare included in table 4.1. 

The extrapolated curve for the bending fracture data (fig. 4.1) gives longer 
lifetimes than the mandrel test. Two reasons are given for this lifetime difference: 

Table 4.1 Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n obtained from 
experimental results at several stresses on various samples in ambient environ-
ment (20 °CI60% RH) 

Sample 
Stress vexp ex perimental 

n 
CJ'a (GPa) (cm31mol) condition 

A2 5.13- 6.27 
8.3 } 

bending 
A2 4.34- 5.13 9.1 

18.3 
stat. bending 

A2 3.88-4.34 11.0 stat. bending 
A2 3.59- 3.88 12.6 stat. bending 
Al 2.87- 3.19 20.6 } 26.8 

mandrel 
At 2.71- 2.87 28 mandrel 
B1 5.72- 6.32 9.1 22.4 dyn. bending 
B2 5.12- 6.16 8.5 21.3 bending 
B2 4.33 - 5.12 9.8 } 19.3 

stat. bending 
B2 4.16-4.33 12.7 stat. bending 
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Fig. 4.1 Lifetime t1 offibre A as a function ofthe applied stress a a. Different test methods are used: 
dynamic ( o) and static (• ) bending fracture and the mandrel (.)test Environment: 20 °C/60 Üfo RH. 
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Fig. 4.2 Lifetime t1 of fibre B. Conditions as in fig. 4.1. Different samples (81 and 82) are used. 
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• The test length within the mandrel experiments is longer than in the bending 
fracture tests. Longer test lengtbs give lower average failure stresses or lifetimes 
(eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)). 

· • It is an ex perimental observation that different samples of the same fibre type 
can give failure stress differences up to 0.2 GPa. In the bending fracture test and 
in the mandrel test, different fibres (A1 and A2) of the same type were used. 

Bending fracture test results on fibre B in the same environment (20 °C, 
60% RH) are presented in fig. 4.2. For sample Bt, only dynamic fatigue 
experiments were performed (o). For fibre B2 both dynamic and static bending 
fracture results are given (x). Values for Vexp and n, calculated from the slopes 
of the fitted sections, are included in table 4.1. The difference in failure stress 
between fibre B1 and B2 is about 0.2 GPa. 

Fig. 4.3 gives the values of Vexp (tab Ie 4.1) as a function ofthe stress. Through 
the values reported for fibre A a curve is drawn. Despite the differences in 
coating material, the changes of Vexp with stress afor fibres A and Bare similar. 
vexp increases with decreasing stress. 

30cm3 /molr--------,--------------------------~ 

Vexp 

i 20 

10 

20°C /50%RH 

• A 
x 8 

00~1~----~----~----~----~----~ 
2 3 4 5 6GPa 

_____. O'a 

Fig. 4.3 Ex perimental activation volume Vexp as a function ofthe applied stress a a· Vexp is determined 
from the slope in figs. 4.1 and 4.2. The bars indicate the range of stress, from which Vexp is determined. 
Fibre A (e ) and B (x) in air (20 °C/60% RH). 
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4.3.2 In humid air at different temperatures 
Using the mandrel test, the lifetime of fibre A is determined at several 

temperatures and nearly constant humidity ( ~ 60% RH) (table 4.2). In fig. 4.4 
the lifetime results are represented for the various applied stresses. Results 
indicated with identical symbols are from one series of experiments. The lines 
in fig. 4.4 represent least-squares fits on lifetime results at constant temperature. 
The activation volume Vexp and the fatigue parameter n obtained from these fits 
are given in table 4.3. 

The 20 oe data points ( D., 'V) were also given in fig. 4.1. At 40 oe, two 
different samples (A1, A4) were used. Their failure times differ slightly. At 
constant stress their slopes are comparable. The 80 oe data were obtained from 
two series of experiments on the same fibre (A1). In this case,too, the slopes are 
comparable. Their failure times at identical stress differ, however, significantly. 
The 80 oe results at short failure times (a a> 2.8 GPa), obtained in one of these 
series (o), nearly coincide with the 60 oe data. Shorter lifetimes for the 80 oe 
measurements were expected. Besides the noted variations of failure times 
between two series, another reason may be that the mandrel needs time to adjust 
its temperature to the experimental conditions in the controlled environment. At 
increased temperatures, the time from insertion until fracture is taken as the 
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Fig.4.4 Lifetime t1 offibre A at nearly constant humidity (about 60% RH) for various temperatures 
and stresses. 
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Table 4.2 Experimental circumstances for the lifetime measurements on fibre A 
at various temperatures. 

Sample Symbol T(OC) Relative 
Humidity (Üfo) 

Al il \1 20.5 ± 0.5 60 ± 3 
A1 + 40.5 ± 0.5 62 ± 3 
A4 x 40.5 ± 0.5 59 ± 3 
A1 • 60 ± 1 56 ± 3 
At oo 80 ± 1 62 ± 4 

Table 4.3 Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n obtained from 
· mandrel lifetime results at various temperatures at nearly constant hümidity. 

Sample 
Stress vexp experimental 

n 
aa (GPa) (cm3/mol) condition 

Al 2.87- 3.19 20.6 26.8 20 oe/60 ÜJo RH 
Al 2.71 - 2.87 28 26.8 20 oe/60% RH 

At 2.97- 3.19 17.0 20.1 40 oe/62% RH 
A4 2.96- 3.16 16.0 19 40°e/59% RH 
A4 2.70- 2.86 27.5 29 40 oe/59% RH 
A4 2.55- 2.70 34 34 40 oe/59% RH 

A1 2.87- 3.18 13.7 14.9 60 oe/56% RH 
A1 2.63- 2.87 31.2 31 60 oe/56% RH 
At 2.48- 2.63 58 53 60°e/56% RH 

A1 2.79- 3.18 14.3 14.3 80°e/62% RH 
A1 2.56-2.79 43 .39 80°e/62Üfo RH 
A1 2.56- 2.63 50 44 80°e/62% RH 

faiture time. Therefore, the faiture times from mandreis at increased temperatu
res are systematically too long. This has the largest effect on the 60° and 80 oe 
experiments at short lifetimes (t1 < 100 min). These 60° and 80 oe data are not 
reliable. 
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Samples at different temperatures are not taken within the same series of 
experiments. As a consequence the activation energy determined from the 
temperature-dependence of the failure time bas a large error. To make a guess 
for the activation energy Ea and the activation volume V, expression ( 4.2) is used. 
From the 20 oe data between 2.71 and 2.87 GPa (ti> 2500 min) and the 60 oe 
data between 2.63 and 2.87 GPa (100 < t1 < 2500 min), Ea 150 kJ/mol and 
V = 27.1 cm3/mol are obtained. Table 4.3 shows for these data points an 
experimental activation volume Vexp of about 30 cm3/mol. The difference in V 
and Vexp is dueto theterm 4 RT/aa(eq. 4.3), resulting in 4 cm3 /mol in this case. 

4.3.3 At different humidities 
Fig. 4.5 shows mandrel experiments of fibre At in humid air (19, 37, 56, 

79% RH) at 60 oe. Lifetimes are given for the various applied stresses. Each of 
the lines drawn in this figure is obtained in a least-squares fit on experimental 
results. vexp and n, calculated from the slopes, are given in table 4.4. 

The results at 56% RH (e ) were also presented in fig. 4.4. At 37% RH, two 
different series of tests are given (x,+). Their slopes above 2.79 GPa are 
identical. The longest lifetimes of the 19 % RH results ( 'l) were nottaken within 
the same series as the others ( Ll. ). The slopes ( n = 68, Vexp = 67 cm3 I mol) using 
this data point are therefore somewhat uncertain. 

34GPa.--------------------------------, 
I %RH' 

i 3.2 
A V i 19 

... I 37 
• 56 
• 79 
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Fig. 4.5 Lifetime offibre A1 as a function ofthe applied stress at constant temperature (60 °C) for 
various relative humidities. 
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Table 4.4 Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n obtained from 
mandrel experiments on fibre A in humid air at 60 °C. 

Sample 
Stress vexp Relative 

n 
CJa (GPa) (cm3/mol) Humidity (%) 

A1 2.87- 3.08 31 34 19 
Ai 2.79- 2.88 67 68 19 
At 2.87- 3.08 31.8 34 37 
Ai 2.79- 2.87 34 34 37 
A1 2.63- 2.79 49 48 37 
A1 2.49- 2.63 38.4 35.5 79 
A1 2.63- 2.79 29 28 79 

The values of Vexp• given in tables 4.3 and 4.4 are represented in fig. 4.6 as a 
function of the stress. For each value, the stress range over which it is determined, 

i 40-

20 

oo~(r-~--~----~-----L----~--~ 
2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 GPa 

---+- (j 

Fig. 4.6 Activation volume V•xP' determined from Iifetime data of fibre A in humid air (figs. 4.4 and 
4.5). The solid curve drawn through the 60 % RH points is also represented in fig. 4.3. The other lines 
(- - - -, -------- and - · · - · · -) conneet data points at 79, 37 and 19% RH. . 
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is indicated. The drawn curve in fig. 4.6 connects most of the 60% RH points. 
Although the scale is different, it is the samecurve as shown in fig. 4.3, obtained 
on the 20 oe results only. The other Iines in fig. 4.6 conneet the values for 19, 37 
and 79% RH respectively. 

The rate of a chemical reaction depends, in general, on the concentration of 
the reactive species. For stress cocrosion of fused silica, water is active. The water 
concentration was not explicitly taken into account in eq. ( 4.1 ). This can be done 
by substituting 

(4.4) 

where aH
2
o is the activity of water and Çthe orderofthe stress corrosion reaction. 

For a concentration CH
2
o proportional to the activity aH

2
o this term is already 
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Fig. 4.7 Lifetime tf of fibre A as a function of the relative humidity. Results at the samestress levels 
are interconnected. Slopes corresponding to ~ 1, 2 and 4 are given in the lower left corner. 
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incorporated in lifetime equation ( 4.2). Fora relative humidity (RH) proportio
nal to the water concentratien CH

2
o the term l; In( RH) can be used. 

In fig. 4.7 the lifetimes of fig. 4.5 are given as a function of log (RH). For 
comparable stress levels the data points are interconnected. From these slopes 
the reaction order I; may be obtained. lt appears to vary from 1 to larger than 
4. This should mean that the order of the stress corrosion reaction changes with 
failure time. Eq. ( 4.2) is used to calculate the activa ti on volume V and order l; 
from the fatigue data of 19 and 56% RH at 60 oe (fig. 4.5). For failure times 
between 100 and3000 min, V= 27.1 cm3/mol and l; = 2.8 areobtained. Failure 
times above 1700 min give V= 60 cm3 /mol and l; = 5.9. It is noted that both 
the activatien volume and the order of the reaction, calculated from the 
experimental data, increase with decreasing stress. 

In fig. 4.5 the vertical distance between two curves of constant humidity is 
constant. In view ofthe increase of Vexp and l; and the large range ofvalues for 
~. this point will be discussed in section 4.4.5. 

4.3.4 In water 
Lifetime results for fibre B in water are given in fig. 4.8. Fig. 4.8a represents 

both bending fracture and mandrel experiments on fibre B2 at 20° and 60 oe. 
Fig. 4.8b gives mandrel results on fibre B1 at 60 oe and B2 at 20°,40° and 60 oe. 
Valnes for Vexp and n, obtained with a least-squares fit, are given in table 4.5. 

Before testing, the bending fracture samples were soaked in water at the test 
temperature for at least 12 hours. The lifetime t1 (dynamic fatigue) is calculated 
from the test time td, obtained from the fracture strain and strain ra te ( eq. 1.9). 
The 60 oe mandrel results on the two samples (BI, B2) coincide. The 40 oe data 
are fitted with three different slopes. The 20 oe experiments are described with 
two slopes. N ote that single experiments ( 0, + and \1, fig. 4.8b) deviate slightly 
from those within the series. As in the experiments in humid air, the valnes for 
Vexp increase with decreasing stress. In the 60 oe experiments, however, a 
reproducible decrease of Vexp and nis observed above 105 min. The reason for 
it is not clear. The 40° and 20 oe curves do notshow this behaviour within the 
experimentation time ( ~ 1 year at 40 °C). 

From the distance between the 20°,40° and 60 oe lines, the activatien energy 
and volume may be calculated ( eq. 4.2). Using the 60 oe data below 105 min and 
the 20 oe data around 105 min, Ea = 151 kJ/mol and V 32.7 cm3/mol are 
obtained for fibre B2. eombining the bending fracture results at 20° and 60 oe 
gives Ea = 94 kJ/mol and V 7.6 cm3/mo1. From the 20° and 40 oe data 
around 100 min, Ea = 146 kJ/mol and V 20.5 cm3/mol are derived. 

The lif etimes of fibre A (sample A1) in water of .20°, 41 o and 60 ° e are given 
in fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.9a includes bending fracture results of 20 oe and mandrel 
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Fig. 4.8 The lifetime t1 for fibre 8 as a function of the stress a a in water of various temperatures. 
(a) Mandrel ( t., • ) and bending fracture (D, x) results on sample 82 in water of 20° and 60 °C. 
(b) Mandrel results on sample 81 ( o) and 82 ( • , 0 , x, +, t., 'V) in water. Different symbols are 
used for the various series of experiments. 
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Table 4.5 Fibre B in water. Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n 
obtained from bending fracture and mandrel experiments. 

Sample 
Stress vexp Temperature 

n 
aa (GPa) (cm3/mol) (OC) 

B2 5.06- 5.67 8.9 19.6 20 
B2 3.05 - 3.15 23 29 20 
B2 2.61 - 2.68 46 50 20 

B2 2.86- 3.06 25 28 40 
B2 2.57- 2.86 38 41 40 
B2 2.39- 2.54 66 62 40 

B2 4.36- 5.00 10.5 17.7 60 
B1 2.39- 2.85 40 38 60 
B1 2.23- 2.39 17 14 60 
B2 2.41 - 2.77 40.1 37.3 60 
B2 2.13- 2.40 14 12 60 

results at 20° and 60 oe. In fig. 4.9b mandrel results at 20°, 41 o and 60 oe are 
shown. Vexp and n, obtained from the slope of the fitted lines, are given in 
table 4.6. 

As in previous experiments several series of samples were taken. At 20 oe, one 
series ( .6.) goes from 2.63 to 3.18 GPa (t1 < 4.104 min), the other (V) from 1.88 
to 2.63 GPa. The difference between the 2.63 GPa experiments ofboth series is 
only small, and about equal to the difference of duplicate experiments within one 
sen es. 

Due to the different series of experiments, in this case too the determination 
of an activation energy is open to discussion. From the reported mandrel data 
at a a > 2.7 GPa at 20° and 60 oe, Ea = 132 kJ/mol and V= 17.8 cm3 /mol is 
derived with eq. (4.2). 

In these experiments (fig. 4.9a,b ), a sudden change in slopeis observed around 
2.7 GPa for the 20°, 41 o and 60 oe data. For stilllower loads (a a < 2.0 GPa) 
another change in slopeis observed, in this case for the 41 oe data. These changes 
in slope are accompanied by changes in slope m' = mi ( n- 2) ( eq. 1.16) of the 
Weibull plots ofthe static fatigue experiments. In fig. 4.10 these Weibull slopes 
m' are given as a function of the stress a. This figure shows clearly that for the 
results with larger n-values lower slopes m' are obtained. 
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Table 4.6 Fibre A in water. Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n 
obtained from bending fracture and mandrel experiments. 

Sample 
Stress vexp Temperature 

n 
(Ja (GPa) (cm3/mol) (OC) 

At 4.81 - 5.43 8.8 18.4 20 
A1 2.56- 3.18 20.9 24.5 20 
At 1.88- 2.49 11.1 9.9 20 
Al 2.63- 3.19 24.9 27.9 41 
Al 1.96- 2.63 12.4 10.9 41 
A1 1.88- 1.96 70 51 41 
At 2.79 - 3.18 21.6 23.1 60 
At 2.25- 2.63 13.1 11.5 60 

Vexp of tables 4.5 and 4.6 are summarized in fig. 4.11. For stresses above 
2.7 GPa the stress ageing behaviour of fibre A and B differs slightly. The 
stress-dependenee of Vexp can be represented with the drawn curve. This is the 
samecurve as given in figs. 4.3 and 4.6. Below 2.7 GPa the behaviour of Vexp for 
fibre A and B differs considerably. 
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Fig. 4.10 Weibull slope m' obtained from mandrel tests on fibre A in water of 40 °C, represented 
as a function of the applied stress. 
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Fig. 4.11 Activation volume Vexp as a function of the applied stress aa, obtained from water 
experiments on fibres A and B. The bars indicate the range of stress, from which Vexp is determined. 
The drawn curve is the same as in figs. 4.3 and 4.6. 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Activation volume and slow crack growth 
Before the experimental results are treated in detail, some general points will 

be discussed. 
In the formalism for lifetime predictions of optica! fibres, n plays a central 

role. It is the power in the law v = AKï ( eq. 1.5), descrihing the slow crack growth 
empirically. In this formalism, nis treated as a constant. The tables in this chapter 
report a broad range of n values. Different val u es are obtained on the same fibre. 
Values in literature, obtained on fused silica fibre, are within the samerange 121. 

A value of n ~ 20 is often obtained on pristine fibres, and is treated as a 
typical value. From slow crack growth experiments on bulk fused silica, n ~ 40 
is obtained ll,SJ. This shows the disagreement between the stress eerrosion 
behaviour of optica} fibres and cracks in fused silica. For slow crack growth 
experiments Wiederhom et al. [l,?J used another expression (eq. 2.40): 

v = v0 exp {(- E * + bK1)/RT} (4.5) 
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where E * is the activation energy, KI the stress intensity factor (1.3) and ba 
constant. For fused silica in water of various temperatures, E * = 139 kJ/mol 
and b = 0.216 mol.m512 are reported. 

The local stress a1 at the tip of an e!.!.!I!tical crack with depth c and tip radius 
pis given by Inglis as a1 = a a (1 + 2V cl p)(eq. 1.1) where aais theappliedstress. 
At a1 > a1h, the theoretica! strength, catastrophic failure occurs. The failure 
stress af is then equal to aa. 

The energy concept for large cracks (c > p) (eqs. 2.36, 1.4) resulted in failure 
at af = Kiel Y Vc. Here Y is a geometrical constant and Kic is the fracture 
toughness. From these failure criteria it was concluded (2.41a) that 
b = Va1hl K1c- The theoretica! strength for fused silica is about 20 OPa 181 and 
Kic 0.75 MPa.m 112• Then using b = 0.216 mol.m512, an activation volume 
V 8.1 cm3/mol is obtained. 

4.4.2 n: the wrong parameter 
The two fibres (A and B) have different coating materials. The water 

experiments show clearly that these differences in coating materials give rise to 
a different lifetime behaviour. 
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Fig. 4.12 Summary of the tabulated values of Vexp as a function of the applied stress a a. The drawn 
line represents the trend observed for water and humid air (60% RH) results. 
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In fig. 4.12 tabulated values for the activa ti on volume Vexp are represented as 
a function of the applied stress a a· In general the val u es increase with decreasing 
stress. Exceptions are the point in the lower left corner of the plot. They come 
from water experiments on the two types of fibre, and seem to be related to the 
composition of the coating (see next chapters). They are excluded from the 
present analysis. 

For stresses above 3.5 OPa, the values are about constant. Only a small 
increase in Vexp with decreasing stress is observed. Values between 8 and 
13 cm3 /mol are reported. Below 3.5 OPa, Vexp sharply increases. 

Let us first concentrate on the high stress part of fig. 4.12. Within the presented 
model ( chapter 2) we started from a flat surf ace. Th en the slope of a plot of 
a a._ In tf gives Vcalc = V+ 4R Tl a a· Using V= 8.1 cm3 /mol, obtained from 
slow crack growth data, Vcatc describes well the experimental data on pristine 
fibres. These experimental data were also well described with n ~ 20 (fig. 4.13, 
tables 4.1, 4.5, 4.6). V = 8.1 cm3 /mol however, is obtained from slow crack 
growth data on Jonger cracks, giving in the power law description a value of 
n ~ 40. Thus, the stress corrosion of pristine fused silica ( optical) fibre at high 
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Fig. 4.13 The experimentally observed curve ( Vexp, fig. 4.12) is compared with V = 8.1 cm3 I mol, 
Vcalc and the curve for n 20. 
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stress and of cracks in bulk silica can be described with the same activation 
volume. On the pristine fibre, no cracks are present. In other words: n !::::: 20 for 
optica! fibres and n !::::: 40 for large cracks in fused silica agree with each other 
since n is not the proper parameter. 

4.4.3 Fatigue limit 
The datafora a< 3.5 GPa (fig. 4.12) cannot bedescribed with theexpression 

Vcalc = V+ 4R Tl a a (eq. 4.3). To understand this, the conditions for which the 
lifetime was calculated have to be recalled. The stress corrosion at the tip of the 
distartion is regarded as the rate-determining step. The reaction velocity tends 
to minimize the tip radius. Total energy considerations, however, call for larger 
tip radii. A maximum energy release rate may require areaction rate at the tip 
smaller than given by eq. ( 4.1 ). The lifetime is Jonger than expected from eq. ( 4.2): 
tip blunting occurs. The ex perimental results (fig. 4.12) suggest that this blunting 
processin the present environments occur at stresses between 3.5 and 2.4 GPa. 
(In this case, while starting from a flat surface, blunting is not the right word.) 

Crack blunting is also observed on cracks in glass. lt is coupled with a lower 
limit for K1, K1sco in the stress corrosion process. For soda-lime glassin water 
of 90 °C the limit observed at crack veloeities less then 10-7 m/s. Then 
KlSCC !::::: 0.25 MPa.m112 [11. Evans 191 observed it in water of 25 oe at about 
10-10 m/s and K1 = 0.175 MPa.m 112• In Michalske's experiments 1101, blunting 
occurs even for K1 > 0.225 MPa.m 112

• For fused silica this tip blunting has not 
been observed in slow crack growth measurements. It bas been suggested that 
it occurs in water at K1 = 0.37 MPa.m 112 151. Fig. 4.1 shows at a a 3.5 GPa a 
faiture time of about 2 hours. The initia! velocity of the stress corrosion process 
can be estimated from V(8.1 cm3 /mol), eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Then v!::::: 10-16 m/s 
is obtained. This velocity is much lower than observed in slow crack growth 
studies, where v > to-10 m/s. 

Thus within this interpretation of fibre failure, the stress corrosion rate at the 
crack tip is no langer directly responsible for the calculated lifetime at stresses 
below 3.5 GPa. Equation ( 4.2) gives only a lower limit of the Iifetime. As a 
consequence, at lower stresses (a < 3.5 GPa), eq. (4.2) does not describe the 
lifetime results any langer. To interpret the mandrel results with this equation the 
discussion is continued. 

4.4.4 Fatigue in water 
On fibre A (fig. 4.9) a sudden change of slope is observed in the water 

experiments at a stress of about 2.7 GPa. In water of60 °C, it occurs afterabout 
5 hours, at 20 °C after 70 days. A similar effect is reported by several in vestiga
tors 14•11 •12•131. Chandan and Kalish 1141 reported a point of intlexion at a stress 
of about 2.4 GPa. In water of 60 °C it is at 5 days. The slopeon the lower part 
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ortheir curves is strongly temperature dependent; at 60 °C, n = 2.9. In our case 
(table 4.6) it is nearly constant; n ~ 10. 

Wang and Zupko 1111 report a change of slope at about 2 GPa. After 10 days 
ageing in humid air (33 °C/90% RH). CueHar et aL 1121 obtained at 3.2% strain 
(equivalent to 2.5 GPa) in water of 60 °C a change in slope aftera bout 1 month. 
For silicone coating 1121 this change in slope of not observed. Krause 1131 also 
reports such a change in slope in water of 90 oe at about 2 GPa, within 1 day. 
For fibre B (fig. 4.8) it is observed only in the 60 oe experiments, at a stress of 
about 2.4 GPa, after 3 months. 

All the fibres that show changes of slope in water are coated with acrylate 
coating materials. It is suggested that this change in slope bas to do with the 
composition of the coating materiaL In chapters 5 and 6 this will beforther 
illustrated. 

Besides this change in slope, Krause IBJ observed at lower stress (about 
1.2 GPa) a sharp increase in lifetime. A fatigue limit was suggested. 

In our 40 °C water test (fig. 4.9b) the point at 1.88 GPa bas a much Jonger 
lifetime than expected from the results at slightly higher stress. The fatigue 
parameter n tends to increase again. Fig. 4.10 gives the slope m' of the Weibull 
plots of the lifetime dataforthese 40 °C results. A maximum seems to occur near 
2.3 GPa. At low stress the value for m' decreases again. In chapter 1 (eq. 1.16) 
we have seen that m' = m/( n- 2). From strength tests on pristine fibres m ~ 100 
is obtained (table 3.3, 3.4). A Jow value for m' corresponds toa high n. lt is also 
concluded from m' that n may increase again at lower stresses. 

Fig. 4.11 summarizes the values for Vexp as a function of the applied stress for 
fibres A and B in water. Through the data points of fibre B, except for the 60 oe 
point at about 2.3 GPa, a single curve is drawn. The samecurve is drawn in 
figs. 4.3, 4.6, 4.12 and 4.13. A fatigue limit for fibre Binwater of 20° and 40 °C 
is suggested slightly below 2.4 GPa. The data for fibre A above 2.7 GPa nearly 
coincide with this curve. 

4.4.5 Humid Air 

In fig. 4.3 the increase of Vexp with decreasing stress was already noted for the 
20 °C results on fibres A and B. Fig. 4.6 represents the data for fibre A in humid 
air of several temperatures ( tables 4.3 and 4.4). The drawn curve is also given in 
figs. 4.12 and 4.13. Nearly all the 60% RH data are on this line. Only those 
obtained at short lifetimes ( < 100 min) are significant below this line. As 
discussed insection 4.3.2, these values of VexR' obtained at higher temperatures, 
may be systematically too low. From the 60 :to RH data it is concluded that the 
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temperature bas no influence on the value of the fatigue limit. From the solid 
curve in fig. 4.6, a fatigue limit ( Vexp -+ oo) is expected around 2.4 G Pa. 

These results can be compared with those on a bare fibre 1141. In 1967, Proctor 
et al. reported on experimentsin humid air at room temperature. They suggested 
a fatigue limit around 2.8 GPa. From static fatigue experiments between about 
5 and 3 GPa (lifetimes from 1 s to 1 year) they reported a slope of 0.047 in their 
units. For room temperature (20 °C) this corresponds to Vexp = 11.5 cm3 /mol, 
whichagreeswiththerange(8.1 to 13 cm3/mol)reportedabove3.5 GPa(section 
4.4.2). 

The data points obtained at 60°C and 19(o), 37(.6.) and 79ÜfoRH (D) 
(fig. 4.6) differ systematically from the drawn line. The data points are connected 
with straight lines. Curves, nearly parallel to the 60% RH curve may be drawn 
through these points. From figs. 4.6 and 4.11 it is concluded that the value of a 
fatigue limit of these pristine fibres depends on the humidity, not on the 
temperature. At about 20% RH this limit may be about 0.25 GPa higher than 
at 60% RH. 

For large cracks in glass, comparable results are obtained. Experimental data 
from Wiederhom and Bolz 111 indicate for soda-lime glassin water a fatigue limit 
around 0.25 MPa.m 112. This limit seems to be independent ofthe test temperatu
re. At this limit, crack blunting occurs 1101. A sharp crack bas to be reinitiated. 
This takes time. For fused silicaat low humidity (0.08% RH), slow crack growth 
occurs only above 0.53 MPa.m 112 151. The initiation of the slow crack growth 
takes different amounts of time. At much higher humidities, slow crack growth 
is already present at lower stress intensities. From these data, a fatigue limit 
dependent on the relative humidity is suggested. 

Insection 4.3.3 a correlation is suggested between the values of Vexp (fig. 4.7) 
and order of reaction ~· The water con centration in eq. ( 4.2) is replaced by the 
relative humidity. When a too large activation volume Vis used in the relative 
humidity dependenee of the lifetime, eq. (4.2) shows that ~is also too large. 

In the previous discussion it was concluded that at stresses below 3.5 GPa the 
reaction rate at the crack tip is smaller than given by eq. (4.1). The Iifetime is 
longer than given by ( 4.2). The use of ( 4.2) in the interpretation of the mandrel 
results at lower stress automatically gives too large values for V and for ~. 

Let us look the other way around at the experimental data in humid air 
(fig. 4.5). In fig. 4.14a the stress a at failure is represented as a function of the 
relative humidity. In fig. 4.7 the sameset of datapoints was used to represent the 
lifetime as a function of the relative humidity. The data points are taken from 
the drawn curves of fig. 4.5 at constant time (1 02, 103, 104 and 105 min). The lines 
drawn through the experimental points are determined from (4.2) at constant 
time, using V= 8.1 cm3 /mol and ~ = 1. Conclusion: the value of the fatigue 
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limit varies proportionally with In ( CH~o)· Both Sakaguchi and Kimura [I SJ and 
Wei 131 determined the fracture stress às a function of the relative humidity at 
constant stress rate (fig. 4.14b). In ref. 15 the results were expressed in a power 
law: a1 """' P {:20 , where P H

2
o is the water vapour pressure. In humid air of 60 °C, 

a = -0.114. In fig. 4.14b some faiture stresses have been calculated with this 
law (• ). These points, determined from Sakaguchi's curve, are well described 
with eq. ( 4.2) at constant failure time, using V = 8.1 cm3 /mol and Ç = 2. In 
fig. 4.14b the ex perimental data of Wei ( T = 25 °C) 131 arealso described with 
V= 8.1 cm3 I mol and Ç = 2. Due to the temperature difference, the slope is 
slightly different. Sakaguchi and Kimura used siliconeresin coatings; Wei tested 
several uv~curing polymers. 

5.6GPa 

(j 

i 
12GPa '· 
(j 

~ i 28 ~:: 
·~ 

5.2 
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2.4 4.4 

o~~--~----~~~ o~~----~----~~ 
19 31. St. 79 100 % 20 t.O 70 100 % 

--+F!H 

Fig. 4.14a Failure stress at constant I ifctimes for libre A in humid air. (e ) 102 min, (x) 103 min, 
( +) 104 min and (o) 105 min. The drawn lines are calculated for V 8.1 cm3/mol and Ç = 1. 

Fig. 4.14b Failure stress as a function of the relative humidity. Data points ( +, o, .t.) are from 131, 
fig. 4. The points ( • ) are calculated from 1151. The drawn lines are calculated with V= 8.1 cm3 /mol 
and Ç = 2. 
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A comparison of figs. 4.14a and 4.14b shows that the fatigue limit is described 
with another dependenee ( ~ = 1) on the water concentration than the ( dynamic) 
fatigue results (~ = 2). 

4.4.6 Activation energy 
Values for the activation energy Ea and activation volume V found within the 

various series of experiments have been reported and are summarized in 
table 4.7. A value obtained from the 40° and 90 oe data of ehandan and 
Kalish l41 for stresses above 2.34 OPa is also included. The values for Ea were 
calculated using the tabulated V. From the discussion it became clear that at 
lower stresses (below 3.5 OPa) the value of V calculated from the experimental 
results is too large. The reaction rate at the crack tip does not determine the 
faiture time any Jonger. How is a better estimate for the activation energy 
obtained? 

Table 4.7 Activation energy Ea and activation volume V, determîned from the 
fit. a is the average stress in the determination, Ecorr is calculated with 
V= 8.1 cm3 /mol. 

Sample Ea V a Ecorr 

(kJ/mol) (cm3/mol) (OPa) (kJ/mol) 

At 60% RH 
20/60 oe 150 27.1 2.78 97 

At water 
20/60 oe 132 17.8 2.95 104 

B2 water 
20/60 oe 151 32.7 2.70 86 

B2 water 
20/60 oe 94 7.6 5.2 97 

B2 water 
20/40 oe 146 20.5 3.1 107 

[4] water 
40/90 oe 101 14.9 2.5 84 
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The value of the fatigue limit (figs. 4.6 and 4.11) is nearly independent of the 
temperature T. When it is independent of T, the difference in In tr at constant 
stress and different temperature may be (nearly) independent of the stress. For 
two temperatures T1 and T2, two nearly parallel curves approach the same limit. 
This difference in In (ft') is identical to that described far from the fatigue limit. 
Th ere it is given as ( eq. 4.2): {( Ea- Vo JIR} {1 I T1 - 1 I T2} + 2 In ( T1 I T2), with 
V= 8.1 cm3/mol. From the mandrellifetime data, Ecorr is obtained in this way. 
It is given in table 4.7. The values range around 100 kJ/mol. 

Several times two series of experiments under identical conditions give rise to 
nearly identical slopes, but slight1y different Iifetimes. Our mandrel experiments 
at different temperatures are made within different series of experiments. As a 
consequence, the calculated values for the activation energy have an error 
estimated as large as 20 kJ/mol. Within this error the reported values for Ecorr 

(table 4.7) are equal. 
It is noted that the zero stress activa ti on energy Ecorr is smaller than . 

E * 139 ± 4 kJ/mol, given by Wiederhom and Bolz [tJ for slow crack growth 
in fused silica. 

4.5 Conciosion 

In this chapter we have reported on strengthand lifetime data for two types 
of fused silica fibres in water and humid air. Their coating material is different. 

In water, type A shows a sudden change in slope around a stress of 2.7 GPa. 
The activation volume decreases with increasing lifetime. For fibre B, such a 
change is only observed in water of 60 °C after a much Jonger lifetime. The 
coating material is responsible for this change. Below 2 GPa, an increase in 
activation volume is observed for fibre A in water of 40 oe. 

From the stress-dependenee of the lifetime results, values for Vexp have been 
determined. Excluding the above water results, Vexp shows for all the gathered 
data a similar behaviour. lt increases with decreasing stress. Below 3.5 GPa a 
sharp increase is observed. 

From slow crack growth data on cracks in silica glass, the activation volume 
V = 8.1 cm3/mol is derived. Using the empirica) power law v = AKf, fatigue 
parameter n ~ 40 is obtained from these data. For optica) fibres, n ~ 20 is 
obtained with this formalism. A paradox seems to exist. This paradox is resolved 
by using the more fundamental expression v = v0 exp {(- Ea + Vo1 )IRT}. 
Starting from a flat surface, it is shown that V = 8.1 cm3/mol describes the 
ex perimental data on optica! fibres above 3.5 GPa wel I. The samemodel as used 
to describe the stress dependenee in slow crack growth is applicable to lifetime 
data of optical fibres. 
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For lower stresses (below 3.5 GPa), the measured lifetimes are Jonger than 
those calculated with V = 8.1 cm3 /mol. A fatigue limit is suggested around 
2.4 G Pa. Th is fatigue limit of the fibre is nearly independent of the temperature, 
but varies with the relative humidity. For the two types of fibre, identical values 
for the fatigue limit are suggested. 
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CHAPTER 5 VARlATION OF THE CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Introduetion 

In the foregoing chapters, water was introducedas corroding species in the 
stress corrosion of fused silica. The reaction is simply formulated as 

= Si - 0 - Si = + H20- 2 = Si- OH (5.1) 

This reaction may be seen as a part of the dissolution process of fused silica. It 
is known ltl that the dissolution of silica in water is sensitive tosometimes very 
small chemica! composition changes in the solution. The solubility of amorphous 
silica in water is smalland nearly constant below pH 9 (about 70 ppm at room 
temperature). Above this pH the solubility sharply increases. Within the pH 
range from 2 to 10 the dissolution rate of fused silica increases over three orders 
of magnitude with increasing pH. 

The crack initiation model, presented in chapter 2, is based on Iocal 
dissolution. Hence the pH in the reaction of fused silica with water must have 
a considerable influence. 

In crack propagation experiments on fused silica a pH dependenee is 
observed 121. In these experiments the crack velocity v and the stress intensity K1 
are related: v = v exp ( Ea + bK1)/R T ( eq. 2.40, 131). The constant b can be 
estimated from fig. 1 A and 1 B in ref. 121 fora number of crack propagation tests 
in fused silica. Using the fracture toughness K1c = 0.75 MPa.m 112 and the 
theoretica! strength 0'1h = 20 GPa for fused silica, the activation volume 
V= bK1cl 0'1h is calculated ( eq. 2.41 a). These activation volumes, determined 
from slow crack growth experiments on fused silica at various pH values, are 
represented in table 5.1. They decrease with increasing pH. The stress corrosion 
reaction of fused silica thus depends on the pH. 

In this chapter, strength and lifetime experiments on fibres in various 
environments are treated. The relation with the pH of the environment is 
discussed. A fibre of type B (B 1, B2, table 3.1) is used in most of the tests 
described in this chapter (see also section 4.2). It is drawn from a Suprasil 
(Heraeus) rod and coated with a UV-curable materiaL The coating is formulated 
from only a few components. No special additives such as wetting agents or 
adhesion promotors are used in this materiaL Ex perimental results obtained on 
this fibre are compared with those obtained in water of 60 °C. (fig. 4.8) on the 
same sample. 
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Table 5.1 Activation volume V, calculated from the stress dependenee of the slow 
crack growth data on fused silica in several environments. The data are estimated 
from ref. 121, fig 1 A and 1 B. 

5.2 Ammonia 

environment 

water 

1 M HCl 
pH 1.8 
pH 6.3 
pH 12.2 

1 M NaOH 

5.2.1 Lifetime in a 0.1 M solution 

activation volume 
V (cm3/mol) 

8.1 

10.3 
7.2 
6.4 
4.8 
4.7 

In this section the results of strength and lifetime experiments on fibre 82 in 
water and in ammonia are compared. Fig. 5.1 reports on bending fracture and 
mandrel experiments in water and in 0.1 M ammonia of 60 °C. For short 
lifetimes (t1 < 10 min) the data are obtained from the bending fracture test. For 
~ > 10 min they are obtained with the mandrel test. 

Samples used in these bending fracture tests were stored in the test environ
ment prior to testing. The parallel plates of the bending fracture apparatus were 
immersed in a thermostated bath containing the water or the 0. t M ammonia 
solution. For the dynamic fatigue tests the storage time was at least 15 hours. Two 
series of static bending fracture tests were made. In one series (x) the samples 
were stored for 16 hours in the test environment before the lifetime was 
determined. In the second series (o) the storage time was 65 hours. Within the 
experimental error these static fatigue data coincide (fig. 5.1, table 5.2). 

The double mandreis were made in ambient environment. The lifetime 
measurements are started when the mandreis are inserted inthetest environment, 
consisting in the present case of about 80 mi of 0.1 M ammonia solution in a 
fused silica test tube at 60 oe. Due to this insertion the temperature of the test 
liquid deercases slightly for a short period of time. lt was already noted in 
chapter 4 (section 4.3.2) that the lifetimes obtained at short time intervals 
( t1 < 100 min) are systematically too low for this reason. 
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Fig. 5.1 Measured lifetime troffibre B2 in 0.1 M ammoniaat60 oe as a function oftheapplied stress 
a a. The results were obtained with the double mandrel test (0, <> , +, • ), the dynamic (•) and the 
static (x,o) bending fracture test. They are from various series of measurements. The solid lines 
represent the 60 oe results in water given in fig. 4.8. 

The lifetimes of the fibre in water of 60 oe and in 0.1 M ammonia of 60 oe 
at comparable stress levels differ by more than three orders of magnitude. At low 
mandrel failure times this' difference seems to decrease. This difference in 
behaviour is probably due to the diffusion of ammonia to the interface. U pon 
insertion, no ammonia is present in the coating materiaL After a while the 
ammonia content of the coating is in equilibrium with the environment. The 
water content in the coating is also in equilibrium with the environment. Due to 
the amount of water and ammonia present near the coating~fibre interface, 
locally a eertaio pH is obtained. For higher ammonia concentrations in the 
solution this pH may be higher. At higher pH the corrosion reaction runs faster. 
For long lifetimes (t1 > 500 min) the equilibrium pH may be reached at the 
interface. These results (fig. 5.1) are described with the fitted line. Forshort times 
the experimental results deviate from this line. Apart from the diffusion effect 
this deviation is partly due to the mentioned temperature decrease during 
insertion of the mandrel in the test environment. 

5.2.2 Ammonia dijJusion 
In a separate experiment the diffusion of ammonia through a foil of the 

coating material is measured. In this experiment a foil with a surface area of 
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4.9 cm2 separates two vessels. One vessel contains a 0.1 M NH40H solution, the 
other pure water. The whole system is thermostated at 60 oe. The amount of 
ammonia passed through the membrane is determined by ion chromatography. 
For two membranes the datapoints determined are represented in fig. 5.2. 

Both the intercept with the time axis and the slope of the lines in fig. 5.2 can 
be used to determine the diffusion coefficient D of ammonia in the coating 
materiaL Therefore the solutions of the diffusion problem fora plane sheet are 
used. Crank l41 has discussed the diffusion problem fora membrane ofthickness 
I for a constant diffusion coefficient D. In one of the vessels the initial 
con centration is C2; for the other vessel and for the membrane it is zero ( C1 0, 
C0 = 0). An analytical expression is obtained for Q1 , the total amount of 
diffusing material which passed through the membrane. For time t- oo it is 
approximated with 

DC2 ( Q =- t , I 
!__). 
6D 

(5.1) 

The slope of a plot of Q1 as a function of time is DC21 I; the intercept with the 
time axis is l 2!6D. From the analytica) solution (ref. l41, fig. 4.2) it can be 
observed that for small val u es of Q/ IC2 (0.02 < Q/ l~ < 0.1 ), slightly 

10 

2 4 6 
-t 

8hour 

Fig. 5.2 Diffusion of ammonia through a 4.9 cm2 membrane at 60 °C. One vessel contains 0. t M 
ammonia, the other pure water. The amount of ammonia which passed through the foil is given as 
a function of time. Two foils are used, 340 j.lm (o) and 370 f.tm (x) thick. 
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different val u es may be expected for the slope ( ~ 0.7 DCzl l) and intercept 
(~ 12/tOD). A typical value for Qt can be obtained from fig. 5.2: 19 J,.lg NHt 
agrees with 1 micromole. This passes through a 4.9 cm2 membrane. Using 
1 ~ 350 J..lm and Cz = 0.1 mole/1 = 100 mole/m3, Q/IC2 ~ 0.06 is obtained. 
This is in the range of small values for Q/1 C2• 

Theslopeoffig. 5.2 agrees with 3.7 mg NHt /hourforthe4.9 cm2 membrane. 
Using for smalt Q/ I C2 values the slope 0.7 DCzl l, an ammonia diffusion 
coefficient D = 3.9·10-13 m2/s is derived forthese60 °C experiments. Using the 
intercept 12/tOD, one obtains D = 13·10-13 m2/s and D = 25·10-13 m2/s for 
foils 1 and 2. While the results for the slope for foils 1 and 2 (fig. 5.2) compare 
well, the results from the intercept of the time axis do not. 

Upon insertion of the coated fibre in an ammonia solution, no ammonia is 
present at the fibre/coating interface. From the solution given for diffusion in 
a plane sheet (ref. f41, fig. 4.1) it is estimated that at the time t for which 
Dt/1 2 ~ 0.5 the ammonia concentration at the interface is about half the 
equilibrium concentration. The mandrel results in ammonia salution suggest an 
initially diffusion-controlled mechanism. Using Dt/ 12 = 0.5 in combination 
with 60 J..lm coating thickness forD= 3.910-13 m2/s, a typical timet= 75 min 
is obtained. This value is in agreement with the results in fig. 5.1: at lifetimes in 
the order of 100 min the lifetime is Jonger than expected on the basis of the 
bending fracture results. Diffusion limits the ammonia concentration at the glass 
surf ace. 

5.2.3 Variation of concentration and temperature 
Mandrel results on fibre B2 in ammonia are gathered for three different 

temperatures (20°, 40° and 60 °C). For 0.1 M solutions the stress dependenee of 
the lifetime is given in fig. 5.3; for 0.01 Min fig. 5.4. Results obtained in different 
series of experiments are denoted by different symbols. The present results, too, 
show a decrease of the slope (increase of Vexp) with increasing lifetime. Values 
for Vexp' determined from a least-squares fit, are given in table 5.2. From the 
temperature dependenee of the lifetimes the activation energy can be estimated. 
From eq. (2.47a), 

(5.2) 

is obtained. In fig. 5.5 the measured lifetimes at 2.35 GPa (0.1 M solution) and 
2.04 GPa (0.01 M solution) are represented as a function of the temperatures. 
From the slopes, Ea Ver a 70 kJ/mol is obtained for the 0.1 M salution and 
77 kJ/mol for the 0.01 M data. Using V= 8.1 cm3 /mol gives Ea = 89 kJ/mol 
and 94 kJ/mol respectively. When V= 5.0 cm3 /mol (table 5.1), valuesof81 and 
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Fig. 5.3 Mandrel results on fibre B2 in 0.1 M ammonia sol u ti on at 20° (x), 40° ( o, .À, 'i7) and 60°e 
(0, <>, +, • ). The solid line, repcesenting the results in water of 60 oe, is given as reference. 
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Fig. 5.4 Lifetime results on fibre B2 in 0.01 M ammonia solution at 20° (x), 40° ( + ,o) and 60 oe 
(D,<>,• ). 
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Table 5.2 Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n, determined on 
lifetime data of fibre Binammonia solutions. 

environment 
stress vexp n 

CJ(GPa) (cm3/mol) 

0.1 M, 60 oe 3.35- 3.80 13.7 17.7 
2.38- 2.74 20 18.4 
2.38 - 2.74 21 19.3 
1.87 - 2.13 47 34 

0.1 M, 40 oe 2.03- 2.23 29 24 

0.1 M, 20 oe 1.87- 2.23 30 26 

0.01 M, 60 oe 2.23- 2.48 26 22 

0.01 M, 41 oe 2.61 - 2.77 (7.2) (7.5) 
2.33 - 2.48 21 19 

0.01 M, 20 oe 2.35- 2.54 14 14 
2.23- 2.35 25 24 

87 kJ/mol are obtained. They are within the same range as those given in 
table 4.7 (last column). 

eompare now the failure stress at constant failure time for a constant 
temperature but different ammonia concentrations. This is done by comparing 
figs. 5.3 and 5.4. For the 60 oe data around 103 min., stresses of 2.08 and 
2.35 GPa are obtained. The difference is 0.27 GPa. Identical differences are 
obtained for the 40 oe results (at about 3 103 min) and for the 20 oe data 
(around 5 104 min.). 

At constant failure time and temperature, eq. (2.47a) gives 

(5.3) 

Here O'a.l and CJa.2 are the stresses, C1 and C2 the concentrations of the reactive 
species and .; the order of the reaction with respect to these species. For 
V= 8.1 cm3/mole (table 5.1) and T = 40 °C, In( C2/ C1) = -1.34/l; is obtai-
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ned. C2/ C1 = 0.1 gives Ç = 0.58. The ammonia solution, however, has a pH far 
above 7 (pKb = 4.77 at 20 oe, thus pH ~ 11; it changes slightly with temperatu
re !51). At this pH (table 5.1) a lower activation volume has to be used. 
V= 5.0 cm3 /mole seems a reasonable estimate. In this case, for the nonzero 
stress corrosion rate, Ç = 0.44 is obtained from (5.3). For the pH dependenee of 
the zero stress corrosion rate this Ç < 0.5 seems to be a reasonable estimate at 
a pH below 10: the increase by three orders of magnitude in corrosion ra te 
between pH 2 and 10, as already noted in section 5.1, are consistent with it. 

The initial pH of the 0.1 M solutions is a bout 11.3, that of the 0.01 M solutions 
is 1 0.6. After the experiments are completed, the pH of the solutions is much 
lower. The final pH values ofthe 0.1 M solutions at 20°,40° and 60 oe decreased 
to 10.1 ± 0.2, 10.1 ± 0.2 and 9.7 ± 0.2. For the 0.01 M solutions they become 
9.6 ± 0.4, 9.3 ± 0.2 and 8.0 ± 0.6 respectively. The amount of NH;, present in 
some of the test liquid was checked by ion chromatography. In most of the 
solutions about 30 % of the ammonia has disappeared from the solution after 
1 month. The test tubes were not completely closed. Therefore besides the 
penetration in the coating material, it may evaporate. This decrease of the 

10 5 min~------------------------------, 

/x 

0 3.0 3.2 3.4 
----+ 1/T [10 3 K-'] 

Fig. 5.5 Temperature dependenee of lifetime t1 for libre 82 in ammonia solutions. ( + ): at 2.35 G Pa 
stress and 0.1 M. (x): at 2.04 G Pa in 0.01 M. 
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ammonia con centration can only accountfora minor decrease of the pH of the 
solution. In a further analysis it was shown that the dissolution of eo2 (the 
formation of carbonates) can lower the pH of the solution to an appreciable 
extent. This lowering of the pH, especially at longer lifetirnes, results in longer 
lifetirnes than expected, thus largervalues for Vexp and n. 

5.3 Borate and phosphate solutions 

In the introduetion of this chapter a pH dependenee of the slow crack growth 
is rnentioned. Frorn the sirnilarity in the formalisros for slow crack growth and 
fibre failure, the lifetirne of optica! fibres is expected to show sorne pH 
dependence. The lifetirne offibres on mandreis is tested in borate and phosphate 
solutions at 60 °C. Within a Iirnited pH range they act as buffer solution. 

Fibre B1 is used in these experirnents. The results are cornpared with those on 
the sarne fibre in water of 60 oe (fig. 4.8). 0.1 M solutions of Na2B40 7 and 
Na3P04 are made. A 2 M salution ofhydrochloric acid is added tothese borate 
and phosphate solutions to adjust the pH to 5.0, 7.0 and 9.0 (sorne of these 
solutions are outside their buffer range). This salution is placed in 100 rnl fused 
silica test tubes at 20°, 40° and 60 oe. Mandreis of the fibres to be tested are 

u a 

i 

3.0GPa 

2.8 

2.6 

2.4 

2.2 

0 
10
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8orate 
• pH5 
o pH7 
+ pH9 

Fig. 5.6 Lifetirne data for fibre 81 tested in borate solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 at 60 °C. The solid line 
represents the 60 oe results in water. 
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Table 5.3 Activation volume Vexp and fatigue parameter n, determined for 
lifetime data in solutions ofvarious pH. Average initialand final measured pH 
values are included. 

environment 
stress vexp pH 

n 
a (OPa) (cm3/mol) fin al 

Borate 
pH 5.0 2.46-2.69 51 47 5 
pH 7.0 2.46- 2.68 47 44 6 
pH9.0 2.46- 2.69 32 29 9 

Phosphate 
pH 5.0 2.46- 2.68 43 39 5 
pH 7.0 2.46- 2.68 42 39 6 
pH9.0 2.46- 2.68 43 40 8 

0.1 M NaOH 
60 oe 2.39 2.69 (13.2) (12.1) 12.7 

0.1 M LiOH 
60 oe 2.41 - 2.69 (12.2) (11.2) 12.7 

Acetic acid 
0.1 M, 60 oe 2.47- 2.69 39 37 2.7 

1 M 60 oe 
prim. amine 2.47- 2.69 (9.2) (8) 11 
sec. amine 2.47- 2.69 (18.2) (17) 11 
tert. amine 2.47- 2.67 (31) (29) 9 

stared in these test tubes. The lifetime data obtained from these tests are gathered 
in Weibull plots. The t0 values, obtained from these plots are represented as t1 
in figs. 5.6 and 5.7. Values for the activation volume Vexp ( = d In trldaa) are 
gathered in table 5.3. pH values, measured before and after completion of the 
experiments, are included. A comparison of figs. 5.6 and 5. 7 shows that it is not 
only the pH of the buffer solution that determines the lifetime of the fibres. Other 
processes may be responsible as well. 
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Fig. 5.7 Lifetime data for fibre Bl in phosphate solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 at 60 oe. The solid line 
represents the 60 oe results in water. 

5.4 Discussion on diffusion 

Insection 5.2 it was observed that the diffusion of ammonia through the 60 IJ.m 
coating layer gives a delay in the stress-assisted failure for experiments shorter 
than 1 day (at 60 °C}. The concentration of ammonia within the fibre-coating 
interface is built-up within this time. Due to this effect, the local 'pH' increases 
with time. An increase in local pH results in a higher dissolution rate, thus a 
shorter lifetime. 

In the previous section it was observed that the phosphate solutions had no 
influence on the lifetimes of the fibre: the results completely coincide with those 
of water. For the borate solutions, different results are obtained. For pH 5 and 
7, the lifetimes are Jonger; for pH 9 they are shorter than observed in water. 

Let us look to the difference in ammonia, phosphate and borate solutions. In 
an ammonia solution, equilibrium exists between NH3, H 20, NH.t and oH
(pKb = 4.77 at 20 °C}. The largest part of the ammonia is present as neutral 
NH3. With boric acid (pK1 9.2 at 25 °C) 161, too, much of the material is 
present as the neutral compound at the pH values used (5, 7 and 9). In the 
phosphate system, no neutral phosphates are present at pH 5, 7 and 9. The pK 
values are pK1 = 2.1, pK2 = 7.2 and pK3 = 13.7 161. Only H 2 P04, HPo~- and 
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Po~- are present. Diffusion of charged particles through the organic coating 
layer is expected to be much more difficult than the diffusion of neutral species. 
In the phosphate solutions, only water passes through the coating layer while in 
the ammonia and borate solutions other neutral compounds diffuse as well. Th is 
difference in diffusion behaviour is probably responsible for the differences 
between the lifetimes in phosphate and borate solutions. 

5.5 Diffusion of water 

5.5.1 Immersion in water 
In the previous section results were discussed concerning the diffusion of 

molecules through the coating layer. Workingin an aqueous environment raises 
the question on the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient of water in the coating 
layer. This problem is treated in an experimental way. For the experiment fibre 
B2 is taken. From a large set of randomized test pieces (length a bout 10 cm) 10 
sets of 40 samples are made. Each of these sets is tested fora different condition 
in the bending fracture test. Before testing, the samples are stored for at least 
2 days in the test room at 20 +I 0.5 oe and 60 +I 3 %RH. For five sets 
of samples the fracture strain is measured after insertion in a water bath of20 oe. 
In these tests the end-faces of the fibre pieces are outside the water. Water can 
only reach the fibrel coating interface through radial diffusion. The time 
between the moment of immersion and the moment of fracture is varied. All 
these tests are done at constant strain rate, 6 = 1.0 min- 1. From a reference test 
(no insertion in water) the fracture stress af= 6:12 ± 0.02 GPa is obtained. 
Fig. 5.8 represents the average fracture stress af, calculated from the fracture 
strain ëf, as a function of the time in water of 20 °C. After 25 hours in water of 
20 oe, af= 5.67 ± 0.02 GPa is obtained. In the following analysis this value is 
used in combination with the reference test and the point at 10 min insertion 
(af= 5.93 ± 0.02 GPa) todetermine the diffusion coefficient D. The fibre bas 
a coating layer of 60 !Jm. Initially the coating is in equilibrium with the 
environment (60% RH). It is assumed that equilibrium with water is identical 
to equilibrium with humid air of 100 % humidity. 

For constant faiture time, expression (5.3) was obtained. For cra.21cra.1 ::::: 1 
this is approximated with 

(5.4) 

where Ç is the order of the stress corrosion reaction. Taking now 
cra.o 6.12 GPa, cra.1 = 5.67 GPa and cra.2 = 5.93 GPa it is easy to show that 
In C2 = 0.42ln C1 + 0.58ln C0• Using C0 = 0.6 C1 (60% and 100 Üfo RH), 
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C2 = 0.74 C1 is derived. This means that within 10 min 36% ofthe concentra
tion increase at the interface is obtained. 

The problem of con centration change at an interface as a function of time, also 
mentioned in part 5.2, is treated by Crank 141. The solution he gives is fora plane 
sheet. Although we have a cylindrical symmetry, this solution will give compara
ble results. For 36% of the total concentration increase at the interface, fig. 4.1 
of Crank 141 gives the normalized time r = Dtl 12 :::::- 0.28. From t = 10 min and 
l 60 IJ.m, D = 1.7 * 10-12 m2 /sis obtained. The solid line in fig. 5.8 is calcula
ted with this DH

2
o from the relation between the interface con centration and 

failure stress (5.4). The interface concentration as a function of time was 
obtained from ref. 141. 
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Fig. 5.8 Average fracture stress <Yjat strain rate 1.0 min·1 offibre 82 as a function ofthe immersion 
timet in water. The shaded band indicates the value in humid air (20 °C, 60% RH). The drawn curve 
was calculated with DH

2
o 1.7 10-12m2/s. 

Using .da 0.45 GPa, C0 0.6 C1 and V= 8.1 cm3 /mol (chapter 4), l; = 3 
is obtained from eq. (5.4). This is larger than c; 1 and l; = 2, calculated in 
section 4.4.5. In the above calculation it is assumed that the water concentration 
in the coating material is linearly related to the relative humidity, and is constant 
in time. From fig. 5.8 it is clear that this solid line does not fit the experimental 
data completely. This means that the model, i.e. the value of c;, is not completely 
reliable. 
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5.5.2 Testing in vacuum 
Porthetests in vacuum a special bending fracture apparatus was constructed. 

The central unit of this apparatus, containing the motor, the friction wheel 
system and the optical displacement detection, is identical to the one described 
insection 3.3.2. The sameelectronk unit is used. Only the parallel plates, between 
which the bent fibre is tested, are in a vacuum clock. A vacuum of 10-4 Pa can 
be achieved. Fracture of the fibre is detected optically: after fracture, the light 
through the fibre can no longer reach the detector. 

Fig. 5.9 shows the average fracture strain s1 of fibre A2 obtained at 
é = 1.0 min-1 as a function of the time in vacuum. It is compared with the 
average fracture strain of the reference fibre, s1 = 7.21 ± 0.05 %, obtained at 
24 °C and 42% RH. 

Por these tests a randomized set of fibres was made. Contrary to most of the 
figures in this thesis, the fracture strain and not the fracture stress is used. Por 
the fracture stress a correction is needed for the nonlinear elastic behaviour of 
fused silica. This correction is under discussion for large strains (chapter 3). To 
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Fig. 5.9 Fracture strain s1 of fibre A2 (Philips multimode fibre) in vacuum (10-4 Pa) as a function 
of the time t in vacuum. For each value of the time at least 10 failure strains were measured. Their 
average and standard deviation is indicated. 
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avoid a renewal of this discussion for even larger strains, the fracture strain, and 
not the stress, is given in fig. 5.9. 

After 10 min in vacuum the averagestrain increases from 7.21 to 7.8 %. After 
1 day in vacuum of 10-4 Pa a fracture strain of 13.7% is achieved. After 3 days 
in vacuum it is 13.8 %. 

Starting from the diffusion equation [41 

ac 
at 

~~ (roac) 
r or or 

(5.4) 

the diffusion problem of water in the fibre coating in vacuum is solved 
analytically fora constant diffusion coefficient D and r1 2r0 [?J (fig. 5.1 0). This 
is done under the assumption that the water content in vacuum is zero. The initial 
waterconcentration (at 24 °C and 42 Üfo RH) is 1.8 103 Pa. In vacuum of10-4 Pa 
the maximum water concentration is 1 o-4 Pa. Fr om the solution it is clear that 
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Fig. 5.10 The water concentration on the glass/ coating interf ace ( C0) as a function of time. The initia) 
concentration in the coating is constant. The profile was calculated for constant D and zero extern al 
water concentration. In vacuum of 1 o-4 Pa, the expected water concentration (- · · ·) is equal to the 
vacuum level. 
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this concentration is reached at log(t) ~ 0.1. Using DH
2
o 1.7 10-12 m2/s 

(previous section, fibre type B) and r1 = 125 Jlm, t = 1.15 104 s = 3.2 hour is 
estimated. This is nearly a factor of 10 lower than observed in experiments 
(fig. 5.9). The coating offibre type A may have a slightly different D. It is further 
noted that the increase in faiture strain (fig. 5.9) occurs within two decades at the 
time axis. The decrease of the interface water concentration (fig. 5.10) occurs 
within one decade. 

From these results it is concluded that the diffusion of water through the 
coating material (described by eq. 5.5) does not determine the increase in 
fracture strain at the long test times in the vacuum bending fracture tests. 

5.6 At high pH 

Some lifetimemeasurements were doneon fibre B2 in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M 
LiOH solutions. At these high pH values the slow crack growth in fused silica 
behaves differently from that in water [21. The activation volume is smaller 
(tab Ie 5.1 ). The measured lifetimes are presented in fig. 5.11. They were obtained 
at two stress levels at 60 oe (2.69 and 2.40 GPa), and one at 20 oe (2.69 GPa). 
Lifetime results on the same fibre in water of 20 and 60 oe (fig. 4.8) are shown 
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Fig. 5.11 Lifetime trof fibre 82 in 0.1 M NaOH ( 6, o) and LiOH (+,x) solutions at 20" ( t>., x) and 
60 oe (o, + ). The lines of the 20" (--- -) and 60 oe(--) results in water (fig. 4.8) are drawn for 
comparison. 
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as reference. The 60 oe results differ markedly from the results in water. The 
20 oe data coincide with water data. These data support the model, discussed 
in 5.4, that the transport of the reactive species through the coating limits the 
reaction of the extern al environment with the fused silica of the fibre. Only after 
1 day at 60 oe does an amount of NaOH or LiOH large enough toshorten 
appreciable the lifetime of the stressed fibre diffuse through the 60 jlm coating 
layer. D ~ 2.10-14 m2/s is estimated from these results. At 20 oe this takes more 
than 5 weeks, hence D < 5.10-16 m2/s. 

lt is noteworthy that the datapoints for NaOH and LiOH coincide. The size 
of the alkali ion seems to have no effect on the diffusion behaviour through the 
coating. 

5.7 Amines 

Like ammonia, the aminescan diffuse as neutral species through the coating 
materiaL Due to their larger size a smaller diffusion constant is expected. In 
lifetime experiments mandreis of different diameter are stared in 1 M solutions 
of ethanolamine, diethanolamine and triethanolamine. The initia! pH of these 
solutions is about 1 1, 11 and 10. Mandreis of fibre B 1 are tested at 6Ó oe in these 
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Fig. 5.12 Lifetime ti data of fibre B 1 in 60 oe solutîons containing ethanolamine ( 1 ). diethanolami
ne (2) and triethanolamine (3). For comparison, the result in water is given (solid line). 
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solutions. The data are presented in fig. 5.12. The addition of these amines to 
water shortens the lifetime of the fibre. At the same stress level, for instanee 
2.5 GPa, the lifetime increases with the size of the amine. This agrees with the 
increasing diffusion coefficient with increasing amine size. As in NaOH and 
LiO H, the shortening of the fibre lifetime may be due to the increase of the pH 
at the coating-glass interface. 

This shortening of the fibre lifetime due to the presence of amines in the 
environment has an important practical consequence. eommercially available 
UV-curing coating materials may contain minor amounts of amines '8•

91. They 
can reactivate the photoinitiator when the polymerization reaction is inhibited 
by oxygen. The photopolymerization process is then less sensitive to oxygen. 

5.8 Low pH 

Fig. 5.13 reports the lifetime measurements in 0.1 M acetic acid solutions at 
60 oe. The pH of the salution is about 2.6. The data obtained on fibre B2 are 
compared with those on water of 60 oe. Only a small increase in lifetime is 
observed. The slope is identical to that of water. The value of the activation 
volume is included in table 5.3. Acetic acid is a neutral acid with pK1 = 4.8. Like 
the neutral boric acid, the acetic acid too may diffuse through the coating 
material to adjust the pH at the fibre/ coating interface. 
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Fig. 5.13 Lifetime t1 offibre 82 in 0.1 M acetic acid of60 °C (• ), compared with that ofwater(solid 
line). 
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5.9 Discussion 
Bogatyrjov et al. [t OJ reported on the pH dependenee of the tensite strength of 

silicone-resin-coated optica) fibres. Before testing at a stress rate of 0.7 GPa.s-1 

(strain rate0.6 min-1), thesamples arestared for(at least)25 days in water, KOH 
and Het solutions. At a fracture stress around 5 GPa, the fatigue parameter n 
changed with the pH. For low pH values n ~ 30; for high values it is about 20. 
Using eq. (2.56) with depth X; = (c/ P;)112 = 0, n = 20 gives V= 8.3 cm3 /mol; 
n = 30 gives V = 13.2 cm3 I mol. These values are slightly larger than those of 
table 5.1. The trend is however similar: a larger activation volume for lower pH 
values. At low pH, the fracture stress is 5.3 GPa, at high pH it is 5.0 GPa. For 
Jonger immersion times only small differences in the fracture stress are reported. 

ehandan and Perry l 11l report a 42% decrease of the failure stress of an 
optical fibre in moist ammonia: at a strain rate 0.5 min-1 the strength in ambient 
air of their fibre is 5.41 GPa. After 4 days in moist ammonia it decreases to 
3.12 G Pa. Their strength reduction at zero extern al stress seems to continue with 
time. 

From bending fracture experimentsin water and 0.1 M ammonia of 60 oe 
(fig. 5.1) a decrease of the failure stress is observed. At a strain rate of 0.6 min-1, 

faiture stresses of 4.83 GPa and 3.70 GPa are obtained. In ambient air (20 oe, 
60% RH) at the same strain rate the failure stress is 5.54 GPa (fig. 4.8). Identical 
faiture stresses are obtained on samples soaked for 16 and 65 hours in the test 
environment. An equilibrium ammonia concentration in the coating is reached. 

For a 1-day lifetime, failure stresses in the various environments can be 
obtained. Water of 60 oe gives Gf 2.66 GPa, 0.1 M ammonia gives 
Gf = 2.04 GPa (figs. 5.1, 5.3). As in the bending fracture results, the failure stress 
in this ammonia solution is 23 % tower than that in water of 60 oe. 

A comparison of the results at the different pH values l101 with those from 
ammonia strongly suggests that the ammonia has a much greater influence on 
the fibre strength and Iifetime than a simpte inèrease of the pH has. It is only 
strongly suggested because the coating material of the compared fibres is quite 
different. 

Michalske and Preiman 1121 described stress corrosion in fused silica for a 
number of compounds, including water and ammonia, with the same mecha
nism. Within this mechanism, fracture of the (stressed) Si-0-Si bond occurs by 
interaction of a lone pair orbital (Lewis base) with Si and the formation of a 
hydrogen bond (Bronsted acid) with the bridging oxygen atom. Both water and 
ammonia have alonepair and a proton on the same center. Th is model is justified 
by the identical slow crack growth results in (liquid) water and {gaseous) 
ammonia. 

For the zero stress corrosion, a difference of three decades in dissalution ra te 
is reported [IJ at a variation of the pH from 2 to 10. Th is large difference is not 
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observed in Bogatyrjov's stress corrosion results. A comparison ofthe ammonia 
results (fig. 5.1) with those of water and acetic acid (fig 5.13) at 60 oe shows 
about three orders of magnitude difference in the fibre lifetime. These differen
ces in stress corrosion are not only observed at the long failure times, where the 
value of vexp is appreciably higher than those given in table 5.1, but also at the 
shorter times (t_r < 1 min, fig. 5.1). Based on the (zero stress) dissolution rate 
arguments, a pH effect, mainly responsible for the relatively short failure times 
in the ammonia environment, cannot be excluded. A further argument in 
support of this is the sudden shortening of the lifetime of a stressed fibre after 
one day in a 60 oe LiOH and NaOH solution (fig. 5.11). The diffusion of these 
components is slower than that of ammonia. For the experimental point at 
2.41 GPa the lifetime in these high pH solutions is already nearly two decades 
smaller than that in water. The lifetime in the sol u ti on containing the triethanola
mine is also shorter than that in pure water. Within the Michalske and Preiman 
model 1121 this compound cannot react with the Si-0-Si bond as ammonia and 
water do. The shortening of the lifetime (fig. 5.12) must be a pH effect. The 
behaviour of the aminesis further studied in chapters 6 and 7. 

The diffusion coefficient DH
2
o of water in the coating material at 20 oe is 

smaller than that of ammonia at 60 °C. From Ddetermined in ammonia of 60 oe 
and water of20 oe it is clear that at equal temperatures ammonia diffuses much 
more slowly than water through the coating layer. At the coating/glassinterface 
the pH increase is determined by the diffusion of ammonia. 

The results in vacuum cannot bedescribed with simply the constant diffusion 
coefficient of water. The increase in faiture st raio is too slow. It is noted that the 
failure strain (:::: 14 %) is lower than given by Duncao !Bl in liquid nitrogen 
(:::: 17 %). 

The values of Vexp (tables 5.2 and 5.3) are much larger than those of the 
activation volumes in table 5.1. A diffusion mechanism may be responsible for 
the lower values reported in tables 5.2 and 5.3. These values are given in brackets. 
Most of the results in this chapter were obtained at stresses below 3.5 GPa. In 
the previous chapter it was observed that forthese stresses vexp and vcalc differ 
considerably. A fatigue limit may be responsible for this. On the basis of the 
present results, this type oflimit may be expected in the ammonia solutions. The 
stress at which the limit occurs is lower than in water. From a comparison of 
figs. 5.3 and 5.4 it is expected that this limit will depend on the ammonia 
concentration. It caooot be concluded whether this limit depends on the 
temperature as well. 

The aim of this chapter was to study the pH dependenee of the fibre lifetime. 
From the results it can be concluded that a close dependenee exists. A high pH 
shortens the fibre lifetime appreciably. The observed shortening mayalso be due 
to the reactivity of ammonia with the silica network. The diffusion of the various 
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components overruled to a large extent the study of the pH dependence. With 
the results obtained the effect of the oH- content could not be separated from 
the effect of the NH3• From the experiments it became clear that the permeability 
of the coating material for various compounds has a large influence on the 
measured lifetime of the fibre. The presence of ammonia and amines in the 
coating material shortens the lifetime of of the fibre in aqueous environment. 
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CHAPTER 6 MODIFIED COATINGS 

6.1 Introduetion 

Variation in the composition ofthe external environment (chapter 5: ammo
nia, amines) can change the lifetime of a stressed fibre drastically. In chapter 4 
it was observed that the lifetime behaviour of fibres with different coating 

· materialsin the sameenvironment can differ considerably. In this chapter we 
look at the behaviour of fibres with only slightly different coating materials in 
a constant environment. For this purpose the reference coating material used on 
fibre B (section 3.1) is adjusted. To this in-house-synthesized lacquer the 
compounds to be tested are added in a quantity of 2 wt %. Six of these 
compounds are given in table 6.1. Fibres drawn from a Si02 (Suprasil, Heraeus) 

Table 6.1 Fibres made with the reference coating material, containing 2 wt% 
additions of the given compounds. 

Fibre Additions to the coating material 

C1 Acrylic acid 

C2 r-methane-propoxy-trimetoxy-silane 

C3 Acryloxy-posphate-ester [31 

C4 Diethanolamine 

CS Triethanolamine 

C6 2-diethyl-amino-ethyl-acrylate 

rod are coated with theseUV-curing materials. These 125 J.lm fibres are drawn 
at a velocity of 1.4 mis. The outer diameter ofthe coated fibres is about 240 J.liD. 
The fibres obtained with these coatings are listed and numbered in table 6.1. The 
Iifetime results obtained on these fibres are compared with those on fibre B (B1 
and B2, fig. 4.8). 
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6.2 In humid air 

Bending fracture tests on fibres Ct - C6 are done in humid air of constant 
temperature and humidity (20.0 + 1- 0.5 °C, 60 + 1- 3% RH). Before tes
ting, the fibres are stored at least 2 days under this condition. Both static and 
dynamic fatigue experiments are done. The strain rates used in the dynamic 
fatigue experiments are 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 min-1• In one series of 
experiments, tests in 10 different conditions (strain rates and test strains) are 
done alternately on samples of one fibre. At each test condition at least 40 
measurements are done. From the dynamic fatigue experimentsaverage fracture 
stresses are obtained. The corresponding failure times to be used in the lifetime 
plots (figs. 6.1 and 6.2) are calculated from the failure stress and the stress rate 
at fracture: t1 a/{ & ( n + 1 )) { eq. 1.9). The failure times given for the static 
fatigue experiments are t0 values from the Weibull plots (at 63% failure 
probability). The results of these experiments are gathered in figs. 6.1 and 6.2. 
For comparison the bending fracture results of fibre B2 (fig. 4.2) are represented 
by the drawn line. A significant change of the failure stress is observed for several 
of the additions in the coating materiaL Amines lower the lifetime, the phosphate 
ester increases it. 
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Fig. 6.1 Bending fracture results in humid air (20 o /60% RH) fora fibre with the reference coating 
(fibre 82), compared with fibres with modified coatings. In coating C4, C5 and C6, amines are added 
to the lacquer. Static and dynamic fatigue results are fitted separately. 
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Fig. 6.2 Bending fracture results in humid air (20°C/60% RH) of fibre 82 compared with those of 
fibre Ct, C2 and C3. The fibres differ only in minor amounts (2 wt %) of material added to the 
coating materiaL Dynamic andstatic fatigue results are fitted separately. 
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Fig. 6.3 Fatigue results in humid air (20 °C/60 OJo RH), compared for fibres of type A (Philips 
multimode), C3 and Dt. Both C3 and 01 contain a minor amount of a phosphate acrylate ester in 
the (inner) coating materiaL 
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For results obtained within one series of experiments the same symbol is used. 
For fibre C3 two series of measurements were done. The static and "dynamic 
fatigue results are fitted separately. Experimental points from the static fatigue 
experiments at very short failure times ( t_r < 0.2 min) are not included in the 
above fit: the systematic error in the determined faiture time is too large. 

Table 6.2 Activation volumes Vexp• obtained from fatigue experiments on fibres 
in ambient environment (20 °C/60% RH). The stress region on which Vexp is 
obtained is given. 

Stress vexp 
Sample er (GPa) (cm3/mol) 

B2 5.52- 6.16 8.9 
4.17- 5.12 10.2 

Cl 5.53 - 6.14 9.5 
3.88- 4.70 11.5 

C2 5.36- 5.94 9.9 
3.69- 4.70 10.6 

C3 6.07- 6.56 11.8 
4.25- 5.13 12.9 
3.03 - 3.13 18.2 

C4 5.15 - 5.84 8.3 
3.55 - 4.31 11.7 

C5 5.07 - 5.75 8.3 
3.51 - 4.51 11.1 

C6 5.23. 5.89 8.4 
3.66- 4.43 10.9 

01 6.22-6.74 11.3 
4.49- 5.35 12.7 
2.84- 3.15 19.6 
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Activation volumes obtained from the slopes of the fitted Iines are given in 
table 6.2. 

In fig. 6.3 the lifetimes of three types of fibre in humid air (20 oe, 60% RH) 
are compared. Both bending fracture and mandrel results are given. The mandrel 
results are given at stresses below 3.2 OPa. The drawn line represents the data 
for fibre type A (fig. 4.1), the Philips multimode fibre with a single layer of 
commercially available coating materiaL The other results are from fibres e3 
and DL FibreD1 (table 3.1) hasnot been used untilnow. Itisdrawn from afused 
silica rod (Suprasil, Heraeus) and coated with two layers.of UV-cured acrylate 
materials. The thickness ofthe soft inner coating (E"' 10 MPa) is about 45 j.lm. 
The stiff outer layer (E""' 1000 MPa) is about 20 Jlm. Essential in the composi
tion of the soft inner material is that it contains the same amount of phosphate 
ester as the coating offibree3. A comparison ofthe results on e3 and 01 shows 
that the fitted slopes are identical (table 6.2). The bending fracture stresses of 
fibre 01 are slightly larger than those of fibre e3. For the mandrel results they 
are lower. In the discussion this point is treated with respect to the coating 
structure. 

6.3 In water of 60 oe 

3.0GPa .------------------, 

i 
2.8 

2.6 

2.4 

2.2 

B1 
C4 xo-·-•
C5 A-.. ...,.. .•.• 

C6 • 

-tf 
Fig. 6.4 The lifetime t1 of stressed fibres containing the aminesin the coating material (C4, C5 and 
C6). The test environmentis water of 60 °C. For comparison, the results ofthe reference fibre in water 
and aqueous solutions of primary, secondary and tertiary amines (fig. 5.12) are given. 
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The lifetimes obtained from mandrel experimentsin water of 60 oe on fibres 
C4, C5 and C6 are given in fig. 6.4. For fibres CS and C6 three lifetimes are given. 
The values for Vexp determined from the slopes of the fitted lines are given in 
table 6.3. Results obtained with fibre B1 in waterof60 oe (solid line, fig. 4.8) and 
in solutions of mono-, di- and triethanolamine (fig. 5.12) are given for compari-

Table 6.3 Activation volumes Vexp' obtained from fatigue experiments on fibres 
in water at 60 °C. For comparison the results of amine solutions are included. 

Stress vexp 
Sample a (GPa) (cm3/mol) 

C1 2.45 - 2.66 35 

C2 2.46- 2.68 33 

C3 2.60 3.14 27 
2.46- 2.60 12 

C4 2.33. 2.69 19 

CS 2.46. 2.66 26 

C6 2.45- 2.66 30 

01 2.61 . 2.81 30 

Bt 2.39- 2.85 40 
2.23- 2.39 17 

B2 2.41 - 2.77 39 
2.13 - 2.41 15 

1-amine 2.47. 2.69 9 

2-amine 2.47- 2.69 18 

3-amine 2.47 - 2.67 31 
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son. Experiments with the same type of amines in coating and solution give 
identical slopes. For these compounds in the coating the shorter lifetimes are 
obtained. 

Lifetime experiments on fibres C1, C2, C3 and D1 in water of 60 °C are 
gathered in fig. 6.5. For comparison the results on fibre B1 (fig. 4.8) are included. 
The lifetimes of fibres Cl and C2 are nearly equal to that of reference fibre B1. 
For fibres C3 and D1 much longer lifetimes are obtained. As for the mandrel 
results in humid air (fig. 6.3) the lifetimes for fibre Dl in water are roughly a 
factor of 3 shorter than those of fibre C3. 

3.2GPa 

C1 + -~-·-

Ga C2 c - .. - .. 

r 
3.0 C3 o • ----
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2.2 

0 
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Fig. 6.5 Lifetimes of fibres containing acrylic acid (Ct), a silane (C2) and a phosphate ester (C3 and 
01) in the coating materiaL The environment is water of 60 °C. The results for fibre Bt in water of 
60 oe are given for comparison. 

6.4 In ammonia 

In fig. 6.6 lifetimes of fibre C3 in 0.1 M ammonia of 60 °C are reported. For 
the comparison results of fibre C3 and fibre B1 in water of 60 oe (fig. 6.5) are 
included. From these experiments it is clear that fibre C3, which lives longer than 
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fibre B in water of 60 °C, fails very fast in this ammonia solution. At stresses 
below 2.2 GPa it is even faster than fibre B in the same type of environment 
(fig. 5.3). 
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Fig. 6.6 Mandrellifetime measurements on fibre e3 in 0.1 M ammonia solutions at 60 oe. Two series 
of measurements were done ( \1, !::. ). In these experiments the lifetime seems to be limited by the 
ammonia diffusion. For comparison the results on fibre 81 and e3 in water of 60 oe are included. 

6.5 Discussion 

6.5.1 In humid air 
Minor additions (2 wt %) toa coating material have their influences on the 

tensile strength and fibre lifetime. The addition of amines (fig. 6.1) gives in 
ambient environment a slight decrease ( 5 %) of the fracture stress compared with 
the results on fibre B. In view of the reproducibility of the failure stresses on 
fibre B (fig. 4.2), thevalues ofthe failure stress offibre C4, CS and C6 agreewith 
each other. From the dynamic fatigue experiments on these fibres ( a1 > 5 GPa), 
vexp = 8.3 ± 0.3 cm3 /mol is obtained. This is lower than 
Vexp = 9.0 ± 0.3 cm3 /mol, obtained on fibre B under the same conditions. 
Using Vcalc = V+ 4RT/aa, V 7.3 cm3/mo1 was derived from this 
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9.0 cm3/mol. This is in the same range as the 8.1 cm3/mol, derived previously 
from slow crack growth data ( chapter 4 and table S.t ). Fr om 
Vexp = 8.3 cm3/mol, V 6.S cm3/mol is derived for the amine results above 
S GPa. Amines give rise toa moderate basic environment (pH 10-11, table 5.3). 
In a strongly basic environment (pH 12-13), smal) activation volumes 
("" 5 cm3/mol) were obtained from slow crack growth data (table 5.1). The 
activation volume obtained with amine-containing coatings (6.5 cm3/mol), 
which is slightly smaller than that for the reference material {7 .3 cm3/mol), fits 
well in this picture. Further it is known [t,2l that corrosion and stress corrosion 
are faster in a basic environment. At large stress the veloeities of the stress 
corrosion in an acidic and in a basic environment differ less from each other than 
at small stress 121. With this argument the small differences in failure stress of 
fibres C4, CS and C6 compared with fibre B2 may be understood. 

The difference in Vexp for the static fatigue bending fracture results on fibres 
C4 (11.7 ± 0.4 cm3/mol) and CS or C6 (11.0 ± 0.4 cm3/mol) is only small. In 
these experiments in humid air, the differences between the various types of 
amines in the coating are not significant. 

For the coatings containing the silane (fibre C2) and the acrylic acid (Ct) the 
results in humid air deviate only little from those of the reference fibre. At high 
stresses (in the dynamic fatigue experiments) values of nearly 10 cm3/mol are 
obtained for Vexp· This corresponds to V"' 8.0 cm3/mol. In an acidic environ
ment an increase ofthe activation volume is expected (table SJ). Th is activation 
volume is larger than found in the results on fibres B, C4, CS and C6. It is, 
however, not larger than the 8.1 cm3/mol reported from slow crack growth 
results in water. 

The idea bebind the addition of the silane to the coating material was to 
promote the adhesion of the coating to the glass and improve in this way the 
resistance of the surface to the environment. This had no success. 

The ad dition of a phosphate ester to the coating material im proves the strength 
and lifetime behaviour of the fused silica fibre in ambient environment 
remarkably. The failure stress of fibre C3 in the dynamic fatigue bending 
fracture test at a strain rate of0.1 min-t is 6.08 GPa; that offibre B2 is 5.37 GPa. 
The activation volume Vexp, obtained from the dynamic fatigue results on fibre 
C3 is 11.8 ± 0.4cm3/mol. Using Vcalc =V+ 4RT!aa, V= 10.0cm3/mol is 
obtained. For the static fatigue data, Vexp = 12.9 ± 0.4 cm3/mol and 
V= 10.9 cm3/mol are derived. These values compare well with those derived 
from slowcrackgrowth experimentsin 1 M HCJ on fused silica(table S.1). From 
these results it is suggested that the phosphate compound in the coating gives rise 
toa low Jocal pH at the fibre/coating interface. 

At low pH the slow crack growth is slower than at high pH 121. The pH of a 1 M 
salution of the phosphate ester in water is about 1. The acrylic acid has a higher 
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pH in camparabie conditions (pK = 4.3). Within the reported experiments a 
qualitative agreement exists between the expected pH value in the coating and 
the failure stress at constant strain rate (or lifetime at constant strain). 

In fig. 6.3 results of fibre C3 and 01 in ambient environment are compared 
with each other. It is evident that the lifetime of fibre 01 on the mandreis is 
shorter and in bending fracture Jonger than that of fibre C3. Th is reversal may 
be due tothetest technique. Fibre 01 has a relatively thick (451J.m) soft inner 
coating layer and a relatively thin outer coating layer. In this structure it may be 
easy to displace the fibre out of the middle, especially when the outer coating can 
be deformed. Both in the bending fracture test and in the mandrel test, large 
forces are applied to the coating. In the bending fracture experiment this gives 
rise to a larger distance of the fibre axes than calculated from the plate distance 
and the coating diameter. The failure strain is overestimated. In the (double) 
mandrel test a fibre with this two-layer structure may have a smaller local radius, 
and hence a larger actual strain than calculated from fibre, coating and test rod 
diameters. The reversal oflifetimes offibres C3 and 01 in mandrel and bending 
fracture experiments is thus, at least qualitatively, understood. 

6.5.2 In water 
In water of 60 oe a greater difference is observed in lifetime behaviour for 

fibres C4, CS and C6 than in humid air. For diethanolamine (C4), 
Vexp = 19 ± 1 cm3 /mol is obtained in the present experiment. It compares well 
with Vexp = 18 cm3 /mol of table 5.3. For the triethanolamine 
Vexp = 26 ± 2 cm3 /mol has to be compared with 31 cm3 /mol of table 5.3. In 
this comparison one has to take into account that Vexp oftable 5.3 wasbasedon 
experiments at only two stress levels. The upper point nearly coincides with the 
reference line. When a sudden change in slope occurs in the investigated lifetime 
region (see e.g. fig. 4.9) the slopes basedon two stresses may be slightly wrong. 
On the basis of this reasoning it cannot be concluded that the results for the 
triethanolamine (26 and 31 cm3 /mol) disagree. 

The activation volume on fibre C6 in this environment 
( Vexp = 31 ± 2 cm3 /mol) is still larger then obtained for fibre C4 and C5. On 
basis of the diffusion of compounds in the coating material this sequence is 
expected: the amine compound in the coating of fibre C6 is fixed in the coating 
structure by copolymerization with the acrylate. lt cannot diffuse to the 
interface. Both diethanolamine and triethanolamine diffuse through the coating 
materiaL Oiethanolamine diffuses faster than triethanolamine. Within this 
model it must be assumed that the equilibrium amine concentration at the 
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coating/fibre interface in water is larger than in humid air. Otherwise the 
experimentsof chapter 5 and this chapter would not give comparable values for 
vexp· 

As in the bending fracture experimentsin ambient air, the results offibres Ct 
and C2 in water of 60 oe nearly coincide with those of the reference tibre. The 
acrylic acid and the silane added to the coating material, do not have much 
influence. Vexp differs slightly from that of fibre 8. 

Fibres 01 and C3, containing the phosphate ester in the coating, have much 
longer Iifetimes than fibre 8 in water of 60 oe as well. As in the mandrel 
experimentsin humid air, the lifetimeoffibre 01 in waterof60 oe isshorterthan 
that of fibre C3. 

lt is noted that in fibre C3, as in the reference fibres 81 and 82, a sudden 
change in slope occurs around tl 105 min. This change in slope is not 
understood. 

To obtain the improved fibre lifetime for fibre C3, the phosphate acryl a te ester 
is expected to be present at the fibre/coating interface. This presence may lower 
the local pH and improve the lifetime characteristics as a pH effect only. lt is 
noted that in chapter 5 no influence of the phosphates was observed because they 
could not reach the interface. 

It might be thought that an improved lifetime was obtained with this 
phosphate ester because of a better adherence of the coating due to a reaction 
of silica (fibre) and the phosphate (coating). This is not the case: the coating of 
fibre Dt is readily mechanically strippable. Weil adhering coatings are not easily 
removed by mechanica! stripping. 

6.5.3 In ammonia 
In fig. 6.6 it is observed that a very drastic decrease in the fibre lifetime occurs 

when fibre C3 is immersed in a 0.1 M ammonia solution. Fibre 82 failed within 
1000 minutesin an 0.1 M ammonia solution of 60 °C at a stress above 2.1 GPa 
(fig. 5.3). For fibre C3 the corresponding stress is 1.5 GPa. 

Ammonia and water diffuse through the coating materiaL The phosphate ester 
is fixed within the coating materiaL The local pH will increase with increasing 
amounts of ammonia at the interface. The pH increase in the coating of fibre C3 
will be slower than in the reference fibre: compounds familiar with ammonium 
phosphate salts will be formed. Like the Na3P04-H3P04 system, these salts act 
as a buffer in certain pH regions. This may be observed by comparing figs. 5.3 
and 6.6. At stresses above 2.2 G Pa the time to failure in 0.1 M ammonia of 60 °C 
for fibre 8 (fig. 5.3) is shorter than that of fibre C3. 

The pH of an ammonia solution containing these phosphate compounds 
cannot be higher than the pH of the sameammonia solution without these salts. 
Using this argument, the fin al pH at the fibre/ coating interface of fibre C3 can 
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only be much higher than that on the interface of fibre B when the total amount 
of ammonia near the interface can be much Jarger. 

Phosphates in the coating material have a marked influence on the fibre 
lifetime: In acid environments the lifetime of the fibre increases, in basic 
environments it deereases. This is not only due to the effect of the pH. 1t is 
known f41 that phosphates and silicates react with each other. These types of 
reactions seem to have a considerable influence on the processes at the stressed 
silica surf aces. The nature of these reactions is outside the scope of this thesis. 

6.6 Conciosion 

The lifetimes of fibres with slightly modified coatings were studied. Apart 
from the silane and the acrylic acid, which showed no clear influence on the 
strength and lifetime of the pristine fibre, minor additions to the reference 
coating (2 wt Üfo) resulted in large differences in the lifetimes of the fibres. The 
lifetimes varied over orders of magnitude. In ambient environment the addition 
of amines lowers the fracture stress slightly. In water of 60 °C a serious 
shortening of the fibre lifetime is observed, depending on the type of amine. The 
diffusion of the amines to the fibre/ coating interface is seen as a lifetime-deter
mining step. With an amine fixed in the coating material this shortening is not 
observed. 

With a phosphate acrylate ester in the coating material (fibre C3, 01), the 
lifetime in ambient air and in water is longer than that of the reference fibre. In 
an ammonia solution it is shortened drastically. To describe this behaviour more 
precisely, attention has to be paid to the reaction mechanism. In this mechanism, 
reactions between silica compounds and phosphates have to be taken into 
account. 

From the strengthand lifetime results it is concluded that both the amines and 
the phosphate ester are present in an appreciable amount at the glass/ coating 
interface and determine to a large degree the lifetime of a stressed fibre. 
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CHAPTER 7 FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 On the theory 

This thesis describes a theoretica\ and ex perimental study on the strengthand 
lifetime of pristine optica! fibres. In the theoretica! section ( chapter 2) a new 
model is presented for the description of the faiture of pristine glass fibres. The 
experimental results clearly show that the coating matcrials have a large 
influence on the lifetime characteristics of the fibre. Before the final discussion 
is started the theory will be summarized. 

Within the new model it is assumed that no initia! crack is present on the 
pristine (fibre) surf ace. It is possible to have a distortion ofthe stressed body that 
is stabie with respect to the initial state; elastic energy has to he removed locally 
from the materiaL Material removal by dissolution is a proposal. For stabie 
distortions the local radius of curvature at the tip has a lower limit. With small 
surface distortions (p < a) this lower limit depends only on the applied stress 
and the surface energy; it is independent of the depth. For faiture stresses 
commonly found on pristine optical fibres (af::::::: 4 G Pa) this minimum tip 
radius (p::::::: 1 nm) compares well with estimated crack tip radii 1.

11. Hence, at 
large stresses a stabie process for crack nucleation is possible. 

Within Griffith's energy model l2•3l (fig. 2.4) the failure condition 
c = 2yE/ 1ra 2 is the maximum of the total energy curve. A system with a crack 
of length c < 4yEI1Ca 2 has a higher energy than a system without crack. The 
present description differs from Griffith's model on two main points: the crack 
is not necessarily sharp and some material may he removed. 

Dissolution is proposed for the local removal of elastic energy from the 
stressed fibre surface. Using the stress-dependent reaction rate 

v = v0 exp ( (2.1) 

the time needed for the formation of a critica! crack ( = lifetime) is calculated 
for an initia! state without a surface distortien (section 2.5.2) and with a 
(subcritical) surface di stortion (section 2.5.3). Starting from a surface distortien 
with known tip radius, and using eq. (2.1) for the stress-dependent reaction rate, 
it is easily shown that for small applied stresses the tip radius still deercases 
continuously with increasing deformation depth. Because a too small tip radius 
is energetically unfavourable the kinetic and energetic arguments lead to a 
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conflicting situation. It is the same type of conflict as between Inglis' ("kine
tic") 13•41 and Griffith's (energy) model. 

In the calculation of the lifetime it is assumed that the reaction rate at the tip 
of the dislortion is the rate-determining step and the tip radius is constant. The 
lifetime is mainly determined by the initia! state of the stress-corrosion reaction. 
The calculated activation volume, Vcalc• obtained from the stress-dependenee of 
the lifetime ( eqs. 2.49, 2.54),is determined by the activation volume V and the 
geometry of the initia! surface distortion. 

Using the calculated lifetime expressions, the difference in values for the 
fatigue parameter n, obtained from fibre lifetime and crack growth results can 
be understood ( eq. 2.56): The value of nis proportional to the local stress at the 
tip. For optica! fibre tests the initial stress corrosion ra te is much slower than the 
slowest ra te obtained from slow crack growth experiments. Slower reaction rates 
are obtained at lower local stresses. Therefore the local stresses at the not 
distorted fibre surface ( < 6 OPa) must be smaller than those on a crack tip 
during the reported slow crack growth experiments. With eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) 
a1 = 2K1/ Y Vp. is obtained as the crack-tip stress. For crack growth of fused 
silica, the lowest observed slow crack growth velocity (v ~ 10-to m/s) is 
obtained around K 1 = 0.4 MPa.m112 IS,óJ. Then for Y ~ 2131 and p < 10-9 m 
a1 > 10 GPa is obtained. 

Values for the activation volume Vare obtained from slow crack growth data 
on fused silica (sections 2.6, 4.4 and 5.1, table 5.1). In water V~ 8 cm3/mol. 

7.2 Limits of the model 

From the stress-dependenee of the fibre lifetime the experimental activation 
volume Vexp is obtained. At large stresses (a > 3.5 G Pa) the values of Vcalc and 
Vexp compare well assuming the initial stateto be a flatsurface (Xi < 1, eq. 2.53). 
A variation of the pH at the fibre/coating interface showed a similar trend as 
Vin table 5. t: the activation volume V decreases when the pH increases. These 
experimental results on the stress dependenee of the fibre lifetime strongly 
supports the initia! assumption (section 2.1) that no crack is present on the 
pristine fibre surface. 

For stresses below 3.5 GPa Vcatc and Vexp differ markedly. The simple 
formalism for descrihing the lifetimes is no Jonger valid. A fatigue limit seems 
to exist for fused silica. This fatigue limit implicitly present in the proposed 
model is not incorporated in the derived lifetime expressions. At small tip radii 
large local stresses occur. The reaction veloeities in directions that deviate 
slightly from the crack plane are too small to hold the tip radius constant. The 
stability argument, asking fora tip radius p > p0 , means that the actual growth 
of the distoetion is lower than predicted by the Iifetime expressions. 
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At a lower applied stress the critical crack length is larger. Then the stability 
argument of a constant tip radius has to be taken into account over a Iarger 
amount of deformation depth increase. Within the dissolution model, more 
material has to be removed, also due to the larger local radius, so that the 
distortion is wider. This last argument is not incorporated in the analytical 
description in chapter 2. The higher val u es for Vexp at low stresses are qualitative
ly understood. 

7.3 Surface energy 

In the discussion on the stability the surface energy term was introduced as 
yA, where ris the specific surface energy. For liquids the surface energy and 
surface tensionare equal; a surface increase means a larger amount of atoms on 
the outer surface. For solids, the surface energy and the surface tension are 
different in magnitude 171. Here an increase in surface area can be produced by 
stretching chemica! honds; the amount of surface atoms does not change. 
Therefore the surface energy term of the stressed fibre may differ from that of 
the stress-free sample. This correction is not taken into account, neither in the 
present investigation, nor in the cited references 18•9•10•11 1. 

In the discussion on the reaction velocity the surface energy term has to be 
taken into account in the activation energy. This is done in Thomson's paper 181. 
In ref. 191 the contribution of the surface energy is assumed to be constant, and 
in corporaled in the zero-stress activation energy E*. In the lifetime descriptions 
of chapter 2, the surface energy is not explicitly taken into account in the 
activation energy. Also bere it may be incorporated in the zero-stress activation 
energy Ea. 

Charles and Hillig 11 OJ introduced the surface energy in a term r V r/ p, where 
Vm is the molar volume and p the radius ofthe crack tip. This term is used P 1

•
121 

to describe crack blunting and the influence of r on it. It will be shown that the 
introduetion of the term rV mi pin the activa ti on energy is basedon non-valid 
arguments. Suppose we have a stress-free cylindrical sample of radius r1 and 
surface energy y. The volume of a unit length of this sample is 1crf, the surface 
area 2nr1• Wh en the radius decreases slightly to r2, the material is compressed and 
the surface area decreases. At internal pressure p = yl ra minimum in the total 
energy exists. The free energy decrease per mole can be approximated with 
rVm (11r2 - 1/r1). This term is a consequence ofthe minimization ofthe elastic 
energy and the surface energy when the initia! state is not stressed. 

For an al ready stressed sample, e.g. an externally loaded fibre, the totalelastic 
energy has to be taken into account in the free energy minimization. At the 
minimum in freeenergy thefreeenergydecrease is much smallerthan L1 (yV mi p), 
given for the stress-free case. From these arguments it is concluded that the term 
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yV mi pintroduced by Charles and Hillig !lOJ is basedon non-valid arguments: the 
stressed initia! state is not taken into account in this term. 

In the study on the stability of a surface distortion (chapter 2) the stressed 
initia! state is taken into account. lt is shown that the surface energy rand the 
tip radius p of the distortion are related at the minimum of the total energy 
(eq. 2.33). 

7.4 On the experiments 

A comparison of tensile and bending experiments ( chapter 3) shows clearly 
that the nonlinear elastic behaviour of fused silica bas to be used to relate the 
fracture strains and fracture stresses. A point of discussion in this comparison 
remains the elastic properties under large compressive stresses ( > 1 GPa). 
Assuming identical elastic behaviour in compression and in tension the line of 
zero stress remains in the middle of the bent sample. In that case realistic val u es 
for these equivalent test lengtbs are obtained for the bending fracture and 
mandrel test (5-50 ~-tm). 

Fibre A (table 3.1), coated with commercially available material, shows in 
water (at about 2.6 G Pa load) a change in slope, teadingtoa lower value of Vexp· 

On fibre B this change is not observed on this time scale. When amines are added 
to the water or the coating material, the lifetime behaviour of fibre B is 
comparable to that of fibre A. The sudden change in slope for fibre A is probably 
due toamines in the commercially available coating material l131. 

Similar types of change in slope are observed when ammonia or NaOH are 
added to the solution. This may beseen as a pH effect. For ammonia and NaOH 
the time scale of the effect is however different. Their diffusion properties 
through the coating material differ widely. The Jocal pH at the coating/fibre 
interface can differ much from that in solution. It is noted bere that for all the 
reported lifetime experimentsin water of 60 °C a similar type of change in slope 
occurs below 1 os min. In ammonia it may occur immediately ( < 100 min), with 
amines afterabout 100 min, in NaOH at about 103 min and in water (figs. 4.8 
and 5.7) around tos min (for fibre B). This change in slope is not really 
understood. It is not observed in the experiments at lower temperatures with the 
fibre B (table 4.5). ln humid air this change in slopeis not observed for any of 
the tested fibres. 

The addition of a phosphate ester to the coating material increases the strength 
and lifetime of the pristine fibre in water and humid air. lt cannot be excluded 
that this change is due to pH effects only. The decrease of lifetime of this fibre 
in an ammonia solution makes it clear that, besides pH effects, other chemica! 
mechanisms also play an important role in the faiture of this stressed fibre. 
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In this thesis the I if etime of pristine fibres is studied. Short test lengtbs are used 
to exclude weak spots. The presence of the weak spots, the extrinsic faiture 
sourees (fig. 1.3), determine the strengthand lifetime of optical fibres in many 
practical applications. The prooftest 114•151 defines a lower strength, thus an 
upper limit for the extrinsic faiture sources. For fibres with weak spots, the 
fatigue behaviour can be studied with dynamic and static fatigue techniques to 
obtain a fatigue parameter nor an activation volume. 

Vickers hardness indentations can be used to simulate some types of weak 
spots 116•171. The magnitude ofthe fatigue parameternis shown todependon the 
Jocal stress at the indenlation [lSJ and the presence of cracks 1191. 

From the results on the intrinsicly strong (pristine) silica fibres it is clear that 
n is not a constant. The magnitude of n is shown to depend on the magnitude 
of the local stress at the crack tip. A low local stress corresponds to a low local 
stress corrosion rate, thus a long lifetime. Identical argumentscan be used for 
samples with extrinsic failure sources: for long lifetimes (up to 30 year) very low 
initia! slow crack growth veloeities are obtained; the local stress at the tip is low. 
The magnitude of n is expected to depend on the local stress. As a consequence 
a constant n value can oot be used in the extrapolation of the lifetime results. 

7.5 Main conclusions 

Finally the most important conclusions of this thesis are summarized. 

• A model is presented for the failure of crack-free stressed samples. In this 
model, stability criteria and chemica! reaction rates are incorporated. 

• As a limiting case the present model contains the existing activation energy 
model, descrihing the failure of brittie materials with flaws. 

• Slow crack growth experiments on fused silica and strength/lifetime measu
rements on optical fibres cao be described with this model. Identical values 
for the activation volume V are obtained. The paradox between bulk silica 
and silica fibres, concerning slow crack growth and fatigue failure, is 
removed. This paradox was due tothefact that the fatigue parameternis not 
a materials constant: it depends on the local stress. 

• On a pristine optica! fibre no initial crack seems to be present. 

• At lower applied stresses the lifetime expressions no Jonger describe the 
experiments. A fatigue limit seems to exist. 
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• In a comparison of the bending fracture and the mandrel experiments with 
tensile tests it is necessary to take into account the nonlinear elastic behaviour 
of fused silica. 

• The chemical composition of coatings and environment has a marked 
influence on the fibre lifetime. For pristine fibres with different coating 
materials, the measured lifetime in the sameenvironment can differ by orders 
of magnitude. 

• The presence of chemica! compounds at the fibre/ coating interface is 
important for the fibre lifetime. Not only the presence of water and the pH 
have tobetaken into account, but diffusion of the active species through the 
coating is important as weiL 

• The lifetime of a stressed fibre is drastically shortened by amines and 
ammonia. Insome UV-curing coating materials amines are present. 

• The presence of a phosphate ester in the coating material increases the lifetime 
of the stressed fibre in ambient environments. 
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Summary 

In general the strength of a brittie material is determined by the presence of 
extrinsic defects, such as cracks. This strength is much lower than the intrinsic 
strength, which is determined by the strength of the chemica! honds. 

In the production of optical fibres much attention is paid to the prevention 
of extrinsic defects, the weak spots. The pristine fibre does not contain any weak 
spots. The strength obtained during testing approximates the theoretica! 
strength. 

A theoretical and ex perimental study on the strength and lifetime of pristine 
optica! fibres is made in this thesis. In the theoretical section a model is proposed 
for the crack nucleation on a tlat surface. Due to the external stress and a 
stress-corrosion reaction, a stabie surface deformation develops into a crack 
during the strengthand lifetime experiment. The activation volume V determines 
the stress dependence. This model is applied to the lifetime description of pristine 
optical fibres. An analytical expression for the fatigue parameter n shows that 
n is not a constant: it depends on the local stress. The discrepancy in n values 
for slow crack growth (n ~ 40) and fibre failure (n ~ 20) is understood: the 
activation volume V""' 8 cm3 /mol has to be used. 

The bending fracture test and the mandrel test used for the strength and 
lifetime measurements arebasedon bending. The non-linear elastic behaviour 
of fused silica is needed to compare the results with the failure stresses from 1 m 
tests. 

In the stress-corrosion reaction of fused silica, water is an active compound. 
In the experimental study not only the effect of water, but also that of other 
compoundsin an aqueous environment on the lifetime is studied. At high pH the 
corrosion reaction is faster. To understand the lifetime data in the various 
environments, the diffusion of active compounds through the coating material 
has to be taken into account. In ammonia and amine solutions the lifetime is 
much shorter than in water. 

Ammonia diffuses relatively rapidly through the coating layer; for a phos
phate solution the coating is impermeable. The presence of small amounts of 
some compounds (amines, phosphates) in the coating material has a large 
intluence on the fibre lifetime obtained. 

The fibre coating not only protects the fibre surface from mechanical damage, 
it also delerminestoa large extent the chemica! environment during the lifetime. 
This environment is of importance in the lifetime predictions of stressed optica I 
fibres. 
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Samenvatting 

De sterkte van een bros materiaal wordt veelal bepaald door een extrinsieke 
oorzaak, zoals een oppervlakte scheur. De in de praktijk verkregen sterkte ligt 
dan ook ver beneden de intrinsieke sterkte, bepaald door de sterkte der 
chemische bindingen. 

Tijdens het maken wordt een optische glasvezel van een coating voorzien. 
Deze kunststof laag voorkomt mechanische beschadigingen van het oppervlak. 
Zwakke plekken komen op een optische vezel, mits goed gemaakt, slechts 
sporadisch voor. De praktische sterkte benadert dan ook de theoretische sterkte. 
Levensduur en sterkte van maagdelijke (pristine) glasvezels, zowel theoretisch 
als experimenteel, vormen het onderwerp van dit proefschrift. 

De bestaande theorie voor sterkte en levensduur gaat uit van de aanwezigheid 
van beschadigingen, zoals oppervlakte scheuren. Onder invloed van trekspan
ning en het milieu (b.v. water) kunnen deze defecten groeien. Deze theorie wordt 
thans gebruikt om experimenten aan glasvezels te beschrijven. In dit proefschrift 
wordt, op basis van oude relaties, een nieuw stuk theorie gepresenteerd om de 
levensduur van de optische vezels te beschrijven. Voor het bezwijken onder 
trekspanning is het niet noodzakelijk dat reeds een defect aanwezig is. Vermeen
de discrepanties tussen levensduur metingen aan glasvezels en scheursnelheids
metingen aan (bulk) glas blijken niet te bestaan. 

Op basis van bestaande meetmethoden zijn sterkte en levensduur tests aan 
kleine proeflengtes van een glasvezel verder uitgewerkt. In een vergelijk van deze 
op buiging gebaseerde sterkte metingen met de conventionele treksterkte 
metingen blijkt een correctie voor het niet constant zijn van de elasticiteitsmodu
lus van kwartsglas noodzakelijk te zijn. 

Water speelt een grote rol in de spanningscorrosie van (kwarts)glas. In de 
levensduur experimenten van de glasvezel is water dan ook belangrijk. In een 
waterig milieu wordt de invloed van de pH beschouwd. Ammonia verkort de 
levensduur van een glasvezel onder trekspanning aanzienlijk. 

Het coating materiaal blijkt van grote invloed te zijn op deze spanningscorro
sie. Sommige stoffen worden doorgelaten, andere tegengehouden. Stoffen 
aanwezig in de coating, zoals amines, kunnen de levensduur van de glasvezel 
flink verkorten. Andere stoffen verlengen deze levensduur juist. Door variaties 
in coating materiaal en/ of extern milieu kan de levensduur van de vezels decades 
uiteenlopen. 

De coating geeft niet alleen mechanische bescherming: hij bepaalt ook in 
belangrijke mate het chemische milieu. 
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Nawoord 

De directie van Philips' Natuurkundig Laboratorium ben ik erkentelijk voor 
de gelegenheid die zij mij geboden hebben om dit proefschrift samen te stellen. 

Het beschreven onderzoek is tot stand gekomen dankzij bijdragen door velen. 
Met enthousiaste medewerking van Harrie Wagemans hebben 150.000 breuken 
vele experimentele resultaten opgeleverd. In samenwerking met Dick Broer, 
Cees Joehem en Theo Meeuwsen is de invloed van de coating op het produceren, 
de optische en de mechanische eigenschappen van de glasvezels bestudeerd. Een 
deel van laatstgenoemde resultaten is terug te vinden in dit proefschrift. Veel van 
de voor het onderzoek noodzakelijke apparatuur en hulpmiddelen zijn gereali
seerd door de verschillende diensten van het laboratorium. Allen die door hun 
bijdragen, discussies en collegialiteit aan het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift 
hebben meegewerkt wil ik bedanken. 
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Stellingen bijhet proefschrift van P.C.P. Bouten 

K wikporosimetrie aan poreuze structuren van silica aerogelen of xerogelen 
zegt meer over de compressibiliteit van deze structuren dan over de 
werkelijke porie-verdelingen. 

F.J. Broecker, W. Heckmann, F. Fischer, M. Mielke, J. Schroeder en 
A. Stange, 'Proc. in Physics 6, Aerogels', J. Fricke, ed., Springer Verlag, 
Berlin (1986), p. 161-6. 
J.J.F. Scholten, Klei Glas Keramiek 5 (1984) 130-5. 

Burch en Collins concluderen dat er voor een willekeurige groep commer
ciele Ni/Mol Al20 3 katalysatoren geen correlatie bestaat tussen de zuur
stof-chemisorptie-capaciteit en de (thiofeen) ontzwavelings activiteit. Deze 
conclusie doet onvoldoende recht aan de potentiele toepassingsmogelijkhe
den van de zuurstof-chemisorptie-techniek bij het karakteriseren van 
commerciele katalysatoren voor het ootzwavelen van reaJistische voedin
gen, zoals gasolie. 

R. Burch en A. Collins, Appl. Catal. 17 (1985) 273-308. 
W. Zmierczak, G. Murali Dhar en F.E. Mosseth, J. Catal. 77 (1982) 432-8. 

Door Tomozawa, Hirao en Bean gemeten lengtes op het breukoppervlak 
zijn niet die scheurlengtes die bepalend zijn voor de sterkte van hun 
preparaten. 

M. Tomozawa, K. Hirao en P.E. Bean, J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 69 (1986), 
C186-8. 

Het defect dat bij een maagdelijke glasvezel tot breuk leidt, ontstaat tijdens 
het onder trekspanning staan aan het oppervlak van de vezel. 

dit proefschrift 

In multimode optische vezel sensoren zijn sensoreffecten mode-afhanke
lijk. Het voor een referentietak gebruiken van splitsers waarvan de takken 
aanleiding geven tot een verschillend modespectrum is dan niet mogelijk. 



De door Andraud et al. beschreven temperatuur afhankelijke Eu lumines
centie betreft overgangen binnen de 4f schil eDi-+ 7F). Het voor de 
interpretatie gebruikte configuratiecoordinatiediagram, waarin de gemid
delde bindingsarstand wijzigt, is op de beschreven overgangen niet van 
toepassing. 

C. Andraud, J.P. Denis, B. Blanzat en A. Vedrine, Chem. Phys. Letters 101 
(1983) 357-60. 

De door Mizuno et al. gebruikte 'falling sphere' methode geeft onjuiste 
waardes voor de viscositeit van de zich vormende gel: de vormende gel 
gedraagt zich niet als een Newtonse vloeistof. 

T. Mizuno, J. Phalippou en J. Zarzicky, Collected papers, XIV Int. Congr. 
on Glass, New Dehli (1986), p. 134-40. 

De term r V mi p, door Charles en Hillig ingevoerd in een uitdrukking om 
de corrosie onder trekspanning te beschrijven, is niet geldig in de aanwezig
heid van trekspanning. 

R.J. Charles en W.B. Hillig, Symp. sur la Resistance Mechanique du Verre 
et les Moyens de I'Ameriorer, Florence, 25-29 sept. 1961, Compte Rendu, 
Union Scientifique Continentale du Verre, Charleroi (1962), p. 511-27. 
dit proefschrift 

Het vergelijken van slijtage eigenschappen van Danto Koruntz en alumina 
is zoiets als het vergelijken van wijn en whisky. 

M. K. Aghajanian, E. Breval, J .S. Jennings en N.H. Macmillan, J. Mater. Sc i. 
21 (1986) 2819-24. 


